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Abstract 
In this thesis a new Navier-Stokes solver for complex three-dimensional 
geometries, adopting arbitrary modelling of the Reynolds stresses, is presented. Ak-s 
model, adopting a modelling of the turbulent transport not based on the eddy viscosity, 
has been written in generalised coordinates and solved with a finite volume approach, 
using both a GMRES solver and a direct solver for the solution of the linear systems of 
equations. The results presented show that the modification adopted for the modelling 
of'the turbulent transport also provides a more accurate value of the physical diffusion 
and, as a consequence, improves the increase in accuracy when using higher-order 
convection schemes. 
A simple non-linear modelling of the Reynolds stresses has been designed 
introducing an additional term, quadratic in the main strain rate, to the basic 
Boussinesq's form; the corresponding constant has been evaluated through comparison 
with experimental data. The computational procedure is implemented for the flow 
analysis in a 90 ° square section bend and the obtained results show that with the non- 
linear modelling a much better agreement with the measured data is obtained, both for 
the velocity and the pressure. The importance of the convection scheme is also 
discussed, showing how the effect of the non-linear correction added to the Reynolds 
stresses is effectively hidden by the additional numerical diffusion introduced by a low- 
order convection scheme as the first-order Upwind, thus making necessary the use of 
higher-order schemes. 
Some results for centrifugal turbo machinery are also presented, giving some 
initial indications on the effects of the proposed modification in the modelling of the 
turbulent diffusion on the prediction of the flow in rotating passages. 
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Nomenclature 
a= coefficient of the generic discretised transport equation; also: function of the grid 
spacing (when deriving the convection schemes) 
A= surface of the cell face; also: generic matrix 
B, C, D= coefficients appearing in the derivation of the pressure correction equation 
const = generic constant 
C, = pressure coefficient 
CF,, CI , 
CCS, Cc , 
cc 
'CrC= turbulence modelling constants 
C1, C2,..., C6 = coefficients of the generic quadratic function in two dimensions 
d= diagonal coefficient 
D= diagonal block 
D. 
y = 
twice the mean strain rate tensor 
DWF = downwind weighting factor 
E= function of the wall roughness 
F= external force in the i-th momentum equation; also: T;. = pA. U; (when deriving 
the pressure correction equation) 
FNE = value of the variable at the middle of the north-east edge of the cell 
FNW = value of the variable at the middle of the north-west edge of the cell 
9 rS = metric coefficients =' 
G= production of k 
i= index varying in the ý direction; also: generic index for summations 
influx = convective influx for unit volume 
I= rothalpy; also: surface integral 
1= unit tensor 
j= index varying in the i direction; also: generic index for summations 
J= Jacobian 
j= flux 
k= turbulent kinetic energy 
k= direction of the z axis 
I= length of scale of turbulence 
in = index varying in the ý" direction; also: generic index for summations 
mp= mass unbalance (or mass source) 
it = dimension of the systems of equations 
n= direction normal to the wall 
np = number of unknowns on a transversal plane 
nx, ny, nz = number of points in the ý, q and ; directions 
nza = number of non-zero coefficients 
p= static pressure 
P= node at the centre of the control volume 
Pr = Prandtl number 
r, s, t= local coordinates (when deriving the two and three-dimensional QUICK); 
also: r, s = generic indices for summations 
r* = normalised distance from the outer wall of the bend 
rs = restart number (GMRES) 
r, s = tangential directions at the wall (evaluation of the wall function formulae) 
R= gas constant for air = 287 J/kg K 
Re = Reynolds number 
S= source term of the generic discretised transport equation 
t= time 
T= static temperature (in K) 
Th = blend parameter 
u;, u, v, w= mean Cartesian velocity components 
U;, U, V, W= Contravariant velocity components, U=J 155ýi II.; 0/ J 
also: U= streamwise velocity, V= gapwise velocity 
Ub = bulk velocity 
Up= velocity component parallel to the wall 
Z= mean Cartesian velocity vector 
xi, x, y, z= Cartesian coordinates 
yi = non dimensional distance from the wall 
z* = normalised distance from the plane of symmetry of the bend 
Greek 
a= under-relaxation coefficient 
F= turbulent exchange coefficient 
Sj = Kronecker's delta 
(S, = normal distance from the wall 
AO = volume of the cell 
A4 = distance between grid points in the ý direction 
A rß, A,; = cell dimension in the 7 and ý; directions 
E= dissipation rate of k 
Eijk = alternating tensor 
qi= generic scalar variable 
K= von Karman's constant = 0.41 
A= second viscosity coefficient 
A= function of y} 
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p= molecular viscosity (or first viscosity coefficient) 
p, = eddy viscosity 
v= kinematic viscosity = U/p 
p= density 
internal stress tensor 
6= turbulent Prandtl number 
Ec= convective stability 
s, v= shear stress 
S2; = Cartesian components of the rotational speed vector 
S2= rotational speed vector 
ýj, ý, q,, " = curvilinear (or generalised) coordinates 
Subscripts: 
C= node upstream of the cell face 
D= node downstream of the node C 
f= generic cell face 
i, j, 1, rn, r, s = generic indices for summations 
I= corresponding to the entalpy equation 
k= corresponding to the k equation 
K= generic node 
1, r= left and right cell faces (one-dimensional case) 
L, R= left and right nodes (one-dimensional case) 
LL = node at the left of the node L (one-dimensional case) 
ps = pressure side 
P= node at the centre of the control volume 
ref = reference value 
ss = suction side 
cri = corresponding to the i-th momentum equation 
U= node upstream of the node C 
W, E, S, N, B, F= nodes preceding and following the node P in the ý, r) and, ' 
directions 
iv = value at the wall 
w, e, s, ii, b, f= faces on the cell facing, respectively, the nodes W, E, S, N, B, F e. g.: 
w= west face of the control volume, e= east face of the control volume, etc. 
x; = derivative in respect to the x; coordinate; e. g.: 0., = 00 / Ot' 
O= corresponding to the generic variable 0 
E= corresponding to the e equation 
ý, = derivative in respect to the 4. coordinate 
Superscripts 
n= iteration level 
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u; = corresponding to the i-th momentum equation 
p= corresponding to the pressure correction equation 
R= turbulent component 
R, B = turbulent component evaluated with the Boussinesq's approximation 
V= viscous component 
= normalised using the upstream and downstream values 
= mean value 
when deriving the equations for turbulent flows 
= fluctuation 
= density - weighted average additional def. for compressible turb. flows 
= fluctuation from the average 
*= approximated] 
when deriving the pressure correction equation 
= correction 
= constant 
when linearising the source term 
multiplies the variable 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The tremendous progress in computer science that has happened in the last few 
decades has directly influenced the development of several scientific fields and it is 
undeniable that fluid dynamics has been benefited most from the fast increase in 
computational resources available and its rapidly declining cost. In the space of not 
more than thirty years we have seen the rapid evolution from the simple linear methods, 
massively adopted for the design of the first passenger jets, to the solution of three- 
dimensional turbulent Navier-Stokes equations at all speeds and for all possible 
geometries. 
Applications with direct industrial use have been from large economic investment 
in the development of flow prediction techniques; in particular, in the last decades a 
large effort has been directed towards the development of prediction techniques for 
turbomachinery flows, in the attempt to increase the efficiency whilst reducing the costs 
linked to experimental testing. 
Turbomachinery flows are among the most complex flows encountered in fluid 
dynamic practice; they usually are three-dimensional, with laminar, transitional and 
turbulent flow; the prediction of such flows undoubtedly represents one of the most 
challenging fields of Computational Fluid Dynamics and a large volume of research on 
this subject has recently appeared in the literature. Particular effort has been directed 
towards the development of turbulence models that could accurately describe the 
features of turbulent flow affected by curvature and rotation. 
The first turbulence models that have been adopted in turbornachinery applications 
are simple algebraic models. As widely reported in the literature, Lakshminarayana 1985 
and 1991, these models are adequate for two-dimensional compressible flows with mild 
pressure gradients, and are definitely not suitable for flows with curvature and rotation, 
being of little value in three-dimensional complex flows. Although the use of algebraic 
models should be restricted to two-dimensional flows with mild pressure gradients and 
mild curvature, they are still widely adopted in industrial applications; this is 
particularly true in the prediction of the flow in centrifugal compressors and pumps, 
where the complexity of the flow, with strong adverse pressure gradients in the 
streamwise direction, could make the use of more advanced techniques quite 
problematic, especially in respect to the numerical stability of the procedure. 
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The paper of Hirsch et al. (1996) on the numerical investigation of the flow in 
centrifugal impellers, is a typical example of this kind of approach: the accuracy of the 
prediction is mostly dependent on the choice of the grid (about 370,000 grid points, with 
the use of a multiblock technique for an accurate geometrical modelling of the edges of 
the blades), while a relative low order scheme (second order) is used for the treatment of 
the convection and, most importantly, the algebraic model of Baldwin-Lomax (1978) is 
adopted for the turbulence. Hirsch et al. claim in the conclusions that, although the 
influence of rotation and curvature on the turbulent flow cannot 
be accurately described 
by such a simple turbulence model, the level of validation obtained seems to indicate 
that such effects are not predominant in the establishment of the main properties. 
A more accurate description of the turbulent 
flow can be obtained using two 
equations models, that generally produce reasonable results without an excessive 
computational cost; by far the most widely used two equation model is the k-c, 
generally used in the form originally proposed by 
Jones and Launder (1972), that can 
now be considered almost as a 'standard choice' for the modelling of turbulence. One of 
the major limitations of the model, especially 
in relation to the prediction of flows 
affected by curvature and rotation, is the adoption of a 
linear relation between stress and 
strain for the modelling of the eddy viscosity, as originally proposed by Boussinesq 
(1877). 
It is well known that a linear relation between stress and strain 
in the modelling of 
the Reynolds stresses, as in Boussinesq's formulation, 
fails to resolve turbulence 
anisotropy and to represent correctly the interaction 
between curvature strain and the 
normal stresses (Bradshaw, 1973). It is now generally accepted that the strong variability 
in the strength of interaction between different strain types and the turbulent stresses can 
only be resolved fundamentally through the use of second-moment closure, in which 
separate transport equations are solved for all Reynolds stress components (Lien and 
Leschziner, 1994a). However, this type of closure is complex, poses particular 
challenges in respect to its stable integration into general computational schemes and is 
costly to apply in practice, while, at the same time, still presents some weaknesses and 
defects (Lien and Leschziner, 1994b). 
Most researchers prefer to keep the simple formulation of the k-c model while 
trying to increase the accuracy introducing additional terms and/or modifying the value 
of the modelling constants in order to take into account the 
influence of effects such as 
curvature or rotation, often using empirical observations or simplified analysis of the 
Reynolds stresses equations (see, for example, the review on turbulence models for 
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complex flows from Lakshminarayana 1985), or modifying the definition of the eddy- 
viscosity. 
k--, models adopting a non-linear eddy-viscosity formulation have recently been 
used in the flow prediction of axial turbomachinery flows, such as, for example, the use 
of a cubic eddy-viscosity model for the study of a compressor cascade blade operating at 
off-design conditions (Chen et al., 1996) and the flow around a turbine blade (Craft et 
al., 1997); in this case, a standard k-e model is adopted, but the definition of the eddy- 
viscosity is modified in order to take into account the anisotropy in the turbulence 
introduced by curvature and rotation (Craft et al., 1996). Chen et al. (1996) have shown 
that in the flow prediction of cascades operating at off-design conditions it is 
particularly important to adopt advanced turbulence models, as linear eddy-viscosity 
models return excessive levels of turbulence around the leading edge, and thus prevent 
laminar leading-edge separation and associated transition, while the use of cubic eddy- 
viscosity models results in a much improved description of the phenomena. 
Another example of inclusion of anisotropic effects in the k- g model for 
turbomachinery flows is the work of Luo and Lakshminarayana (1995), who have 
computed the three-dimensional flow through the turbine nozzle passage of a single 
stage turbine using a zonal k-c/Algebraic Reynolds stress model (ARSM), in which the 
formulation of the components of the Reynolds stress 
is modified in the endwall region 
to represent the anisotropy of turbulence. In this case only the production term in the k- 
c equations is modified when using the ARSM. The results show that the predictions 
with the anisotropic ARSM model are close to those with the isotropic k- e model for 
the mean flow properties, and only a slight improvement in the prediction of some 
secondary flow quantities has been obtained by the ARSM. Luo and Lakshminarayana 
conclude that the turbine secondary flows are primarily driven by pressure gradients and 
that the effects of the anisotropy of turbulence appear to be 
insignificant in this case. 
It has to be noted that most, if not all, of the applications of advanced turbulence 
models to turbomachinery flows which have appeared in the literature are relative to 
axial flow machines. It is indeed true that while quite advanced numerical techniques 
constitute now a central part in the design of axial 
flow machines, the design of 
centrifugal machines is still based on empirical methods using simple one-dimensional 
correlations or inviscid methods, and CFD computations are performed mostly using 
algebraic turbulence models, as in Hirsch et al. (1996). 
It is important to notice that in most of the cases the k-e model is used in the 
form proposed originally by Jones and Launder (1972), where the turbulent transport 
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diffusion term of k and e is assumed (arbitrarily, for analogy between turbulent and 
molecular mixing) to be proportional to the gradient of the variable, through the eddy 
viscosity divided by a turbulent Prandtl number. 
A much more accurate modelling of the turbulent transport diffusion term in the 
k-e equations, not depending on such a strong assumption, was proposed by Hanjalic 
and Launder (1972); the use of such a modelling of the diffusion term leads to ak-e 
formulation not dependent any more on the eddy-viscosity but capable of adopting 
arbitrary modelling of the Reynolds stresses. Both Baker and Orzechowki (1983) and 
Speziale (1987) used ak-e formulation based on Hanjalic and Launder's formulae to 
introduce non-linear modelling of the Reynolds stresses, but tested their models in very 
simple and specific cases. 
In the existing literature there has been a very limited use of these formulae, 
generally in very simplified cases, and never in general non-orthogonal coordinates, to 
model complex three-dimensional flows using a Navier-Stokes solver; furthermore, this 
kind of formulation has never been tested for rotating passages and, in particular, for 
turbomachinery flows. The k-e formulation so obtained, in effect allows a much more 
natural introduction of a non-linear modelling of the Reynolds stresses than the 
formulation based on the eddy-viscosity, while providing a more accurate definition of 
the diffusion term, in respect to the standard formulation that appears to over-predict the 
value of the physical diffusion (as will be shown 
in this thesis). At the same time, this 
formulation is more complex and less stable than the one 
based on the eddy viscosity. 
The main objective of this thesis is to study the effects of 
introducing the Hanjalic 
and Launder formulae for the turbulent diffusion into a three-dimensional Navier Stokes 
procedure, specifically oriented towards the prediction of turbomachinery flows. 
A new Navier-Stokes algorithm, that adopts 
for the turbulence modelling ak-e 
model based on Hanjalic and Launder's formulae for the turbulent diffusion transport 
terms, has been designed. The algorithm is based on a finite-volume procedure for a 
collocated grid in curvilinear coordinates, using a pressure correction procedure 
obtained extending the classical SIMPLE method of Patankar and Spalding (1980) to 
the case of generalised coordinates and non-staggered grid (as 
in Rhie and Chow, 1983). 
The proposed algorithm has been explicitly designed to overcome the problems of 
stability that are generally associated with the prediction of the flow in centrifugal 
machines, through the accurate solution of the governing equations, and in particular of 
the pressure correction equation. 
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The first attempt to simulate the flow in a centrifugal compressor using the 
pressure correction solution of the time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations was 
performed by Moore and Moore (1980a), who used a partially parabolic pressure 
correction procedure for the incompressible flow prediction in a low speed shrouded 
impeller. Although the turbulence, compressibility and tip leakage effects were 
neglected, this simulation represented a major step towards the application of Navier- 
Stokes analysis in centrifugal compressor impellers. Moore and Moore (1980b) 
extended their method to compute the turbulent, compressible flow in a high speed 
impeller passage. Hah et al. (1988) developed a fully elliptic viscous flow analysis 
method using a pressure correction relaxation procedure and Hah and Krain (1990) 
implemented the above method to simulate the flow in a high pressure backswept 
impeller. Dawes (1987) presented the results obtained for the flow inside a backswept 
impeller using a time-marching process for the solution of the three-dimensional system 
of equations expressed in a finite volume form. Tourlidakis and Elder (1993) presented 
numerical investigations of a radial and two backswept impeller flows with tip leakage 
using a fully elliptic pressure correction method. 
The algorithm that will be presented in this thesis differs from the ones adopted in 
the above studies not only in the modelling of turbulence, but also in the adoption of 
high-order convection schemes with a flux limiter and the accurate solution of the three- 
dimensional system of equations. 
The numerical discretisation of the convection terms in the Navier-Stokes 
equations is of fundamental importance for the accuracy of the procedure; the use of 
low-order schemes, such as the first-order Upwind scheme, causes the introduction of a 
large amount of additional numerical diffusion, with disastrous effects on the accuracy 
of the solution. At the same time, the introduction of such an artificial damping has a 
very stabilising effect on the convergence of the numerical procedure; this explains the 
reason why the use of low-order schemes is still widespread, constituting the most 
frequent choice in many applications of CFD, as noted by Leonard and Drummond in a 
recent review (1995). 
High-order schemes, such as the third-order QUICK developed by Leonard (1979 
and 1988), that will be the main convection scheme adopted in this thesis, while 
dramatically increasing the accuracy of the solution and drastically reducing the number 
of grid points required for the description of the flow phenomena, can generate 
unphysical overshoots or undershoots during the numerical transition, causing 
unphysically negative values for the turbulence quantities and the computational 
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divergence of the algorithm. A flux limiter, based on the boundedness criterion of 
Gaskell and Lau (1988), in the formulation with normalised variables of Leonard and 
Mokhtari (1990), will be adopted in this thesis in conjunction with high-order schemes, 
to eliminate any possible unphysical calculated value of the convected variable. 
The use of high-order schemes can also cause a sharp deterioration in the stability 
of the numerical procedure, as compared to low-order schemes. Particular care has to be 
given to the accurate solution of the systems of linear equations obtained from the 
discretisation of the transport equations in order to avoid the production of large 
numerical error which, with limited numerical damping, can provoke the divergence of 
the procedure. For this reason, part of this thesis will be dedicated to the study of the 
linear solver, in particular for the solution of the pressure correction equation, that 
appears to be ill-conditioned and extremely sensitive both to the use of high-order 
schemes and to the boundary conditions adopted for the pressure field. 
These problems of stability caused by the use of high-order convection schemes 
are the reason why many researchers prefer to use lower-order schemes, and therefore 
are able to adopt more approximate and less computationally expensive linear solvers, 
while using a very large number of grid points to achieve a reasonable level of accuracy. 
This option, that can probably sometimes produce an increase in the overall efficiency 
of the code, is not usable in this particular study of turbulence modelling: the 
modifications that in this study will be introduced in the modelling of the k-6 
equations will affect only the diffusion terms in the transport equations, so that 
excessive numerical diffusion introduced by the convection scheme would eliminate any 
possible benefits of the new formulation, as will be shown in this thesis. It is therefore 
essential to adopt a high-order convection scheme; for this reason, an extensive part of 
this thesis will be dedicated to the study of high-order schemes and the search of an 
accurate linear solver, to obtain an accurate and robust algorithm. 
In the second chapter of this thesis, the governing equations in curvilinear 
coordinates of the standard eddy-viscosity formulation, the finite volume discretisation 
procedure and the pressure correction method will be introduced. 
In the third chapter the solution method of the discretised equation, with particular 
emphasis on the solution of the systems of linear equations, is presented. 
The fourth chapter is dedicated to the study of high-order convection schemes, 
with theoretical indications on the formal accuracy and convective stability of the 
several convection schemes presented, and to the development of a flux limiter. 
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An initial validation of the code is presented in the fifth chapter, with an extensive 
study on the performance of the linear solver for the pressure correction equation and 
some interesting and original results on the effect of the use of high-order schemes and 
of the flux limiter on the performance of the linear solver. 
The sixth chapter is dedicated to the turbulence modelling, with a detailed 
presentation of the proposed new formulation of the k-e model in curvilinear 
coordinates; a simple quadratic modelling of the Reynolds stresses, that will then be 
used in the following chapter to show the capability of the algorithm to handle non- 
linear modelling of the Reynolds stresses, is also presented. 
A validation of the turbulence modelling is then performed in the seventh chapter, 
using a simple three-dimensional test case, with a detailed investigation on the effects of 
the proposed modification of the k-e equations. 
In the eighth chapter the results obtained from the numerical study of a rotating 
diffuser are presented, giving initial useful information on the consequence of the new 
modelling of the turbulent diffusion term in the prediction of the flow field in rotating 
passages. 
Some initial results obtained for turbulent flows in centrifugal machines are then 
presented in the ninth chapter. Due to the limitations on computer resources available 
and to the high memory requirements of the proposed algorithm, relatively coarse grids 
have been adopted in these last cases, quite far from the level of grid refinement that is 
now considered to be, the 'state of the art' in the field, and the results presented in this 
chapter are intended more as an additional validation of the proposed algorithm than a 
complete study of these particular turbomachinery flows. 
Finally, in the two appendices the interpolation procedure adopted to obtain the 
values of the variables in specific points, and the description of the wall function 
adopted for the boundary conditions, are presented. 
Chapter 2 
Theoretical formulation and method of computation 
2.1 - Introduction. 
In this section the basic equations in generalised coordinates, the finite volume 
dicretisation procedure and the pressure correction method will be presented. 
The method presented in this section is commonly adopted in the prediction of the 
flow field for problems of engineering interest and represents just the starting point of 
this study. The exposition is therefore limited to the basic concepts, while the 
derivation of the governing equations will be presented in detail in the sixth chapter of 
this thesis, where the proposed formulation of the turbulence modelling is introduced. 
2.2 - Governing equations. 
The Navier Stokes equations for a turbulent flow will be considered, with the 
following assumptions: 
" steady mean flow; 
" perfect gas (p = pRT); 
" use of a relative frame of reference rotating with the passage; the energy 
equation is formulated in terms of the conservation of the rothalpy (i. e. the total 
enthalpy in a rotating frame of reference); 
" the source term in the rothalpy equation is neglected; 
" the dependent variables are replaced with their time-averages plus their 
fluctuations (Reynolds decomposition) and then the entire equation is time-averaged 1; 
" isotropic turbulent viscosity; the Boussinesq eddy viscosity concept is adopted: 
the Reynolds stresses and the turbulent scalar fluxes follow the same type of stress- 
strain relation as in laminar flow; 
"a standard two-equation k-e model is used for the modelling of the turbulence; 
the wall function approach has been adopted in the near-wall regions where the viscous 
phenomena are dominant; 
In a Cartesian tensor form these equations are written: 
'In all the equations the variables are intended as time-averaged, following the 
definition of the Reynolds mean: 
1 ``' dt, where At is required to be large compared to the period of random AtJt 
turbuence. 
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" Continuity: 
ä (Puj)=o (2.2.1) 
J 
" Momentum: (i = 1,2,3) 
(Pu; 
u; 
ý_ 
- + 
a djý + (ý +ý, > 
Oti 
-2 g1- 1 `' +F (2.2.2 i) 
J 
0xi 0xl ax; äx; 3 ox.. 
where F is the component of the centrifugal plus the Coriolis forces vector in the i 
direction: 
-2peij, nnjun, -p( ,7t 
+P0nPn)Xi 
eq is the alternating tensor, which assumes the value 1 if urn are in cyclic order (i. e. 
123,231,312), -1 if ijm are in anti-cyclic order (i. e. 321,132,213) and 0 otherwise, and 
f2 j is the component of the rotational speed vector in the j direction. 
The turbulent equation obtained has the same form as the laminar one with the 
molecular viscosity It replaced by an effective viscosity (1 +'ý, having included in the 
pressure the term: -28. ý ru', it',,, . 
" Rothalpy: 
ä (pll )= ö p +P, aI 
[( 
(2.2.3) 
äxß äxß Pr Pry öxj 
where Pr is the Prandtl number of the fluid. 
" Eddy viscosity: 
Pr = CU v 
k2 
k (2.2.4) 
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" Turbulent energy: 
__ 
a ak +G-pE (2.2.5) 
axe pu'k) äxß P dxj 
" Turbulence energy dissipation: 
a pu e) __ `9S _6 + 
(Ci C-C, pe) (2.2.6) äxß ` ' äxß P öxj k 
where G is the generation rate of turbulence defined by: 
dlý 
G=, u, + 
au' 
(2.2.7) 
äx,,, äx; äx,,, 
The constants C1, C2 and C,, are equal to 0.09,1.44 and 1.92 and the turbulent 
Prandtl numbers Pr1, Pry. and Pr6 are 1.0,1.0 and 1.3. 
The boundary conditions for the k-e method are given with a wall function, as 
defined in Appendix B. 
To overcome the problem of the discretisation of irregularly shaped flow domains, 
a general system of Boundary Fitted Coordinates (BCF) is employed: the equations are 
transformed from the physical space (described by Cartesian coordinates) to a 
computational space, in which the boundaries of the domain coincide with lines of a 
structured mesh, described by generalised coordinates 
-ý, 17 
and ; (as in the example 
presented in fig. 2.1 and 2.2). The strong conservation form of the transformed equations 
will be adopted (all the terms arising from the divergence operator are under differential 
operator); the unknown quantities in the momentum equations are still the Cartesian 
velocity components (semi-Cartesian form). 
For the expression of the general transport law a transformation: 
ý=4(r, y, z): 71= z(x, y, z);; =Jx, y, z) (2.2.8) 
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has to be implemented; the partial derivatives arising from a divergence operator are 
transformed in a fully conservative form according to: 
ao 
=1a ßrß (2.2.9) 
iJ 
dr £i 
where J is the Jacobian of the transformation given by: 
i= rf (y, zs - z, 1y)- 
yf`xgZS - Z>r"')+ zý(x,, yc - y, lx) 
(2.2.10) 
while the other partial derivatives are transformed according to: 
do 
_ 
00 aýr 
ex1 0ýr 
011, 
(2.2.1 1) 
The velocity components U, V and W which are used in the generalised system 
when transforming the flow conservation equations, are related to the Cartesian ones, u, 
v and w, by 2 
v. =i 
dý; 
dxj 
(2.2.12) 
At the same time the Cartesian velocity components may be expressed by the 
inverse relations: 
iObi 
(2.2.13) 
The application of these transformation relations to the general transport equation 
for the scalar quantity 0 provides the transport equation in the generalised coordinate 
system. 
2The Jacobian in the definition of the velocities (2.2.12) has been introduced arbitrarily. 
U, V, and W are therefore the contra variant velocity components scaled by the Jacobian 
of the tran. sfonncttion. Some of the Jacobian terms appearing in the following equations 
are due to the definition (2.2.12). 
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Figure 2.1 - Example of grid in the physical space. 
Figure 2.2 - Grid in the computational space. 
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" Convection term: 
a 
`pug 
0l aPU; 
xJ 
ý-19 (2.2.14) 
4l 
" Diffusion term: 
ö 
p 
do 
ä =. 
i. d ,, d (2.2.15) 
ä dx; x; J aý; 
where the metric components are given by the relation: 
9,; »n = 
aýi aý. t (2.2.16) 
axi dxi 
The governing equations, in semi-Cartesian form, can be rewritten as follows: 
" Continuity: 
äT (PUl )= ° J 
" Momentum: 
(2.2.17) 
1ä [uj 
u1 -+ 
)gj" 
ö'/t =S, 
r=1,2,3 (2.2.18) 
j 
where the pressure term: 
ap aý aP a, z a fý aý 
eý 9x; a17 a"v äý ä. ý; 
has been incorporated in the source term. 
(2.2.19) 
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" Scalar equation: 
iU+ /j jrn 00 , ui -J Pro g0= SO (2.2.20) jm 
where the terms S1.. and So are the transformed source terms obtained by applying the 
rules for the transformation of the Cartesian derivatives appearing in the corresponding 
source terms (i. e. using the relation (2.2.9)). 
2.3 - Discretisation procedure. 
A finite volume method for the numerical solution of the partial differential 
equations will he adopted. The flow properties are defined only at the nodes (non- 
staggered grid). 
ný 
i 
"W ýF 
- -1 -- -> 77 
"B "E 
ýS 
Figure 2.3 - Typical control volume. 
Figure 2.3 shows a typical control volume surrounding the grid point P and the 
conventional names for the neighbouring points. The faces of the cell will be indicated 
with e, w, n, sf, b (for, respectively, the east face, the west face, the nord face, etc. ). The 
cell faces are supposed to be positioned exactly in the middle of the distance between 
two adjacent points; this particular arrangement is chosen to facilitate the evaluation of 
the variables at the cell faces, as a simple average of the values of a variable at the two 
adjacent nodes is a second-order accurate description of the corresponding value at the 
cell face. At the same time the grid point does not necessarily correspond to the 
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geometrical centre of the cell, and for highly distorted and non-uniform grid this factor 
could lead to loss of accuracy, although this phenomenon is expected to be small. 
In this section the discretisation of the transport equation for the following 
variables: u, v, w (eq. (2.2.2)), I (eq. (2.2.3)), k (eq. (2.2.5)) and E (eq. (2.2.6)) will be 
described, where the equations have been transformed in the form (2.2.18) or (2.2.20). 
The set of equations is written for every grid point of the domain and integrated 
over the corresponding control volume or computational cell. With the use of Gauss's 
theorem the volume integrals on the left hand side of the transport equation can be 
expressed as surface integrals over the six faces of each control volume. 
The integration of the transport equations over the control volume which encloses 
the grid node P can be therefore expressed in the following form: 
le-1,,, +1n-I. +lf-1b = JSo . dO (2.3.1) 
L®p 
where I, are surface integrals of the terms under the divergence operator on the left 
hand side of the transport equations and DOp is the volume of the cell. Each of these 
terms consists of a convective term and of a diffusive term; the last one can be split in 
two parts: the orthogonal diffusive term, containing the derivatives normal to the cell 
faces, and the cross diffusive term, which includes the rest of the diffusion terms. 
" Metric coefficients. 
The derivatives of the Cartesian coordinates x, y, z with respect to the generalised 
coordinates ý, i j, ý appearing in the definition of the metric coefficients are evaluated 
through finite difference formulae in the computational space, while the others can be 
obtained through a series of relationships between the coordinate transformation 
components. E. g. from the transformation (2.2.8) can be obtained: 
ý,. = 
(vVýs 
- (2.3.2) 
and the derivatives on the right hand side in the point P can be evaluated with a central 
difference (second order accurate assuming a constant spacing between the grid points), 
e. g. 
(ý a1J p 1IN - 1IS (2.3.3) 
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. Convective term. 
For the discretisation of the convective terms of the general transport equation the 
mean value theorem is utilised; for one of the faces, e. g. the e one: 
1pU. i dA 
0e AJ 
pUdA 
A, 
(2.3.4) 
The convective term at the e face involves the mass flux through this face; 
supposing the values of p and U constant on the cell face, this can be estimated by 
employing the expression: 
(e Ue AJ 0e (2.3.5) 
The value of the density and of the convecting velocity on the cell face are 
obtained by linear interpolation between the values on the nodes surrounding the face 
(e. g. for the e face, the nodes P and E) 
Also the value of the variable 0 on the cell face has to be estimated using the 
corresponding values stored at the surrounding grid nodes. The interpolation technique 
used to obtain this value is chosen on the basis of considerations about the numerical 
stability and the accuracy of the procedure and will be extensively described in the 
fourth chapter of this thesis. 
The basic approach uses an Upwind technique for the evaluation of 0e: the value 
of 0 on the cell face is approximated with the value upstream, where the upstream 
direction is based on the value of the convecting velocity on the cell face. The 
limitations of this approach will be extensively described in this thesis. 
" Diffusion term. 
The diffusion term of the transport equation consists of two parts: the normal 
diffusion term, which incorporates the first derivative of 0 in the direction normal to the 
cell faces (e. g. for the n face): 
Sýu+id, g 2200 dA A, Pro ark 
(2.3.6) 
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and the cross diffusion term which contains first derivatives of 0 in directions crossing 
the cell face: 
j + , Jr 92100 +g2390 dA " An P ry äý äff 
(2.3.7) 
The calculation of the first derivative in the equation (2.3.6) is performed by using 
a simple central difference scheme: 
do ON - 
OP 
a1I 17N l7P 
(2.3.8) 
ený 
I 
WII NE 
-------©-----Q--- 
FNWI FNE 
---p-- 
FS 
------> 
Figure 2.4 - Nodes involved in the calculation of the values 
at the middle of the NE and NW cell edges. 
For the calculation of the cross derivatives in equation (2.3.7) the values of 0 at 
the middle of the cell edges have to be employed. E. g., referring to figure 2.4, for the 
calculation of ( /äff),, the values of FNE and FNW are needed; these can be evaluated 
from the nodal values of the neighbouring nodes, e. g.: 
FNE=4(dir+O+ ON + ONE (2.3.9) 
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9 Source term. 
The rest of the terms in the transport equations, which are not included in the 
convective and diffusive term, are assumed to constitute the source terms. The volume 
integral of the source term is approximated by the product of the value of the source 
term at the node P by the volume of the control cell. If the source term is a function of 
the dependent variable 0, then the source term is linearised into two distinct parts: 
So d0 = 
(Sýp + Sý " op)OP (2.3.10) 
AO 1' 
where the sign of Sý, should be always negative to enhance diagonal dominance in the 
coefficient matrix. 
The pressure derivatives at the node P appearing in the source terms (cf. eq. 
(2.2.19)) are evaluated with a central difference scheme, e. g.: 
Ip lr_ PrPW 
Je-ýw (2.3.11) 
" General form of the equations. 
For each variable 0 the result of the discretisation of the transport equation for a 
control volume around the generic grid node P is a discrete equation which has the 
typical form: 
ap01, =aL01, +awq, v+1NON +aSOS + 1F OF +au O11+SS>= 
_ l(iKQK+Si> 
(2.3.12) 
K=1. ', WV, N, S, F. Ii 
Writing equation (2.3.12) for all the N grid points of the domain, a linear system 
of N equations is obtained for each variable 0. The procedure adopted is semi-implicit: 
in order to obtain an independent system of equations for each variable, when writing 
the equation for the generic variable 0, the values of the other variables are supposed to 
be known. Furthermore, in some of the calculations the variable 0 itself is supposed 
known, such as in the evaluation of the cross diffusion terms, the generation rate of 
turbulence, etc. With this approach the coefficients aK consist of contributions only 
from the convective and normal diffusive terms, while all the other contributions appear 
in the source term. The coefficient at, consists of the same contributions plus the S, ',, 
term. These approximations introduce the need for an iterative solution of the problem: 
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for every step, all the approximate systems are solved and the values obtained for the 
variables are used to calculate a new value of the coefficients and the source terms. To 
evaluate the flow field, an equation for the pressure field is still required. 
2.4 - The pressure correction method. 
The continuity equation will be used as a basis for the calculation of the correct 
pressure field through the iterative numerical procedure; the pressure correction scheme 
employed will be based on the classical SIMPLE method of Patankar and Spalding 
(1980), extended to a generalised coordinate system and collocated (non-staggered) grid 
arrangement of the variables, as suggested by Rhie and Chow (1983). 
The general equation (2.3.12) is modified in the case of the momentum equations 
by explicitly expressing the pressure term: 
a" 
( )>> 
= 2: aK (ui)K +SP -DOI, i=1,2,3 (2.4.1) 
K=E, W,, V, S, F, B 
oX1 Ör 
where AO p is the volume of the cell centered at the point P. 
Assuming a pressure field p*, which is obtained either from an initial guess or 
from the previous iteration, the solution of the momentum equation (2.4.1) will provide 
values for the velocity field u*, v*, w*. From these values the curvilinear velocity 
components U*, V* and W* are calculated. These velocity components will not satisfy 
the discretised continuity equation but a mass source will be produced: 
nip =F kip -F *i +F *ý -F `, . +F 
"3f -F *ýr, (2.4.2) 
where F'1 =pA-U'*j. 
In order to eliminate this mass source both the pressure field and the velocity 
fields have to be appropriately corrected. For this purpose, corrections u', v', vv' and p' 
are added to the it*, 0, it, * and p* respectively: 
«< = it +u'j i=1,2,3; p=p *+p' (2.4.3) 
Both the set of values it, v, w, p and u*, v*, w*, p* satisfy the momentum 
equations; therefore substituting the definition (2.4.3) in the equations (2.4.1) the 
equations that relate each Cartesian velocity correction to the pressure correction are 
obtained: 
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ar (ii P= 
Y- aK (ü i)K + 
S' -DO 
'1=1,2,3 (2.4.4) 
K=E, W, N, S, F, U i9X, £9 jP 
The final solution is not affected if the first term of the right hand side of 
equations (2.4.4) is neglected, since the corrections u', v' and w' become equal to zero in 
the converged solution. Consequently the following expressions for the corrected it, v 
and w can be written: 
u; = is*; +(B"' p's+C`'p', c+Du'p'ý) 
i=1,2,3 (2.4.5) 
where: 
AElp 
B"' _ -ý - 
AOp 
; C"' ý, ý ;() 2.4.6 
ap ap a1 
The corresponding curvilinear U, V and W values are obtained by substituting the 
relation (2.4.5) into the expressions (2.2.12); e. g. for the first component: 
U=U*+J(Br, ý. r+BV ,, +B't .: (2.4.7) 
+J(ýrr t+Cý ý+Cý `)pn+J(Du i. +D` ý+Dot 
)Iý 
The terms with the underbar are the cross-pressure terms which appear due to the 
non-orthogonality of the grid system; these terms are neglected, without affecting the 
converged solution when the pressure correction p' becomes equal to zero. 
Consequently, simplified formulae for U, V and W can be derived: 
U=U*+Bp'z; V=V*+Cp, 
2; 
W=W*+Dp',, (2.4.8) 
where: 
B= J(B"..,, ) C= J(C`I"7x; ) D= J(D"' cv, ) (2.4.9) 
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The substitution of the corrected curvilinear velocity components U, V and W into 
the discretised continuity equation results in a discrete equation for the pressure 
correction p': 
aPP'(P)= ýaKP'(K)-mp (2.4.10) 
K=E. W, N, S, F, B 
where mp is given by the relation (2.4.2) and the coefficients aK involve the value of the 
density and of B, C and D on the cell faces and the cell dimensions. 
The solution of the equation (2.4.10) (with the appropriate boundary conditions) 
provides values for the pressure correction p' which is used to correct the pressure with 
the last of the (2.4.3) and the curvilinear velocities U, V and W with the relations (2.4.8). 
The Cartesian velocity components u, v and w are then calculated through the 
transformation relations (2.2.12). 
The entire solution algorithm can be outlined as follows: 
1- For a given pressure field p* the momentum equations are solved gelding 
values for the Cartesian components u. *, ii and w* and from the transformation 
relations the values of U*, V* and W* are obtained. 
2- The continuity equation is enforced by solving the pressure correction 
equation. The pressure and the velocities are updated accordingly. 
3- The equations for k and c are solved and the turbulence viscosity is updated. 
4- The energy equation is solved and the static temperature field is obtained 
through the rothalpy values. The density is then calculated through the perfect gas law. 
The steps 1 to 4 are repeated until a convergent solution is reached. 
For the stability of this iterative algorithm under-relaxation has to be used to 
update the variables: u*, v* and w''` (with respect to the previous iteration values of it, v 
and w) are under-relaxed while solving the momentum equations; furthermore only a 
fraction of p' is added top`': p=p*+ a1, p', with al, <1. For the scalar quantities: 
1-1 - q' = 0"+a0((nq'-011 
) 
ao <1 (2.4.11) 
2.5 - Use of the momentum interpolation. 
The use of a collocated grid and of a central difference approximation of the 
pressure gradient can generate an oscillatory pressure field: this scheme cannot sense 
pressure oscillation between two adjacent grid points. To eliminate the oscillations with 
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the present ordinary grid arrangement, when evaluating the curvilinear velocities U, V 
and W on the cell boundaries the pressure term based on the central difference is 
replaced by a forward difference on the cell boundary (Rhie and Chow scheme or 
Momentum Interpolation scheme, 1983). E. g., for the velocity U on the east face, 
referring to figure 2.5: 
Figure 2.5 
U [U(P)+U(E)]+B P(P)- p(E) -1 (P) + (E) (2.5.1) e7e AýE 2c 0ý 
where: 
Be = 
I[B(P)+B(E)l 
(2.5.2) 
Notice that the cell face is positioned exactly in the middle of the distance 
between the points P and E, so that the use of the average for the evaluation of the 
quantities on the cell face, as in expression (2.5.2), provides accurate results. 
This procedure ensures the required coupling between the velocity field and the 
pressure but, unfortunately, when under-relaxation is used, produces a solution that is 
dependent on the value of under-relaxation a, with this scheme becoming less effective 
with the decrease of the value of a. 
In what follows the derivation of the basic scheme (2.5.1) and the effect of the 
under-relaxation a will be described. The transport equation for the Cartesian velocity u 
can be written as (for a two-dimensional flow field): 
H(P) 
a (P) c u(P) = 
Aý 9ý 
(P) (P) (2.5.3) 
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where H includes all the terms on the right-hand side of the transport equation except 
the pressure gradient in the direction normal to the cell face: 
H(P) 
u1 aK(P)u(P)+S(P)-00,, 
(P)(P) (2.5.4) 
ap (P) K=E, W, N, S 
The under-relaxation a can be introduced as follows: 
u(P)=aH(P)+(1-a t(P)-a2op0ý (P) (P) (2.5.5) 
a- (P) ac 
where u' is the value of u at the previous iteration; a similar expression can be 
obtained for point E: 
u(E) = all(E) + (1 - a)u" (E) -a 
aý 
(E) (E) (2.5.6) 
a''(E)är 9ý 
In the standard procedure of the momentum interpolation, the value of u on the 
east face is obtained by averaging the terms on the right-hand side of equations (2.5.5) 
and (2.5.6), except the last term, that is replaced with a corresponding term containing a 
forward difference on the cell boundary: 
cc 
1 [A®ý1 P(E) - Ppli112 
0" ,, ý, 
Sr. (2.5.7) 
+(1 -a) --[ ' 
'(P) +u' (E)] 
where 
1DO d_1 "r-fl-(p)+ S cs 
ci" aý 2 a"(P) äl ci( 
DOE) 
cr(E) 
(2.5.8) 
This procedure, as will become evident later, provides equation (2.5.1) for the 
value of the transformed velocity U. Following the idea of S. Majumdar (1988), an 
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interpolating procedure producing a result not depending on the value of a can be 
obtained if the under-relaxation is introduced directly in the evaluation of the cell face: 
Ue =a 2 
[H(P)+H(E)I- IA® p(E) - p(P) x+ (1- a)u" -, (2.5.9) 
p e 
Q `7 F. 
corresponding to: 
-( 
interpolated value on the cell face 
ýýr ajl with the pressure gradient replaced J+ 
i value of the face evaluated 
+(1 - a) at the previous iteration 
which, as the iterative procedure converges, tends towards the required interpolated 
vague. Obtaining H(P) and H(E) from equations (2.5.5) and (2.5.6): 
uý. = 2[u(P)+u(E)]+(1 - a){Ur-I _ 
ý[u"-I(P) 
+u"-I(E)]}+ 
+a - 
DO ä p(E) P) + 
(1p 
t 
F" 
+1 -a (P)2(P)+ 
Ate 
-!! (E) (E) (2.5.10) 2 a'ý, (P) öý a" (E) ok öý 
A similar expression can be obtained for the other components of the Cartesian 
velocity (assuming that the same value of under-relaxation is used): 
yr =I [v(P)+v(E)]+(1 -a){vý: -I _ý 
[l, "-'(P)+i,, ý-'(E)+ 
+a - 
DO c? (E) -P) 
-+ 
aD ,' cy 
1 DOr °ý DOr 
2u + ; (P) 
(P) (P) +a (E)(E)ý 
(E) 
The required value of the transformed velocity on the east face is then obtained 
from the combination of the values (2.5.10) and (2.5.11): 
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UC = C 
() 
Ue + Ve (2.5.12) 
re 
where: 
Jý. =1 [J(P)+J(E)] ;=1a (P) + 
a- 
(E) (2.5.13) 
2 är 
r2 
äx; ai 
Inserting the expressions (2.5.10) and (2.5.11) in equation (2.5.12) the following 
expression is obtained: 
(u(P)+u(E)]+(dý) -r v(P) + v(E)1 J aa'-)L 2J +(I-a)Ue, ý+ ýi r2e 
-(1-a)Jr 
cc"-'(P)+cc"-'(E)l 
+ýa 
l 
y" (P)+y"-'(E) 
+22 
OYI r 
+a8 P(E)-P(P)+ e AýE 
lax 2 nOP a 
(P) 
a 
(P) + 
ýOE 
ax 
(E) 
a 
(ý+ 
+I 
oo, a+ ooF a (E) Cp (E) 2 a; (P) of 
(P) 
a 
(P) 
a;; (E) c3Y äý 
(2.5.14) 
Neglecting the variation of the coefficients in respect to the averaged values on the 
cell faces, an expression similar to the (2.5.1) is obtained: 
p(P) - p(E) 1r c' U,, [U(P)+U(E)]+aBr 
A ý, 2Laý(P)+aý(E) 
1ý 
+ 
(2.5.15) 
+(I -a)jUe'-I _ 
ý[U, 
'-'(P)+U-ý-'(E)]} 
Notice that the presence of the last term is due to the introduction of the under- 
relaxation coefficient directly on the cell face; using equation (2.5.7) instead of equation 
(2.5.9), the Rhie and Chow scheme (2.5.1) is obtained. 
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It is important to observe that the values of the components of the transformed 
velocity on the cell faces have to be evaluated twice for every step of the iterative 
procedure: the first interpolation is carried out soon after the solution of the momentum 
equations, being in this case p=p* (value of the pressure field before the correction) and 
U; = U; the corresponding velocity; the values on the cell faces have to be evaluated 
again after the solution of the continuity equation, using the updated values of pressure 
and velocity. For this second interpolation, the expression (2.5.15) can be used as well, 
assuming that the updated values of pressure and velocity satisfy the momentum 
equations. It is easy to notice that both interpolation schemes converge towards the same 
value as the iterative procedure progresses. 
In this study the original Rhie and Chow scheme has been adopted, and has 
proven to be a reliable method for the complete elimination of pressure oscillation if 
relatively high values of the under-relaxation factors are used in the solution of the 
momentum equations, thus avoiding the use of the additional memory that would be 
required by the use of the modified scheme (2.5.15). 
Furthermore, in preliminary numerical tests the scheme (2.5.15) appears to have a 
negative effect on the stability of the procedure, in particular when using a turbulence 
model not based on the eddy viscosity (that will be presented in the sixth chapter of this 
thesis), probably due to the introduction of a larger correction in the evaluated values of 
the velocities on the cell faces. More tests have to be carried out on this particular 
subject. 
2.6 - The boundary conditions. 
The systems of equations obtained from the numerical approach described in the 
previous sections have to be closed by an appropriate set of boundary conditions. 
Not all the variables can be assigned arbitrarily on the boundaries: the pressure 
and the velocity are linked through the momentum equations, therefore only one of the 
two can be freely assigned on the boundaries. 
For example, in a three-dimensional centrifugal compressor, defining the 
generalised coordinates as follows: 
94 from blade to blade; 
"7 from hub to shroud; 
.4 following the main flow direction; 
the boundary conditions in the absolute frame of reference for the velocity components 
and the scalar quantities (except the pressure) can be assigned as follows (see also 
figure 2.6, where the boundary conditions in the computational space are rassumed): 
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outlet 
for all the variables 
(P assigned ) 
->ý inlet 
6P/6ý=0 
u, V, W, K, s assigned 
blaues SP/8 =0 periodic conditions. 
5K/5ý=0 u, v, w by (1.2.12) 
c assigned 
Figure 2.6 - Boundary conditions in the computational space 
for the absolute system of reference. 
" Inlet (ý= 0): all the variables are assigned; 
" Solid walls (blades, hub and shroud): 
- the velocity is zero (no slip condition); 
the normal derivative of the turbulent kinetic energy, k, is zero; 
- the value of the turbulence energy dissipation, e, is assigned. This condition, 
like the previous one, comes from the wall function theory; furthermore, the diffusion 
term in all the transport equations is modified to take into account the diffusive 
contribution due to the wall shear stress evaluated with the wall function theory; 
" Periodic boundaries on the sides (ý =0 and ý= ým, x , excluding the 
blades): 
periodic conditions are implemented in the computational space: for the generic variable 
0 the following condition is imposed: 
0(0, r7,4) _ 0(max' 77,4) (not for the blades) (2.6.1) 
this is because only one representative flow passage between two adjacent blades is 
considered, with the assumption of repeating flow conditions, in order to reduce the 
computational effort required to handle the whole cascade. This condition can be 
applied for all the scalar variables (l, k, e, p, p) and the velocity components in the 
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U, V, W=O 
6P/671=0 
hub and shroud 8x/8rI=0 
E assigned 
computational space (U, V, W) ; the Cartesian velocity components (u, v, w) are instead 
obtained with the relations (2.2.12). 
" Outlet cmax ): the diffusion is supposed to be negligible and the flow 
convection dominated. The values on the outlet boundaries, in this hypothesis, can be 
determined by extrapolation from upstream. A common assumption for all the variables 
in the outlet is: 
aO/0ý= o (2.6.2) 
The corresponding boundary conditions for the pressure in the transformed space 
are: 
" Inlet: the value of the pressure cannot be assigned, The boundary condition for 
the pressure at the inlet, therefore, has to be a Neumann one, as the only information 
available is that the upstream flow is uniform in the stream direction: 
=0 for c=0 (2.6.3) 
" Solid walls (blades, hub and shroud): the derivative of the pressure in the 
direction normal to the walls can be assumed to be zero for the hypothesis of constant 
pressure in the boundary layer in the normal direction, where the normal direction to the 
walls corresponds to the ý or the 77 directions for the chosen set of generalised 
coordinates: 
-T =0 on the blades; (2.6.4) 61S 
=0 on the hub and the shroud. (2.6.5) 
cri 
Notice that the ý (or the i) direction corresponds to the direction normal to the 
wall only if the grid is orthogonal at the wall; if the grid is locally skewed, the 
expressions (2.6.4) and (2.6.5) could not be correct. In this study they are used in all the 
cases, and the error eventually introduced is neglected. 
" Outlet (/, "= lmax ): in this case the velocity distribution is not explicitly assigned; 
the pressure can therefore be freely assigned (e. g. imposing a zero value to the pressure 
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correction, corresponding to a constant distribution of the pressure at the outlet) or given 
with the relation (2.6.2). 
The boundary conditions used for the pressure are imposed also for the energy 
equation (and consequently for the density); 
To obtain the boundary conditions for the rotating frame of reference the relative 
velocity components have to be considered. 
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Chapter 3 
The solution procedure 
3.1 - Introduction. 
One of the reasons for the development of a completely new procedure is to 
overcome some of the limits of a previous code, aimed at the calculation of the flow 
field inside rotating passages of centrifugal compressor configurations and based on the 
background exposed in the previous chapter, developed at Cranfield University by A. 
Tourlidakis, named TURBO3D (Tourlidakis, 1992; Tourlidakis and Elder, 1993). The 
solution procedure that was adopted in TURBO3D is typical of many numerical codes 
commonly used in engineering applications of CFD. 
The new code, that will be referred to as TURBO3D_2, has been designed to take 
full advantage of the features of the Cray J916/4-512 currently available at Cranfield 
University; in effect most of the limits of the previous code are due to the restriction of 
RAM memory and CPU time on the computers available in the past. 
In TURBO3D the systems of equations are solved on a plane-by-plane basis: for 
each ý- q plane an ADI line solver is used to obtain a solution, using the values on the 
previous plane just evaluated and the ones of the next plane from the previous iteration. 
This procedure, that has been very popular in the past for problems with a predominant 
main flow direction, introduces further approximations in the solution of the problem: 
" The variations and/or the derivatives in the 4" direction (main flow direction) are 
the most affected from this kind of approach. The pressure solver is almost insensitive 
to pressure variations in this direction and a one-dimensional pressure correction in the 
,; direction has to be introduced. The nature of this correction makes it impossible to 
impose correctly the Neumann condition for the pressure at the inlet or to assign a 
constant value of the pressure at the outlet. Furthermore the Rhie and Chow scheme can 
be correctly applied only for the velocities in the other two directions. 
" The line solver can be practically used only for Dirichlet conditions; the line 
solver starts from the side with S=0 and solves the system advancing in the ý 
direction, then starts from the side with r/ =0 and solves again in the i direction. In 
TURBO3D the values of the variables of the previous iterations are used on the 
boundary, so the boundary conditions of figure 2.6 are transformed in Dirichlet 
conditions. 
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rl these two sides are 
never considered 
Dirichlet 
conditions 
Figure 3.1 - ADI solver as used in TURBO3D. 
" Storing the variables on a line or on a plane, as in TURBO3D, causes a decrease 
in the efficiency of the code, as often the same quantities have to be evaluated more than 
once. E. g., when the values of the variables on the six cell faces are needed, only the 
values on three faces have to be evaluated (e, n, ß as the others can be obtained from the 
previous cells for conservation reasons: the values on the w face are equal to the values 
on the e face of the previous cell in the ý direction, the same for the other two directions 
and the faces s and b. This kind of approach, that is impossible in TURBO3D for all the 
directions, also ensures that the numerical scheme is conservative. 
" Most of the geometric quantities, as the metric coefficients, that are constant in 
the whole procedure, are evaluated for each iteration, having been stored in a one 
dimensional basis. 
TURBO3D_2, on the other hand, uses a fully three-dimensional approach, solving 
the systems in the whole field at each iteration, imposing the correct boundary 
conditions as expressed in the first chapter. The choice of the linear solver is of great 
importance for the efficiency of the code and will be extensively discussed in this 
chapter and in the following ones. 
In the next sections it will be shown how all the problems mentioned before have 
been overcome in the new code and, at the same time, a high efficiency on the Cray has 
been achieved. 
The code has been designed not only to provide a more efficient and more 
accurate computational tool, but also as a research tool to test the effect of the linear 
solver on the procedure and the effect of the boundary conditions on the solution, the 
scheme adopted for the convection term, turbulence modelling, etc. 
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3.2 - Geometrical quantities, derivatives, etc. 
" The conservative property has been used for all the quantities to be evaluated on 
the cell faces: only the values on the e, n and f faces are evaluated and stored. When the 
values on the middle of the cell edges are needed, only three of the twelve values are 
evaluated and stored: referring to figure 2.4, once evaluated the value of FNE for all the 
cells FAIW, FSE and FSW can be obtained as the values of FNE for the previous cells in 
the ý and ' directions. 
" All the geometrical quantities are evaluated and stored before the beginning of 
the iterative procedure. This approach requires a considerable amount of memory but 
improves dramatically the efficiency of the code. 
" Every quantity that is used more than once and requires complex calculations is 
evaluated only once and then stored. To reduce the amount of memory required the 
same area of memory is used for quantities that are used in different sections of the code 
(through EQUIVALENCE statements 3). 
" All the derivatives, appearing both in the geometrical quantities or in the source 
terms, have been evaluated with second-order formulae for non-uniform mesh. The 
choice of the mesh in the computational space (ý, 7, ý) is completely arbitrary, so a 
uniform mesh could be used and simpler formulae as the (2.3.1 1) would be second- 
order accurate. But, as the grid in the physical space (x, y, z) is generally highly non- 
uniform (e. g.: clustering near the blades or the walls), the choice of a uniform grid in the 
computational space may cause very large or very small numbers for the metric 
coefficients, with the risk of generating higher truncation errors in the operations. For 
these reasons the grid in the computational space is chosen with the same volume 
distribution of the original one (i. e. metric coefficients close to 1) and formulae for non 
uniform grid are used. E. g. the formula (2.3.1 1) becomes (fig. 3.2): 
(n ý, =i (PE - PP +AL GIP - nµ-) 
-The standard FORTRAN 77 has been used, witli few extensions, and compiled with the 
"no declare" option (all the variables have been explicitly declared). 
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4 
Figure 3.2 - Non uniform grid. 
3.3 - Boundary conditions. 
In the rest of this thesis, i, j and m will be used to indicate three indices varying in 
the ,q and 
ý directions respectively and with nx, ny and nz the number of grid nodes in 
the same directions. 
For each direction the first and the last grid nodes are on the boundary and the 
corresponding control volume reduces to a surface (zero volume). The control volume 
boundaries are assumed to be located in the middle of the distance between adjacent 
grid nodes; this rule is used for all the internal nodes except for the cells near the 
boundaries: the second and the (nzx1 - l)th cells have one of the faces on the boundaries. 
In figure 3.3 the case of the ý direction is represented. 
23 nx-2 nx-I nx 
/`' 
Figure 3.3 - Numbering of the grid nodes near the boundaries. 
. Periodic conditions - for the transport equations of -, k, I, p, and the evaluation 
of p, u, U, V, Won the cell faces. 
The periodic conditions (2.5.1) could be easily discretized with: 
q$ý1, j, 111) = O(11X, j, In) (3.3.1) 
This kind of approach is not convenient as the nodes for i=1 and i=nx are 
unknown and is not possible to write for these grid points the general equation (2.3.12) 
as the corresponding cells have zero volume. 
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LIcp SSE 
The approach used is instead based on the following assumptions 4: 
1) when writing the equations for the cell i=nx-1 the first control volume, 
corresponding to the grid point i=2, will be considered as the E cell (see figure 3.4). 
Equation (2.3.12) becomes: 
apO(nx - l, j, m) = aEq5(2, j, m) + awo(nx - 2, j, 171)+... (3.3.2) 
where aK = aK(nx -1, j, M) . 
o- 
i 
2 nx-2 nx-1 
®" 
i 
ý_ ' 
__J 
Figure 3.4: Nodes involved in the 4 direction in the equation for i=nx-1. 
At the same time, writing the equations for the cell i=2 the last control volume, 
corresponding to the grid point i=nx-1, will be considered as the W cell. The equation 
becomes: 
a,, 0(2, j,, n) = aEo(3, j, m) + awo(frx -1, j, ai) + (3.3.3) 
where aK = ag (2, j, in). 
The same rule is used every time the E node for i=nx-1 (or the W node for i=2) is 
needed. E. g., referring to figure 3.5, the formula (3.2.1) becomes: 
l_1 
+(A 
(3.3.4) 
4What follows is not applied on the blades, where Neumann or Dirichlet conditions are 
imposed. 
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Figure 3.5 - Nodes appearing in the evaluation 
of the derivatives for i= nx-1. 
2) For the conservative property, all the values on the e face of the cell i=nx-1 
should be equal to the corresponding ones on the w face of the cell i=2 5: 
0e(nx -1, j, m) =I 
[O(nx 
-1, j, in) + 0(2, j, m)] 3.3.5 ( )G 
q$ (2, j, in) = Oe(nx -1, j, in) 
3) the nodes i=1 and i=nx are not considered during the whole procedure; the 
values of the variables in these nodes are updated only at the end of the program with an 
average between the values in the corresponding grid points for i=2 and i=nx-l. 
" Periodic conditions - for the transport equations of the Cartesian velocity 
components. 
The value of the components it, v, ºv on the surfaces with periodic boundary 
conditions can be obtained from the values of U, V, W on the boundaries using the 
relations (2.2.11). In this case an implicit formulation, like the previous one, cannot be 
used; instead, the following procedure is used: 
1) using the values of U, V, W in the nodes i=2 and i=nx-1, the values on the 
boundaries with periodic conditions are updated: 
5As only the e values are stored, the w value for the cell i=2 is memorised as the e value 
of the cell i=1 (that effectively does not exist). 
6Note that, using a linear interpolation to evaluate the values on the cell faces from the 
value on the grid nodes, the formula Oe = 0.5(0+ fie) is accurate, as the cell boundary 
is exactly in the middle of the distance between the grid points P and E, while the 
forrnula (3.3.5) is less accurate as the e face is not necessarily in the middle between the 
points i=nx-1 and i=2. 
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Aýnx-I ýZ; 
nx 
ßr'2 
U; (nx, j, m) =I [Ui (nx - 1, j, m) + U1(2, j, in)] (3.3.6) 
Uß (1, j, m) = Ui (nx, j, m) 
2) the values of u, v, w for i=1 and i=nx are evaluated from the corresponding 
values (3.3.6) using the relations (2.2.11). 
3) these values are used as Dirichlet conditions for the momentum equations. 
" Neumann conditions. 
The derivative appearing in the condition is discretised with a first order forward 
or backward difference formula. E. g. referring to figure 3.3: 
=0 O(1, j, m) = 0(2, j,, n) (3.3.7) aý 5=0 
where both O(1, j, rn) and 0(2j , m) are unknown. 
Notice that the derivative (3.3.7) 
corresponds to the derivative in the direction normal to the wall in the hypothesis that 
the local skewness is small, that is if the grid is roughly orthogonal at the wall points. In 
this case, writing the equation in the node i=2: 
a, O(2, j, m) = a, 0(3, j, m)+aw. O(1, j, in)+... 
(3.3.8) 
=: >(a, -a,,, )0(2, j, m) = aro(3, j, rn)+... 
where CaK- =CaK(2, j, m). The value O(1, j, nn) does not appear in the final equation and 
can be updated with the relation (3.3.7) after the solution of the linear system of 
equations. 
The Neumann conditions, therefore, affect the central coefficient of the grid points 
near the walls and consequently the diagonal of the matrix of the coefficients of the 
system of equations. 
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" Dirichlet conditions. 
In this case the value in the node is known and appears in the right hand side of 
the system of equations, with the source term. 
cell (2, j, mi- 1) cell(2, j, mi) 
9 Blades. 
The code assumes that the tip of the blades are positioned exactly in the middle of 
two grid lines. E. g., indicating with n1 the index in the ý direction corresponding to the 
first grid point on the blade, the position of the leading edge in the computational space 
is supposed to be in the middle of the grid planes m=m1 and na=m, -l (see figure 3.6). 
With this approach, the cells on the two sides corresponding to m=m; cover with one of 
the faces the leading edge and the beginning of the blade. 
- -, --/ 
i 
i 
N 7 
-ý- grid lines 
blade 
Figure 3.6 - Position of the edge of the blade. 
The same approach is used for the position of the tip of the blade, if there is a gap 
between the tip of the blade and the shroud. 
3.4 - The systems of equations. 
For each variable 0 (the Cartesian components of the velocity, the rothalpy, k, e, 
the pressure correction) and for each internal cell of the domain an equation linking the 
value in the node with the values in the surrounding cells can be written, in the form of 
equations (2.3.12) or (2.4.10). When writing the equations for a variable 0 the values of 
the other variables on the previous iterations are used. The systems of equations 
obtained, therefore, are completely independent one from the other and can be solved 
separately (segregated approach). 
The values at the nodes on the boundaries do not appear in the equations: either 
the value is known (Dirichlet condition) or is taken into account implicitly (Neumann or 
periodic conditions). The number of equations is then linked to the number of internal 
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cells in each direction, e. g. for the ý direction: i=2,..., nx-1 -4 nx-2 cells; the total 
number of unknowns, for each variable, is: 
n= (nx-2)(ny -2)(nz-2) (3.4.1) 
The shape of the matrix of the coefficients of each system depends on: 
1) the ordering of the nodes, from the three indexes i, j and in to a single index s. 
2) the number of surrounding nodes involved when writing the equation at each 
node; this number depends on the convection scheme used. Using a first order Upwind 
technique the value of the variable at each node P is linked only to the nodes 
E, W, N, S, F, B. 
3) the way the periodic boundary conditions are implemented (cf. equations 
(3.3.2) and (3.3.3)). 
The ordering of the equations in the system that will be used is: 
s =('n-2)np+(i-2)(nx-2)+(j -1) 
j=2,..., ny-1 
where i=2, ..., nx -I 
m =2,..., nz-1 
(3.5.1) 
and np=(nx-2)(ny-2) is the number of cells on a ý- 17 plane. With this convention the 
matrix of the coefficients for each system can be written as a block tridiagonal matrix of 
dimension n in the form: 
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aF 
{Dý 
ae 
aR 
aF 
[D] 
... 
aF. 
a1J 
... 
[D] 
as 
(3.5.2) 
where each block is of dimension tip and a, = ax(i, j, m) where i, j and in are the 
indices of the node whose equation is written in the rows following the law (3.5.1). The 
blocks on the diagonal contain the coefficients involving only variables on the same 
plane 4- ri and depend on the position ý of the plane: if the plane is before or after the 
blades, the diagonal block has the form: 
d aN 
as d c'N 
a, aw 
as 
aE a,, 
c1 av 
a, aE 
as d a, v 
a`v 
... . 
(IS 
.. 
c( 
ac 
(... ) (... ) (... ) 
(... ) (... ) (... ) 
aF aw 
as d a, v 
as d 
(3.5.3) 
where every block has dimension ny-2. The diagonal block (3.5.3) has then the typical 
form of system with periodic boundary conditions: similar to a tridiagonal form but for 
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i=2 and i=nx-2 on the corners of the matrix the coefficients corresponding to the 
periodic conditions do appear. When the plane is between the blades, the periodic 
conditions do appear only for the cells between the tip of the blade and the shroud (top 
wall). If no tip leakage exists, the block (3.5.3), for planes between the blades, has a 
normal tridiagonal form. 
The matrix of the coefficients for the system of equations for the transport of the 
Cartesian velocity components has in any case a tridiagonal form, as the periodic 
conditions are not implemented implicitly. 
The term d in diagonal in the matrix (3.5.3) depends on: 
1) the central coefficient ap; 
2) the term Sip; 
3) for all the variables excluding the pressure correction, d is influenced by the 
under-relaxation a: rewriting equation (2.3.12) as: 
aK OK+I + SP aK cK+I + SP 
n+l ýP 
-K= 
op +K- or (3.5.4) 
ap ap 
where q$ is the value of the variable 0 at the point P obtained at the previous iteration 
ant the terms in the parentheses represent the change in the magnitude of 01, due to the 
current iteration. Introducing the relaxation factor a<1: 
K 
+aK -011 
0P1+1=0p 
P (3.5.5) a, > 
the equation can be rewritten as: 
iý+l 't+l 
I-an 
a 
ýr = ax 0ý + Sr +a arOr (3.5.6) 
K 
and the last term on the right hand side of equation (3.5.6) is then associated with the 
source term. 
4) Neumann boundary conditions, as in equation (3.3.8). In the same situation, the 
diagonal term would be: 
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d= 
I (ap 
- aw - Sp 
ý (3.5.7) 
Note that the conditioning of the system of equations is strongly influenced by the 
diagonal dominance of the matrix of the coefficients; the under-relaxation influences 
positively the system, as increases the diagonal term, while the Neumann boundary 
conditions affect the matrix in the opposite way, when the diagonal decreases. This 
means that the system of equations for the pressure correction, without the inclusion of 
under-relaxation in the matrix and with Neumann conditions on almost all the surfaces, 
is the worst conditioned. 
The matrix (3.5.2) is a banded matrix, with band-width equal to 2np; only in this 
region are the coefficients non-zero. The band of the matrix is very narrow, if compared 
with the dimension of the matrix. For example, for a relatively small case, nx=22, 
ny=22, nz=52, n is 20x20x50=20,000 while the band is 2np=800. This situation is 
graphically represented in figure 3.7. 
Figure 3.7 - Example of band-width. 
However, even in the narrow band region most of the coefficients are zero; in the 
previous example, for each row of the 800 coefficients in the band only seven are non- 
zero (d, aE, ajv, a, y, as, af., a13). 
It is important to note that the dimension of the band depends on the way the 
nodes are ordered in the system; as the number of the nodes in the ý direction is 
generally much higher that in the other two directions, i. e. nz>(nx, ny), the law (3.5.1) 
insures the minimum width of the band. 
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The number of non-zero coefficients in the matrix, nza, can be easily determined: 
indicating with nrj and mf the indices on the ý direction corresponding, respectively, to 
the leading edge end the trailing edge of the blades, and with jtip the index in the ;7 
direction corresponding to the tip of the blades, there are 
"n coefficients d; 
" (nz-3) blocks of dimension (nx-2)(ny-2) for aF and aß; 
" for each of the (nz-2) diagonal blocks: (nx-2)(ny-3) for aN and as, (nx-3)(ny-2) 
for aE and aw, (ny-2) for the periodic aE and aw; to this last value the cells on the 
blades have to be subtracted. 
In total: 
nza =n+2(nx-3)(ny-2)(nz-2)+2(nx-2)(ny-3)(nz-2) 
+2(nx-2)(nY-2)(nz-3)+2(nz-2)(nY-2)-2(mf -mt+l)(Jrip-1) 
(3.5.8) 
For the momentum equations the last two terms on the right-hand side are not to 
be considered. 
The matrix (3.5.2) is not symmetric, also if the disposition of the coefficient is 
symmetric and is not positive definite. Furthermore the presence of the periodic 
conditions in the diagonal blocks complicates the use of simple tri- or penta-diagonal 
linear solvers. 
3.5 - The linear solver. 
The choice of the linear solver for the solution of the systems of equations is of 
paramount importance for the efficiency of the whole procedure. As for three- 
dimensional flow fields the number of grid points is generally of the order of tens or 
hundreds of thousands, the solution of the systems of equations introduces problems 
both for the memory required for the storage of the matrix and for the computational 
time needed to solve each system. 
When the number of the unknowns increases, the computational time needed to 
evaluate the source terms, the coefficients, the transformations between the physical and 
the computational plane etc., becomes negligible in respect to the time required for the 
solution of the algebraic system. Therefore the numerical procedure for the solution of 
the algebraic system has to be optimised in order to have the minimum number of 
operations performed and to have the best use of the resources of the machine, i. e. the 
use of vectorisation and/or parallel processing. 
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Of the two basic problems involved in the choice of the solver, the memory and 
the computational time required, the first is the most important, as the wrong choice 
could lead to the complete impossibility of solving the system when the number of 
unknowns increases. As seen in the previous section, the matrix of the coefficients has a 
narrow, band structure; nevertheless, the storing of only the band of the matrix could 
require more memory than the available one, even for powerful computer mainframes. 
Using the same example of the previous chapter, that, as noticed, has a relatively 
small number of unknowns, the storing of the band of the matrix requires approx. nx 
2np=16,000,000 memory locations (for double precision numbers) while the number of 
non-zero coefficients, using the formula (3.5.8), is only nza; --137,000. The most 
common way to overcome this problem is to keep track only of the non-zero entries of 
the matrix and use a linear solver capable to use this form of storage (sparse matrix 
solvers). 
The techniques for the solution of sparse linear systems can be divided into two 
broad classes: direct and iterative. With a direct solution an explicit factorization of the 
matrix is computed, and is used for the solution of the linear system given a right hand 
side. The solution obtained is certain to be as accurate as the problem definition (i. e. the 
error in the solution is of the order of the machine accuracy); on the other hand direct 
techniques generate a certain amount of fill-in inside the band, increasing sharply the 
number of non-zero entries. 
With an iterative solver a sequence of approximations is generated iteratively, 
which (hopefully) converges to the solution of the linear system; iterative solvers require 
much less memory than direct methods, making iterative methods the only feasible 
approach for very large problems. On the other hand iterative methods are not always 
robust and are sensitive to the conditioning of the matrix of the coefficients of the 
system and no general, effective iterative algorithms exist for an arbitrary sparse linear 
system (Golub and Van Loan, 1989). Hutchinson and Raithby (1986) have shown that in 
the solution of fluid flow and heat transfer the performance of iterative methods, such as 
Gauss-Seidel and successive over-relaxation, is very sensitive to the type of boundary 
conditions, the degree of anisotropy in the coefficients and the number of equations; 
they have demonstrated that when the magnitude of the coefficients in one direction 
greatly exceeds those in the other directions, the equation residuals may initially be 
reduced rapidly with iteration, but later hundreds or thousands of iterations are required 
to effect a further order of magnitude reduction in the residuals. For ill-conditioned 
matrices, an iterative solver could converge extremely slowly, or fail to provide a 
solution of the system (Young, 1971). 
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The Thomas (1949) algorithm, a technique for rapidly solving tri-diagonal 
systems, is widely used in CFD programs for the solution of the systems of linear 
equations. For three-dimensional problems the Thomas algorithm, or three-diagonal 
matrix algorithm (TDMA), can be applied only in a line-by-line fashion and therefore 
the spread of boundary information into the calculation domain is slow, and appears to 
be unsatisfactory for three-dimensional recirculating flows (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 
1995). The strongly implicit procedure (SIP) of Stone (1968), that allows an efficient 
solution of a system of equations with five non-zero diagonals and is closely related to 
the direct method of triangular decomposition, is also widely used in CFD applications, 
in particular with the improvements suggested by Schneider and Zedan (1981). Lage 
(1996) has demonstrated numerically the existence of asymptotic rates of convergence 
of the residual norm of a system of equations when is solved by the modified strongly 
implicit procedure (MSIP) of Schneider and Zedan. Based on the prediction of the 
asymptotic rate of convergence, Lage has developed an algorithm for the adaptive 
optimisation of the iteration parameter to improve MSIP performance during the 
solution of heat transfer problems. 
Currently the most promising iterative methods for non-symmetric and/or non- 
positive-definite coefficient matrices are conjugate gradient (CG) type methods, based 
on matrix factorisation techniques; a complete list and description of the algorithms 
based on the conjugate gradients, along with related references, can be found in Barrett 
et al. (1994). Theoretically, the conjugate gradients method is a semidirect method; that 
is, the exact solution can be reached in a finite number of steps. However, the 
accumulation of round-off errors will destroy this property. An important property of the 
CG method is the so-called superlinear convergence behaviour; that is, the convergence 
rate improves as the iteration proceeds, while in many cases the initial convergence can 
be very irregular and slow. One of the attractions of methods based upon conjugate 
gradients is that a large proportion of the computational work will vectorise straight- 
forwardly and worthwhile gains can therefore be achieved on vector processors 
(Kightley and Jones, 1985). 
Langtangen (1989) compared several conjugate gradients methods with 
preconditioning for non-symmetric matrix systems with arbitrary sparsity patterns and 
found that the preconditioned conjugate gradient squared (CGS) turned out to be the 
best method. 
Sheen and Wu (1997) have studied the use of a preconditioned conjugate gradient 
method for solving the pressure correction equation in the simulation of incompressible 
flows. They have tested symmetric successive over-relaxation (SSOR), incomplete LU 
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decomposition (ILU), the modified ILU (MILU) and ADI-type preconditioners in the 
solution of lid-driven cavity flow and backward-facing step flows. Sheen and Wu argue 
that a good iterative scheme for the pressure correction must have high and stable 
convergence rate in the early stage of the iteration, while the asymptotic convergence 
rate is of relatively less importance. The test results presented in their work show that 
both ILU- and SSOR-preconditioned conjugate gradient methods have very irregular 
early-stage convergence, that both MILU- and ADI-preconditioned CG methods can be 
made very stable by choosing adequate parameters and that good convergence stability 
comes with lower asymptotic convergence rate. 
Kobayashi et al. (1998) have compared the performance of the generalized 
minimal residual method (GMRES), and the biconjugate gradient stabilized method 
(BiCGSTAB), both CG type methods, in the numerical solution of several 2D test cases 
of convection-dominated flows and have found that the BiCGSTAB method requires 
fewer iterations than GMRES to achieve convergence and that for both methods the use 
of preconditioning is extremely important. 
Sheen and Wu (1998) have investigated the preconditioning techniques for the 
BiCGSTAB method used in 2-D convection-diffusion problems. The preconditioning 
matrix was obtained by performing the ILU decomposition of the coefficient matrix 
produced by the first-order or third-order upwind difference of the convection terms. 
Because of the one-sided property of the upwind schemes, they were able to reduce the 
factorisation error of the ILU decomposition by ordering the variable based on the flow 
direction; this strategy helps reduce the factorisation error and improve the convergence 
rate. This preconditioning technique is designed for convection-dominant problems. In 
the test problems Sheen and Wu have found that their ordering technique begins to show 
its advantage when the convection terms are at least one order of magnitude higher than 
the diffusion terms in the coefficient matrix. 
With conventional solution strategies the rate of convergence of the iterative 
procedure worsens as the grid is refined, and the computations become very expensive. 
This is because of the slow rate of convergence of the low-frequency components in the 
error spectrum. The multigrid technique (Brandtl, 1977) provides an efficient means of 
smoothing high- and low-frequency errors in the solution that arise during the iterative 
solution of elliptic equations, by attempting to eliminate uniformly all frequency 
components of the errors by iterations on a series of grids. A very good description the 
technique can be found in Briggs (1987). 
In recent years, significant progress has been made in the development of 
multigrid methods for the solution of Navier-Stokes equations; the available results, as 
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in Vanka (1986a, 1986b) and Sathyamurthy and Patankar (1986), indicate that the 
multigrid-based solution procedures are significantly faster (factor of 10-20) than the 
traditional single-grid methods. Karki et al (1989) have shown that, for the same 
accuracy, improved discretisation schemes require much fewer grid points than the 
standard Upwind schemes and that the combined use of a multigrid technique and of 
improved convection schemes is especially attractive for three-dimensional situations, 
for which the simple upwind schemes require a prohibitively large number of grid points 
and, in turn, the single-grid methods exhibit poor convergence behaviour. Karki et al 
(1996) have studied the performance of a multigrid method used in conjunction with a 
flux-spline scheme for the prediction of the laminar flow in a cubic cavity with a 
moving wall; the results show that the CPU times for the multigrid method vary almost 
linearly with the number of grid points and that these CPU times are smaller by factors 
of 3 to 30 than those for single-grid methods based on the SIMPLE algorithm. 
Direct solvers appear to be hardly used in CFD applications of engineering 
interest. 
For this study both an iterative and a direct solver, each one adopting a sparse 
matrix storage, will be tested. In order to achieve the best use of the available resources, 
routines developed by Cray Research Inc. to solve a real general sparse system, using a 
preconditioned conjugate gradient-like method (SITRSOL) or a direct solver (SSTSTRF 
for the factorization and SSTSTRS for the solution, developed for matrices symmetric 
in shape), available in the Scientific Library of the Cray mainframes (LIBSCI), have 
been chosen. These routines are designed to exploit the parallel processing capabilities 
of Cray systems; matrix-vector operations are designed to achieve significant speed-up 
on multiple CPUs, especially for large problems. What will be presented in this section 
will therefore refer to these routines. 
" Storage formats. 
The data structure used to represent the matrix (3.5.2) is a column-oriented format, 
which is referred to as the sparse column format, in which the entries are grouped by 
columns. In this format, the row indices of the non-zero elements in the first column are 
stored contiguously in ascending order in an array called irowind; then the row indices 
are stored for the second column, and so on. The corresponding values are stored in an 
array named values. A pointer array, icolptr, points to the first entry in each column of 
the matrix in irowind and values; icolptr(n+l) is set to nza+l. irowind and values are 
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arrays of length nza and icolptr is of length n+l. Hence 2nza+n+1 words (i. e. memory 
locations) of storage are required. 
E. g., given a matrix A with n=5 and nza=13: 
11 00 29 0 
0 22 32 0 52 
q=0 32 33 43 0 
41 0 23 44 0 
0 52 00 55 
the sparse column format representation of A is: 
values=(l 1,41,22,32,52,32,33,23,29,43,44,52,55) 
irowind=(1,4,2,3,5,2,3,4,1,3,4,2,5) 
icolptr=(1,3,6,9,12,14) 
. Because no single robust iterative technique for solving sparse linear systems 
exists, SITRSOL lets users select from a wide variety of iterative techniques, 
preconditioning schemes, and a number of tuning parameters. The iterative methods that 
can be selected are 7 (the words in bold characters are the acronyms for the methods) 
- bcg - Biconjugate gradient method. 
- cgn - Conjugate gradient method applied to the equations: 
A" AT .y=b, x= AT "y (Craig's method). 
- cgs - Conjugate gradient squared method. 
- gmr - Generalized minimum residual (GMRES) method. 
- gmn - Orthomin or generalised conjugate residual (GCR) method. 
- peg - Preconditioned conjugate gradient method. 
" The type of preconditioning that can be used are: 
Diagonal (Jacobi) preconditioning. 
Incomplete Cholesky factorization. 
Incomplete LU factorization. 
- Truncated Neumann polynomial expansion. 
Truncated least squares polynomial expansion. 
7Note that not all methods can be used as the matrix is not positive definite. The same 
can he said for the other features of the routines, such as the preconditioning or the 
scaling. 
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Left, right and two-sided preconditioning of the matrix is available, the last two 
only for some of the methods. 
Each one of these features can be controlled and tuned through several parameters 
from the user; furthermore the routine returns in output all the information needed to 
evaluate the efficiency of the procedure, such as the time spent in each one of the phases 
of the computation. One of the next steps in this study will be, therefore, to find an 
appropriate combination of these parameters for the present problem and compare with 
the capabilities of the direct solver; in particular when solving the equations for the 
pressure correction, where the matrix of coefficients is ill-conditioned, particular care 
has to be taken. 
" When using the direct solver, the structure of the matrix is pre-processed prior to 
the numerical factorisation, adopting a reordering of the row and columns based on the 
multiple degree algorithm (Liu, 1985), that reduces the amount of fill-in created during 
the factorisation. The system is then solved with the multifrontal method (see Liu, 
1992), that uses update matrices to carry the intermediate results from the variables 
being eliminated to the variables that are not yet processed: before the elimination of a 
variable, update matrices that correspond to previously eliminated variables are 
assembled to form the current frontal matrix. The partial factorisation of the current 
frontal matrix is then carried out, and its update matrix is generated. 
3.6 - Description of the algorithm. 
The computational procedure for the solution of the Reynolds-averaged equations 
can be described as follows: 
begin 
Input data and pre-processing: 
Read physical properties data, inlet conditions and control parameters. 
-> Read the grid in the physical space (x, v, z). 
-> Generate the grid in the computational space (ý, i, 4) . 
-ý Evaluate and store all the geometrical quantities. 
Obtain an initial guess for all the variables from the values at the inlet. 
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Start the solution procedure 
-4 Evaluate and store the transformed velocities on the cell faces. 
-+ Evaluate and store the components of the pressure gradient. 
repeat 
-* Evaluate and store density and turbulent viscosity on the cell faces. 
-4 Evaluate and store the coefficients aK of the transport equation8. 
-+ Evaluate and store the velocities in the middle of the cell edges. 
Solve for the Cartesian velocities u *j 
do i=1,3 
-- Add cross derivatives terms of the diffusion to source term. 
Add pressure term and the component of the centrifugal and 
Coriolis forces to source term. 
-a Add to the source the term: 
a , (, +) 
3ý, a«; aý, 
_? äff, ý' äxß aý, äx; 3S äks corresponding to the part of the 
second term on the right hand side of equation (2.2.2) not included in the diffusion 
--* Modify the source term and the coefficients in the cells close to the solid 
walls to introduce the wall function. 
-> Evaluate and store the residual of the transport equation. 
Solve the system of equations: 
-ý Modify the diagonal term and the source to take into account the 
Neumann boundary conditions and the term SOP and to introduce the relaxation factor. 
-ý Add in the source term the Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
-> Generate the vectors value, irowind and icolptr. 
-4 Give an initial guess for the solution (only for the iterative solver). 
-> Solve the system with SITRSOL or SSTSTRF/SSTSTRS. 
Evaluate the maximum residual of the system of equations. 
Update the points with Neumann boundary conditions. 
- Store the diagonal of the system for pressure correction equation. 
end do 
8The coefficients are evaluated using a central difference formula for the normal 
diffusion terns and a first-order Upwind scheme for the convection. The coefficients do 
not depend on the variable of the transport equation (i. e. all the systems obtained frone 
the discretisation of a transport equation have the same coefficients). 
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-* Update the transformed velocities using formula (2.2.11). 
Solve the pressure correction equation: 
Evaluate and store the coefficients aK of equation (2.4.10). 
-> Modify the diagonal term for the Neumann boundary conditions. 
Evaluate and store the velocities U*, V* and W* on cell faces. 
Modify the velocities on the cell faces using the Rhie and Chow scheme. 
-+ Evaluate and store the mass unbalance (2.4.2) (source term). 
Generate the vectors value, irowind and icolptr. 
-ý Give an initial guess for the solution (only for the iterative solver). 
Solve the system with SITRSOL or SSTSTRF/SSTSTRS. 
Evaluate the maximum residual of the system of equations. 
Update the points with Neumann boundary. 
Obtain the pressure through p=p* +a " p'. 
Evaluate and store the components of the pressure correction gradient. 
-> Update the transformed velocities through formulae (2.4.8). 
-ý Obtain the Cartesian velocities using relations (2.2.12) 
Evaluate and store the components of the pressure gradient. 
Evaluate and store the transformed velocities on the cell faces. 
Modify the velocities on the cell faces using the Rhie and Chow scheme. 
Solve for the scalar quantities: h, k, e 
- Evaluate and store the generation rate of turbulence Gk . 
-+ Evaluate the coefficients aK (as the velocity field has been updated). 
Solve the transport equations with the same procedure described for the velocities u *I 
(but with different boundary conditions and different contributions on the source term). 
-ý Update the turbulent viscosity with formula (2.2.4). 
Update the density of the fluid, using the perfect gas law. 
-a Check the values of k and e. If an unphysical (negative) value is found, 
the procedure stops. 
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--* Check if convergence has been reached comparing the values of the 
residual of the transport equations and/or of the mass unbalance with a reference value 
fixed by the user. 
until convergence is obtained or the maximum number of iterations fixed by the 
user has been reached. The pressure field obtained and the velocity fields are used as 
p*, u* etc. for the next iteration. 
-ý Update the points on the surfaces with periodic boundary conditions. 
- Write in file the values of the variables. 
end 
3.7 - Implementation on the Cray J916. 
As will be shown in the next sections, most of the CPU time required by the code, 
more then 90% of the total time, is spent for the solution of the systems of equations, 
and in particular for the solution of the pressure correction equation. This solution, as 
previously mentioned, is performed using routines available in the scientific library of 
the Cray, that are designed to give the best performance in terms of vector and parallel 
processing for the present architecture. 
The source code of the solution procedure described in the previous sections is 
pre-processed by the FORTRAN compiler, that modifies the original code in order to 
make possible the execution in parallel and/or the use of vectorised computations, 
mainly for DO loops. To facilitate this process, some principles have been observed in 
writing the source code, such as: 
" One-dimensional vectors have been used to store the variables, instead of three- 
dimensional variables; 
9 IF statements are never used inside DO loops, unless no other options are 
available; 
" GOTO instructions are used as least as possible, and never in DO loops; 
" Subroutines are never called inside DO loops, that is, every subroutine is brought 
to the lowest possible level. 
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Chapter 4 
The treatment of the convection 
4.1 - Introduction. 
The discretisation of the convective term in the transport equations is a 
fundamental issue both for the convergence of the whole iterative procedure and for the 
accuracy of the results. 
The simple first-order procedures, such as the Upwind scheme or the exponential 
differencing schemes (Power-Law scheme, Hybrid scheme, etc. see Patankar, 1980) 
developed several decades ago, are still the most used in the practical application of 
Computational Fluid Dynamics. Higher-order methods have not been popular because 
of convergence difficulties and a tendency to generate unphysical overshoots or 
undershoots during the numerical transition. Recent developments using deferred 
correction solutions and flux limiters techniques have eliminated all of these difficulties; 
however these techniques are mostly applied in simple cases, while in complex three- 
dimensional geometries (such as centrifugal compressors or pumps) first-order methods 
are still widely used. 
In order to test the influence of higher-order methods on the prediction of the flow 
field in three-dimensional complex geometries, several higher-order approaches have 
been included in TURBO3D 2 code. 
In this chapter the basic Upwind approach and its limitations and some higher- 
order techniques will be described 9; the basic reference is the work of B. P. Leonard, 
who developed the QUICK scheme in 1979. 
4.2 - Upwind technique. 
As shown in the first chapter, the convective term in the transport equation is 
integrated over each control volume; with the use of the Gauss's theorem the volume 
integral is then written as a sum of surface integrals on the cell faces. On each cell face 
the surface integral is evaluated with the mean value theorem; the contribution to the 
9Hybrid, Power-Law and other exponential-based schemes will not be considered in this 
study. In a recent review on convection modelling Leonard and Drummond (1995) 
demonstrated how these methods, while working well for quasi-one-dimensional flows if 
the convecting velocity is aligned with one of the grid coordinates, introduce serious 
cross-wind artificial diffusion in general multidimensional problems. Furthermore, in 
particular cases the results could become insensitive to the turbulence model used, if the 
stream direction does not coincide with a grid direction. 
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convective term of each face of a generic control volume can therefore be estimated 
with expressions similar to (2.3.5): the convecting velocities on the cell faces are 
obtained by linear interpolation between velocity node values evaluated on the previous 
iteration, while the choice of the interpolation method to obtain the value of the variable 
on the cell face (i. e. the convected values) is conditioned by stability problems and 
determines the accuracy of the solution. 
In the Upwind approach the convected value is taken as that of the upstream node 
value, where the upstream direction is based on the convecting velocity on the cell face 
(see figure 4.1, where U,, = 0.5(Up + Uw) )" 
Figure 4.1: Example of use of the Upwind technique for the value 
of the variable on the west face 
The use of an Upwind technique has a very stabilising effect on the convergence 
of the iterative procedure; this is due to the introduction of artificial damping, or 
numerical diffusion, that increases the effective diffusion coefficient. The (desired) 
stabilising effect is therefore obtained at the expense of the accuracy of the calculation. 
For a one-dimensional problem with constant velocity uo and a constant grid spacing 
Ax. the additional numerical diffusion coefficient due to the Upwind technique, in 
comparision with the use of central differencing (second order accurate), can be easily 
evaluated and is given by: 
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_I 
«ol Axo 
Vnum 
2 
where v= ,u/p. 
(4.2.1) 
Thus to obtain physical results an additional condition is required: the additional 
numerical diffusion coefficient has to be insignificant in comparision with the physical 
diffusion coefficients; for the previous example, this can be expressed in term of the cell 
Reynolds number (the Reynolds number based on the dimension of the grid spacing): 
Rece!! = 
IuOI 
ý«2 
VO 
(4.2.2) 
where vo is the physical diffusion coefficient, assumed constant. 
The condition (4.2.2) is highly unrealistic in terms of grid requirements to obtain 
an accurate solution; for problems of engineering interest the refinement of the grid 
necessary to satisfy the condition (4.2.2) is generally unreachable and the solution 
obtained is affected by a large error due to the numerical diffusion. 
4.3 - Quadratic Upstream Interpolation. 
The QUICK (Quadratic Upstream Interpolation for Convective Kinematics) 
scheme, developed by B. P. Leonard, 1979, is a third-order upwind-weighted method for 
the convective modelling, that achieves stable convective sensitivity and can be written 
in a conservative formulation. 
The value of the variable on a cell face is obtained using a three point quadratic 
interpolation; the nodes used for the interpolation are chosen depending on the direction 
of the convecting velocity on the cell face. Referring to figure 4.2, for a one-dimensional 
case, the value on the w face is obtained from a quadratic interpolation of the values of 
the three points: Upwind (U), Central (C) and Downwind (D), where the point C is the 
node upstream of the cell face . 
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Figure 4.2 - Example of one-dimensional quadratic 
upstream-weighted interpolation. 
Defining with O5 the value of the second derivative of the variable at the point C 
(Central point): 
=(d 
22 0n-oc 
(4.3.1) 
'- 
c 
O41)+9c ADD Ac 
the value on the cell face can be written as: 
O« 
' 
(OC 
+ OU 
)g OC (4.3.2) 
which may be interpreted as a linear interpolation corrected by a term proportional to the 
upstream-weighted curvature, i. e. the second derivative of the variable at the upstream 
node C 10 
For a two-dimensional case a simple one-dimensional interpolation could be 
performed in the direction normal to the cell face; this is, in effect, the most popular way 
10For a negative velocity on the cell face only the definition of the three nodes is 
different, while all the formulae are still valid; note that A= ýc - ýU and 
A"D = ýº) - ýC are both negative in this case. 
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in which the scheme is applied for two or three dimensional flows. However it is 
important to take into account the transverse cur"ature of the stream lines, including 
therefore a correction linked to the second derivative of the variables in the direction 
non-orthogonal to the cell face. 
The effective form of this correction can be found by evaluating the value on the 
cell face interpolating the values in the surrounding nodes through a quadratic surface. 
Referring to figure 4.3, depending on the sign of the velocity normal to the cell face, 
U, a local system of coordinates (s, t) is introduced at the upstream node C and the 
variable is interpolated from the values in the nodes through the quadratic function: 
O(s, t)=C1+C2"s+C3"s2+C4"t+C5"t2+C6"s"t (4.3.3) 
the value O is then obtained averaging the value of the function (4.3.3) on the cell face 
with s corresponding to the upstream node C: 
2 AF1T/2 4D ) 
t di 0. =f 0( A77T + Alk 
-AýýcI 
2 (4.3.4) 
In order to obtain simpler expressions instead of the formula (4.3.4) an 
approximate average will be used, in which the non-uniformity of the grid in the rJ 
direction is neglected only for the integration: 
pry/2 10 
Oll. =- 
J 
,t alt (4.3.5) 2 
where: 
2 
077 = A, 77. +Aq 
(4.3.6) 
is the cell dimension in the i direction. The effect of this approximation is the 
disappearance from the final expression for 0, of the term in s "t (also called the twist 
term) that is also the only term linked to the cross velocity on the cell face, V,,,. 
To obtain the value of the six constants in the expression (4.3.3) the quadratic 
function has to be written in six points where the value of the variable 0 is known; these 
points are chosen among the neighbouring nodes depending on the sign of the normal 
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and of the cross velocities on the cell face, as in the example of figure 4.3. In effect, as 
the twist term disappears in the integration (4.3.5), the point BD is not used and the 
choice of the nodes depends only on the sign of the normal velocity U. 
Writing the expression (4.3.3) in the nodes: 
for s=t=0 is 0= Oc -+ C, = Oc (4.3.7) 
for t=0, s=AD 1S 0= OD OD = oC + C, AD+ C3A (4.3.8) 
for t=0, s= -A 4, is 0= ou -> ou = oc - C2Aýc + C304 (4.3.9) 
Combining equations (4.3.8) and (4.3.9): 
Cý _ 
OD - IC I) 
2 
(k) 
C3 
2`0ýs/C 
(4.3.10) 
where 
(0«) is the value of the second derivative of the variable in the ý direction in 
the upstream node C evaluated with expression (4.3.1). In the same way: 
for s=0, t= Orj. 7. is 0= ý -> 
OTC = 0c+C4A17T +C A, (4.3.11) 
for . s=0, t= -Ai c 
is 0= 
Y'BC -* 
0BC = oC - C4AI7C + C5AT. 4.3.12) 
and combining equations (4.3.1 1) and (4.3.12): 
o olm, A1! 
ß( ) C4 =Q 
c5 2 
(0>>, 
7 
)C 
(4.3.13) 
where 
(cb, 
7 ,7 
)C is the value of the second derivative of the variable in the i direction in 
the upstream node C. The constant C6 could be evaluated writing the quadratic function 
(4.3.3) in the node BD. 
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Figure 4.3 - Example of two-dimensional case. 
'Ti 
In the integration (4.3.5) the terms in t and s"t disappear; the value on the cell 
face resulting from this integration is: 
1ý'l 77 
2 
(4.3.14) 
nnýc 
oiv (Oc + OD)- flc 8 24 
which may be once again interpreted as a linear interpolation corrected by the values of 
the second derivatives of the variable in the upstream node. 
In a three-dimensional case a similar result can be obtained with the same 
procedure; using the same approximation in the definition of the integration of the cell 
face, e. g. for the w face: 
1 An /2 -%; / 2 
oýI. =1f o( , t, r 
di dr 
A17 A; 
-: %n/2 -L%9'/2 
(4.3.15) 
(where A4 is the dimension of the cell in the ý direction) the scheme used will depend 
only on the sign of the normal velocity; in figure 4.4 the nodes involved for a positive 
normal velocity are represented. The value on the face is obtained from equation 
(4.3.14) simply adding the correction due to the curvature in the third direction: 
0« _1 (0c + 0, )- g 
(04y )c 
+ 24' 
(0''1)c 
+ 
4' (0 )c (4.3.16) 
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The expressions for the other cell faces and for other direction of the normal 
velocity on the cell faces can be easily obtained following similar procedures. 
11 
4 
Figure 4.4 - Example of three-dimensional case. 
4.4 - Formal accuracy. 
From now on the value on the cell face will be indicated with of; for a one- 
dimensional case, making Taylor expansions of the nodes about the control volume 
face, and referring to figure 4.2, the following expressions are obtained: 
lr3 1a 
2072 
11 
+60J( 
2 
+2ýf`)1 -+ 22 
(4.4.1) 
60f( 
)3 
+24 Ofv>(ý)4+... oc= -0f\2/+20f\ 
2 
/2 2 
(4.4.2) 
so that linear interpolation across the face would give: 
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Of =1 (Oc+OD)-D 6 -; 
'O 
f"ý +ýýa; o (4.4.3) 28 384 
where the control volume face has been located exactly in the middle of the distance 
between the two nodes C and D. 
The accuracy of a finite difference approximation is conventionally judged in 
terms of the leading truncation error of the Taylor expansions; the formal accuracy of 
some of the possible interpolating techniques for of will be now evaluated: 
" Upwind: the value in upstream node is used: of= 0c; from (4.4.2), the leading 
truncation error term is b' 
-a 
; 
" Central differencing: the value in the face is written as: of= Oc + of 04fß/2 and 
the derivative is evaluated with a central formula across the cell face: 
Of _oc+OD 
oc. AýD 
- z(OD+Oc) (4.4.4) D2 
from (4.4.3), the leading truncation error is: f8. 
. Second-order Upwind: the value in the face is written as: of= Oc + Oc ADD/ 2 
and the derivative in the upstream node C is evaluated with a backward formula if the 
convecting velocity is positive, with a forward formula in the opposite case: 
Of=oc+O--O"' 2 =(l+a)Oc-aou (4.4.5) 
where a=0.5 * AD /Aýc, being 0.5 for a uniform grid. A simple expression for the 
truncation error can be obtained for a uniform grid; in this case, subtracting the Taylor 
expansion of the U node: 
ou =I -Vfý30) + 20fß0) 
+... 
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for the relation (4.4.2) multiplied by 3, the following expression is obtained: 
Of =ioc -I Ou + 0; A0 
'+0(0 3) (4.4.6) 
228 
The leading truncation error is therefore proportional to A 
e. 
" QUICK: the value on the control volume face is written as in (4.3.2); expanding 
the second derivative in the C node: 
0f 
ýD 
0 f2 
and substituting in the (4.4.3), the following expression is obtained: 
3 
Of (Oc + O°)- 
Ag° 0ý 
6° 
ýf'+ 0(Aýý (4.4.7) 
that shows that the leading truncation error is proportional to A A. 
4.5 - Convective stability. 
Following Leonard (1979), convective stability may be defined as the sensitivity 
of the convective term, relative to a control volume, to variations of the variable in the 
corresponding grid point. Considering an unsteady one-dimensional convection- 
diffusion equation for the scalar 0: 
a0_ 
_-o(Ilo)+ 
0 (r00) (4.5.1) 
and in the case of constant velocity and uniform grid, the net convective influx per unit 
volume into the control-volume centered the node C can be written as (referring to 
figure 4.5): 
influx =Uoof 
-or 
OX 
(4.5.2) 
and the convective stability may be defined as the sensitivity of the convective influx 
(4.5.2) to the change in Oc: 
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influx 
°Oc 
(4.5.3) 
In order to ensure convective stability, it is important to have a numerical 
negative feedback mechanism, such that any disturbance to Oc from an outside 
influence will reduce or enhance influx in line with whether Oc increases or decreases, 
that is: 
Ec >0 =>unstable sensitivity; 
Ec =0 neutral sensitivity; 
Ec <0 stable sensitivity. 
From a purely physical point of view, convection is associated with the transport 
of fluid properties from upstream to downstream and any numerical approximation to 
convection should reproduce this transportive feature. This corresponds to having an 
element of upwind bias, that is giving a greater influence to the values in the upstream 
direction when evaluating the interpolated value on the cell face. Any numerical 
approximation to convection which is not upwind biased will lack convective stability. 
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Figure 4.5 - One-dimensional, constant velocity, uniform grid case. 
The convective stability of the previous schemes can be easily evaluated in the 
case of constant velocity and uniform grid: 
" Upwind: 
110 influx -- l(o 
OLaYOC 
=: > Icx (4.5.4) 
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" Central differencing: 
influx=ý[1(Oc+OL)- (Oc+OR))=ý' Ec =0 (4.5.5) Ox 22 
" Second-order Upwind: 
influx = Ax 
ý(2 
OL 2 OLL) - 
(2 3 
Oc 
2 
OL) 
J 
Y-c 
2 
(4.5.6) 
" QUICK: 
influx ö2 (o, +o, )-g(oc-20, +O, L)] - (4.5.7) (01 + 01)- (, /, R - Z0C + OL1 2\ (Y)C _8 0X 
4.6 - The universal limiter constraints. 
As is well known, the use of a quadratic interpolation for the value of the variable 
on the cell face can cause overshoot problems; e. g., as schematically represented in 
figure 4.6 for a one-dimensional case, when OC OD the value obtained from the 
interpolation can be higher than the values in the surrounding nodes. This phenomenon 
can lead to non-linear instability; this might happen, for example, when a computed 
turbulence quantity becomes (unphysically) negative as a result of this oscillation and 
consequently a negative turbulent viscosity is obtained, causing a computational 
divergence of the algorithm. 
In order to avoid this kind of problem, a convection boundedness criterion is 
defined, based on simple physical assumptions. The value obtained from the higher- 
order scheme is therefore limited according to the constraints imposed by the 
boundedness criterion before being used in the transport equations. 
The universal limiter used in TURB03D 2 is based on the boundedness criterion 
of Gaskell and Lau (1988), in the formulation with normalised variables of Leonard and 
Mokhtari (1990). 
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Figure 4.6 - Example of overshoot in the evaluation of the variable 
on the cell face with a quadratic interpolation. 
Depending on the direction of the convecting velocity the three nodes D 
(downwind), U (Upwind) and C (upstream respect to the cell face, centrally located 
between the other two) are chosen, as in the previous figures for a positive velocity. 
The logic of the constraint is the following: 
" in locally monotonic regions, that is if the upstream value (C) is bounded by the 
values in the upwind and downwind nodes (D and U), i. e. 4c E [ou, oD], the 
interpolated value on the cell face should lie between adjacent node values, i. e. 
Of EPCIOD]. 
" if OC 0 [OU, OD] no information is available to limit the interpolated value; in this 
case a lower-order scheme is used, for example the first order Upwind (that is always 
bounded). 
In the formulation of Leonard second-order schemes are used in the last case. 
A normalised variable ý is defined as: 
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0(, 77,0-OU (4.6.1) 
OD - OU 
leading therefore to ýu =0 and OD = 1. 
The universal limiter constraints can now be written using the following 
assumptions, referring to figure 4.7 for the representation of the constraints in the 
Normalised Variable Diagram (NVD): 
1) If the value of q$c. is between O, and OD then the value on the cell face must be 
between Oc and OD . In normalised variables: 
OC < Of <1 for 0< oc <_ 1 (4.6.2) 
This relation is satisfied in the interior of the triangle in figure 4.7, which is 
referred to as the monotonic region of the criterion. 
2) If OC= D then it follows that Of=cbn. In normalised variables: 
Of=0 at oc=0 
corresponding to the point 0 in figure 4.7. 
(4.6.3) 
3) To avoid the non-uniqueness near OC -+ OT the boundary OB in figure 4.7 has a 
steep but finite positive slope. This introduces an additional constraint: 
Of < const x 0c" near 0, -> 0, (4.6.4) 
4) The extension beyond Oc =1 (point A in figure 4.7) is given with the central 
differencing scheme (4.4.4): 
0f=1+2(OC-1) for be>1 (4.6.5) 
5)The extension to values of 4c less then zero (point 0 in figure 4.7) is given with 
the second-order Upwind scheme (4.4.5): 
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Of = (l + a) Oo for oo <0 (4.6.6) 
Note that both lines pass through the second-order point C, located at 
(l/(1+2a), (l+a)/(1+2a)), corresponding to the point (0.5,0.75) for a uniform 
grid. 
Alternatively, the two extension formulae (4.6.5) and (4.6.6) could be given with a 
first order Upwind (corresponding to the diagonal of the first and the third quadrants): 
Of =Oc for Oc e[0,1] (4.6.7) 
ýC 
Figure 4.7 - Universal limiter constraints in the Normalised Variable Diagrane. 
It is important to note that the previous constraints are implemented in a one- 
dimensional way, which means that only the values in the Central, Upwind and 
Downwind nodes in the direction normal to the cell face are considered when limiting 
of and not the surrounding nodes in the other two directions, also if the value on the 
cell face has been evaluated with a three-dimensional stencil, such as the one in figure 
4.4. This kind of procedure, obviously needed for simplicity reasons, is partially 
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justified from the consideration that the main contribution to the convected value is 
given from the interpolation of the values in the nodes in the normal direction (e. g. the 
first two terms in equation (4.3.16)) and that this interpolation is most likely the cause of 
an overshoot. 
The universal limiter constraint is therefore applied, for each face of each control 
volume (in effects using the conservative property only half of the cell faces has to be 
considered), as follows: 
1) note the direction of the normal velocity component, the nodes U, C and D are 
identified. 
2) the value of of is obtained with a high-order upwind-weighted method, as the 
one presented in the previous section, taking also into account the three-dimensional 
effects. 
3) the normalised values of and Oc are computed. 
4) if the point (Oc, O f) does not fall within the triangular region of figure 4.7, Of 
is limited to the nearest appropriate constraint boundary at the given ýc value. 
5) the non-normalised face value is then reconstructed by: 
Of =ýf(oD - ou)+cbu 
4.7 - The Deferred Correction. 
(4.6.8) 
As reported previously, the use of the first-order Upwind technique, introducing a 
considerable amount of numerical viscosity, has a strong stabilising effect on the 
procedure and the corresponding matrix of the coefficients becomes more diagonally 
dominant. In order to maintain these positive effects, while at the same time using a 
more accurate higher-order scheme, the value on the cell face (to be computed) can be 
written in terms of the first-order Upwind face value plus a correction term: 
0f+i = 
(K il+ [(Of 
Ifhigher- order ` l- 
(O1) l (4.7.1) lup, rind up, rir, d J 
The contribution of the correction term, evaluated with the values of the variables 
at the previous iteration, is incorporated in the source term; therefore the system will 
have the same matrix of coefficients to the Upwind approach. As the converged 
solution is reached, the first order contributions cancel, and the solution is consistent 
with using the higher-order face values everywhere. 
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4.8 - The Downwind Weighting Factor. 
Another possible way of using higher-order schemes is through the introduction of 
an auxiliary variable, called the Downwind Weighting Factor (DWF), that is function of 
the cell face, as originally proposed by Leonard (1990). 
For every cell face (with the usual adoption of a conservative calculation) a value 
of Of is computed with a high-order multidimensional upwind-weighted method using 
the values of the variable at the previous iteration. The DWF then is defined as: 
DWF = 
Of 
- 
ýc 
(4.8.1) 
OD c 
or, in normalised variables: 
DWF = 
Of - oc (4.8.2) 
1-oc 
where the points C and D are defined as shown in previous sections. All the values of 
variable 0 appearing in these formulae and in the following ones are the known values 
evaluated at the previous iteration. 
The constraints for of are now rewritten as limits for the DWF : 
1) 0S D WF 
_< 1 
for 0< O, 5 1 (4.8.3) 
2) D WF =0 at Oc =0 (4.8.4) 
3) DWF < 
(cons Nc 
near Oc --> 0+ 1- Oc 
(4.8.5) 
4) DWF = 0.5 for oc >1 (4.8.6) 
5) DWF = 
aoý for ýc 50 (4.8.7) (1 0 
The universal limiter constraints for the DWF are represented in figure 4.8, where 
the same letters of figure 4.7 have been used. Note that the point A in figure 4.7 has been 
stretched out into a vertical line in figure 4.8. The point C is now at (1 / (2a + 1), 1/ 2). 
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Figure 4.8 - Universal limiter constraints in terms of the DWF. 
Once the DWF has been evaluated and limited, the face value is rewritten in term 
of the known DWF as: 
Of =DWF"O'o+ý +(1-DWF)"O ' (4.8.8) 
where the values of the variable appearing in the right-hand side have to be evaluated 
solving the system of equations; the DWF will therefore appear in the coefficients of 
these variables in the matrix of the system. For example when evaluating the variable on 
the w face for a positive value of U,,, the term in DWF appears in the coefficient a,, 
(being P the downwind node) while the term in (1-DWF) appears in the coefficient uýv, . 
When evaluating the convective flux on a control volume face, therefore, only the 
adjacent nodes are involved, exactly as in the Upwind procedure, but the DWF contains 
a higher-order wide stencil information and the universal limiter constraints. 
With the DWF technique the matrix of the system of linear equations keeps the 
same form as the Upwind technique, but the positive effects of the Upwind in the 
conditioning of the matrix are no longer present. 
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4.9 -A composite second order scheme (SOUCUP). 
A higher-order and bounded scheme can be obtained using a composite scheme, 
which uses different interpolation methods for the cell face value depending on the 
value of O.. Following Zhu and Rodi (1991), second-order Upwind and central 
differencing are used in the monotonic region cc E [0,1], first-order Upwind outside; 
this scheme is known as the SOUCUP (composite Second Order Upwind - Central 
differencing - first order UPwind). 
Referring to figure 4.9, the normalised value at the cell face can be obtained from 
0c with the following procedure: 
1)Of=(1+a)qc for 05cß_< (4.9.1) 
1+ 2a 
corresponding to a second-order Upwind; 
2) Of =1+ 2 
(Oc 
-1) for 1+ 2a < 
Oc <_ 1 (4.9.2) 
corresponding to central differencing; 
3)Of=oc fordo o[0,1] (4.9.3) 
corresponding to a first-order Upwind. 
The non-normalised value on the cell face is then evaluated with formula (4.6.8). 
This choice of the scheme used in the monotonic region is in agreement with the 
physical consideration that if Oc z0 the face value must be dominated by the upstream 
conditions (therefore a second-order Upwind is used), while, if qc. I the downstream 
conditions prevail (central differencing). 
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Figure 4.9 - The SOUCUP scheme in the Normalised Variable Diagram. 
4.10 -A composite third order scheme (SMART). 
To obtain an expression for ýf as a function of Oc the transverse terms have to be 
neglected; rewriting expressions (4.3.1) and (4.3.2) in normalised variables: 
Of = 2+ 
'6k 
ýD 
ýC+ 2 -4(o ' nD (4.10.1) 
In the Normalised Variable Diagram this is represented by the line intersecting the 
boundary Of =1 for 
c- 4(O n 
DO 
c) 2 4Aý 
+2 (4.10.2) 
(being 5/6 for an uniform grid), corresponding to point D of figure 4.10, and the 
boundary ýc =0 for 
75 
Of=1_ AD 
2 4(AýD + Abc ) 
(4.10.3) 
(being 3/8 for a uniform grid), corresponding to the point E of figure 4.10. 
In order to avoid the non-uniqueness near ý, -+ 0+ and to have at any point a 
monotonic behaviour, the scheme is modified as in figure 4.10, introducing the points 
D' and E' (with a certain degree of arbitrariety in the choice of the slope of the lines). 
The scheme in figure 4.10 is similar to the SMART (Sharp and Monotonic 
Algorithm for Realistic Transport) of Gaskell and Lau, although the original scheme had 
been developed for a uniform grid and used a different approach near Oc -> 0_, where 
the point 0 was connected to point (1/6,1/2) (thin line in figure 4.10) on the basis of 
considerations about the property of the quadratic profile for a uniform grid. 
ýC 
Figure 4.10 - The SMART scheme in the Normalised Variable Diagram. 
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4.11 - Fifth-order Upwind. 
Expanding in Taylor series across the cell face the second derivatives at the nodes 
C and D, an expression for the second derivative on the cell face, similar to (4.4.3), can 
be obtained: 
of=2ýc+0D 
8 ýfv'+Oý 
o (4.11.1) 
and substituting in (4.4.3): 
Of-2(Oc+Oo)-gAin(oc+0ö)+384 ý 
fýý+O(Ae) (4.11.2) 
Following a procedure similar to the one used to obtain expression (4.4.7) for the 
QUICK, the fourth derivative can he written as: 
'Yfv) = 
Ocv) +'f +o(D D) 2 
and therefore: 
Of= (c+On)-gO4D(oc+0ö)+384 ocv)+75 A 5n (v)+0(A ýý) 
(4.11.3) 
Considering only the first three terms on the right-hand side of expression 
(4.10.3), a fifth-order method (upwind-biased, as more points in the upstream direction 
are involved ) for the evaluation of of could be obtained. This formula in any case is 
one-dimensional. 
The convective stability, for a uniform grid with uniform velocity, is: 
EC =-10.5 
u0 
384 dx 
(4.11.4) 
where only the upwind-biased term contributes to the convective stability. 
The fourth derivative in the (4.11.3) can be easily obtained from the second 
derivatives, with the same procedure used to evaluate the second derivatives: 
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ä4 
_2 
(k (ýýý (o 
7ý ADD + Abc AýD A 
(4.11.5) 
The use of the interpolation formula (4.11.4) requires three upstream nodes to the 
cell face; for this reason, in all the near boundary control volumes a third order formula 
(QUICK) is used. The value obtained from the interpolation is then eventually limited 
according to the universal limiter constraints of figure 4.7. 
Finally, a three-dimensional formula can be obtained adopting the third-order 
curvature correction of expression (4.3.16): 
Of = 
1(Oc+OD)- 9Z(0c+OD 5 nýc"'+ 28 384 
(4.1 1.6) 
+ 
24'(0ov)c+A4 
'( 
clc 24 
4.12- Near boundary control volumes. 
All the higher-order schemes presented in this chapter involve two upstream nodes 
for each cell face; it may seem necessary to follow special practices for the near 
boundary control volumes, in order to avoid the use of values outside the flow domain. 
In effect, due to the chosen definition of the cells near to the boundaries, this is not 
necessary in TURBO3D_2. Referring to figure 2.3, when evaluating the contribution of 
the convection in the cell i=2, the value of the variable on the w face is assigned, 
corresponding to the value in the node i=1, therefore only the value on the e face has to 
be evaluated with a higher-order scheme. For the e face two upstream nodes are always 
available (e. g., for a positive U, the nodes i=1 and i=2). In the same way, the value on 
the b face of the cell m=2 is assigned (inlet values), while the value on the f face of the 
cell m=nx-l can be obtained from the upstream value, with the hypothesis of the 
convection dominating the flow at the outlet. 
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Chapter 5 
Initial validation of the code 
5.1 - Introduction. 
An initial testing of the solution procedure presented in the previous sections has 
to be carried out before the modified formulation for the turbulence modelling is 
introduced, in order to validate the convection schemes presented in the previous section 
and to select the appropriate linear solver among the ones that are available in the 
chosen libraries. 
The flow in a 90° bend of square cross section is the first test case chosen for the 
validation of the code, as a large amount of experimental measurements are available for 
comparison (Taylor, Whitelaw and Yianneskis (1981)) both for laminar and turbulent 
flow. The duct used in the flow measurements has a 90° bend of mean radius 92nint and 
of radius ratio 2.3, with a square section of 40x40, nrn in a water tunnel; the bulk 
velocity for the laminar case is 0.0198 m/sec, corresponding to a Reynolds number of 
790; for the turbulent case the bulk velocity is 1.0 m/sec, corresponding to a Reynolds 
number of 40,000. In figure 5.1 the coordinate system used in the flow measurements is 
illustrated. 
In figures 5.2 and 5.3 the grid used for the discretisation of the duct is presented; 
in each cross-section plane 20x20 grid points have been used, with a clustering of the 
nodes near to the walls, and 100 planes in the main flow direction, with a clustering of 
the nodes near to the bend entry and exit planes, giving a total of 40,000 nodes. The 
relaxation factor used is 0.2 for all variables. 
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Figure 5.1 - Coordinate definition used in the f ow measurements. 
Figure 5.2 - View of the grid. 
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Figure 5.3 - Details of the mesh in the symmetry plane and in the cross section. 
5.2 - Boundary condition for the pressure at the inlet. 
At the inlet of the duct, where the value of the velocity is prescribed, the value of 
the pressure cannot be assigned, as it is linked to the given velocity field through the 
momentum equations. The boundary condition for the pressure used at the inlet is the 
Neumann condition (2.6.3). 
In figure 5.17 the distribution of the pressure at the inlet obtained for the laminar 
flow is represented; although this distribution corresponds to the physical distribution 
p=const, the presence of a numerical error in the solution of the momentum equations 
generates the distribution of the figure, having the typical behaviour of the numerical 
error in the solution of an elliptic equation. 
If the value p=const had been prescribed at the inlet, a strong oscillation in the 
values of the pressure and the velocity would have appeared in the neighbouring planes. 
This behaviour is typical of the previous version of the code (TURBO3D), where the 
pressure at the inlet was assigned; in the plane-by-plane approach, in any case, it would 
be very difficult to impose correctly the Neumann condition at the inlet. 
At the outlet, where the velocity distribution is not explicitly assigned, the 
distribution of the pressure can be assigned in TURBO3D_2 without any limitations. In 
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the case that a Neumann condition is used also at the outlet, the matrix of the 
coefficients of the system of equation for the pressure correction is singular (Neumann 
conditions on all the boundaries) and the pressure field is determined with an arbitrary 
additive constant. The effective pressure field can then be obtained imposing a reference 
value in at a specific point: e. g., if the pressure field is required to have the value 
P= Pref in the grid node (iref , Jref , mref) , this can 
be obtained as follows: 
AP =P (ref , Jref , nlref) - Pref (5.2.1) 
Paff (i, j, in) = p(i, j, m) -Op for i=1, nx; j=l, ny; in = 1, nz 
In the results presented in this chapter, where the flow is incompressible and only 
the gradients of pressure influence the behaviour of the flow, the value p=1 has been 
imposed at the node (i=2, j=2, m=1) of the inlet plane. 
5.3 - The choice of the linear solver. 
The choice of the iterative technique to adopt among the ones available in the 
SITRSOL routine, described in the second chapter, is conditioned by the following 
considerations: 
1) As all the systems are not symmetric or positive definite, only GMRES 
(generalised minimum residual), BiCG (biconjugate gradient) and CGS (conjugate 
gradient squared) methods can be used. 
2) Both CGS and BiCG can break down in particular situations; this has occurred 
with both methods in the first tests of the code. 
3) The system of equations for the pressure correction can be singular and in any 
case is ill-conditioned; both CGS and BiCG seem to be very sensitive to the ill- 
conditioning of the matrix (CGS seems to diverge completely for the p' system). 
Only GMRES, therefore, could be used; also this method, in any case, seems to be 
extremely sensitive to the conditioning of the system, being able to solve the systems for 
the momentum equations in no more than 10 iterations, while showing a very slow 
convergence for the pressure correction equation. 
In particular, the following behaviour has been observed in the use of GMRES for 
the solution of the pressure correction equation for the laminar case: 
1) Using a first-order Upwind, in the first steps of the solution procedure there is a 
crisis of the linear solver, that is incapable of reducing the error beyond a certain limit 
(figure 5.4). In order to allow the computation to proceed, a maximum number of 
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iterations has been fixed (5000) and the solution obtained has been used in the 
procedure, even if the convergence criterion had not been reached. This approach has 
been proven to be successful: after a certain number of steps of the procedure in which 
the maximum number of iterations in GMRES had been reached, a converged solution 
was obtained for the pressure correction equation for every step (figure 5.6). 
As well known from the theory, GMRES computes a sequence of orthogonal 
vectors and combines these through a least-squares solve and update, but it requires 
storing the whole sequence, so that the amount of storage needed grows rapidly with the 
iterations. For this reason, a restarted version of GMRES is used: after a chosen number 
rs of iterations, the accumulated data are cleared and the intermediate results are used as 
the initial data for the next rs iterations. The value of rs has been set to a relatively small 
number (rs=10); extensive tests have shown that this choice of rs is not the cause of the 
slow convergence in the solution of the pressure correction equation, as using higher 
values has not produced any improvements. Furthermore, all the preconditioning 
procedures present in SITRSOL have failed to produce any improvements for this 
problem. 
As reported in the previous chapter, the higher-order schemes can be applied both 
with the deferred correction, adding the corresponding contribution in the source and 
keeping the same matrix of the coefficients as in the case of Upwind for the momentum 
equations, or with a procedure like the DWF, in which the coefficients of the matrix are 
affected. The numerical tests have proven that with the use of the DWF the system for 
the momentum equations becomes ill-conditioned as well and a quite small value of the 
relaxation factor is required to re-establish the diagonal dominance of the matrix of the 
coefficients, that is necessary to achieve a fast solution in GMRES, as shown in figure 
5.5. For this reason, as the convergent solution is equivalent for the two methods, only 
the deferred correction has been used in the other tests. 
2) Using higher-order convection schemes there are larger areas in which there is a 
crisis of the linear solver in the solution of the pressure correction equation, and can be 
noted that this effect increases with the order of the scheme (figures 5.7,5.8 and 5.9). 
3) Using a flux limiter a converged solution for the pressure correction equation is 
obtained only in few points (figure 5.10). 
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4) If a constant pressure is imposed at the outlet, instead of the Neumann 
condition, the solver is incapable of obtaining an accurate solution and divergence 
occurs, unless the under-relaxation coefficients are lowered (figure 5.11). 
If the matrix of the coefficients is not singular, a direct solver can be used. In this 
case a very accurate solution of the system can be achieved ; of the order of machine 
accuracy, e. g.: 10-15 for the residual, while with GMRES the minimum value of the 
residual achieved was of the order of 10-8); however much more memory is required; 
the amount of computational time necessary for the solution of the system depends only 
on the number of unknowns and is generally much larger than the one required by an 
iterative solver. In this particular case this is not necessarily true, as the crisis of the 
iterative solver experienced in the solution of the pressure correction equation, 
especially using higher-order convection schemes, causes a sharp increase in the time 
required by the solution with GMRES. 
In figure 5.13 the results of the tests performed on this particular case are 
presented, showing how the use of the direct solver actually reduces the time required 
for the solution if higher-order schemes are used, especially in conjunction with a flux 
limiter. The results with the GMRES solver have been obtained imposing a Neumann 
condition at the outlet for the pressure, while the direct solver has been used in 
conjunction with a constant pressure at the outlet; the difference between the flow fields 
obtained is completely negligible. Furthermore, using a direct solver a much better 
performance is achieved, both in vectorisation and parallelisation of the code. 
It is important to point out that this is true only if an accurate solution of the 
pressure correction is required; if extremely low-values of the under-relaxation have to 
be used a stable convergence could be achieved using much fewer iterations of GMRES 
for the pressure correction equation. 
The amount of memory required by the direct solver grows rapidly when 
increasing the number of unknowns, so that a very strict limit on the number of 
unknowns that can be used could be imposed by this procedure. 
Finally, figures 5.14 and 5.15 show how in both cases the solution of the pressure 
correction equation is responsible for most of the computational time required by the 
code. 
5.4 - Analysis of the numerical tests. 
In figures 5.6 to 5.12 the convergence history of the whole procedure for the 
laminar case is illustrated, where the maximum values of the absolute residual of the 
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momentum equation and the maximum value of the mass inbalance (inp) are reported; 
only the residual of one of the three components of the velocity is given, as the other 
two follow an identical behaviour. It is interesting to note that, using GMRES, the mass 
inbalance tends towards a minimum value and becomes constant, this minimum value 
being reached only when an accurate solution for the pressure correction is obtained. At 
the same time, when using a direct solver, the mass unbalance tends towards a much 
lower value (figure 5.12). Furthermore, it is important to point out that when using the 
flux limiter the residual of the equations cannot be reduced beyond a certain point 
(figure 5.10), although it can be shown that this affects only marginally the accuracy of 
the solution. 
In figures 5.16 to 5.18 the results of the numerical tests for the laminar case are 
represented. The effect of higher-order schemes can be clearly seen in the prediction of 
the secondary flows at the exit of the bend: while the first-order Upwind predicts a 
single pair of counter-rotating vortices, higher-order schemes predict two pairs of 
counter-rotating vortices, in agreement with the measurements. 
In figures 5.19 to 5.24 the comparison with the measured data is reported. The 
results are given as a function of the distance from the plane of symmetry normalised by 
the duct half-span, z*, and of the distance from the outer wall normalised by the duct 
gap, r*. The increase in accuracy obtained with higher-oreder schemes, especially in the 
regions of high curvature, is evident. 
In figures 5.25 to 5.33 the corresponding results for the turbulent flow analysis are 
represented. Note that the residual values are higher than in the laminar case as non- 
normalised values have been plotted and the momentum at the inlet is much higher for 
the turbulent case. The considerations on the behaviour of GMRES, presented for the 
laminar case, appear to be valid also for the turbulent case. 
From the analysis of the secondary flows at the exit of the bend (figure 5.32) and 
the comparison with the experimental data in the region of strong curvature (figure 5.33) 
it is evident that the use of higher-order methods, while produces a sharp increase in the 
accuracy of the solution for the laminar case, seems to affect the turbulent solution in a 
much minor way. The links between turbulence modelling and the increase in accuracy 
expected with higher-order schemes will be examined in detail in the next chapters, 
where a complete study of the turbulent flow in the bend will be presented. 
The computer power available does not allow a considerable increase of the size 
of the grid, as necessary to study the grid independence of the solution with the 
presented algorithm, but the use of higher-order schemes, such as the third and fifth 
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order schemes used in this work, should reduce drastically such a dependence. 
Tamamidis and Assanis (1993), who have studied the effects of higher-order schemes 
on the prediction of the laminar and turbulent flow in the same 90° bend, using a 
standard k- e model, have shown that grid independence is actually obtained in this case 
using either a third-order or a fifth-order one-dimensional convection scheme with a 
similar number of points in the cross sections (22x22). The results of Tamamidis and 
Assanis are represented in figures 5.34 to 5.36; the predicted secondary flow patterns at 
the exit of the bend appear to be identical to the ones presented in this thesis. In figures 
5.37 and 5.38 the predicted distributions of streamwise velocities obtained with the 
method used in this thesis are presented in the same form adopted by Tamamidis and 
Assanis, so that a comparison can be made with the results displayed in figure 5.36. 
Further comparisons with the results of Tamamidis and Assanis can be made with the 
results presented at the end of the seventh chapter, where an improved turbulence model 
will be used for the prediction of the turbulent flow in the bend. 
In section 2.5 of this thesis it has been shown how the use of the Rhie and Chow 
scheme to eliminate pressure oscillations can produce a solution that is dependent on the 
value of under-relaxation a adopted for the velocity solution. In the following table the 
turbulent flow streamwise and gapwise velocity profiles at 0.25 hydraulic diameters 
downstream of the bend exit plane for r*=0.3, predicted using three different values of 
a, have been presented; the QUICK scheme and the direct solver have been used in all 
the cases. The solution dependence on under-relaxation appears to be minimal. All the 
other velocity profiles show a similar behaviour 
Z* Streamtivise velocity Ga wise veloci 
a=0.2 a=0.15 a=0.1 a=0.2 a=0.15 a=0.1 
0.1 1.11892 1.11860 1.11882 -0.12041 -0.12044 -0.12034 
0.2 1.11897 1.11885 1.11924 -0.11818 -0.11820 -0.11810 
0.3 1.11972 1.11992 1.12063 -0.11389 -0.11391 -0.11380 
0.4 1.12008 1.12014 1.12055 -0.10559 -0.10562 -0.10557 
0.5 1.11879 1.11882 1.11877 -0.09589 -0.09590 -0.09590 
0.6 1.11698 1.11705 1.11707 -0.07057 -0.07056 -0.07055 
0.7 1.10773 1.10766 1.10776 -0.02538 -0.02537 -0.02539 
0.8 1.08557 1.08577 1.08585 0.03715 0.03715 0.03718 
0.9 1.03308 1.03307 1.03342 0.11981 0.11982 0.11978 
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Figure 5.4 - GMRES: convergence historyfor the pressure correction equation in the 
first step of the procedure (using first-order Upwind). 
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Figure 5.5 - GMRES: convergence history in the solution of the v- velocity equation 
using the limited DWF (using first-order Upwind) for several values of the 
underrelaxation factor. 
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Figure 5.6 - Number of iterations of GMRES to solve the pressure correction equation 
(top) and convergence history of the procedure (bottom) using the first-order Upwind 
scheme. 
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Figure 5.7 - Number of iterations of GAMES to solve the pressure correction equation 
(top) and convergence history of the procedure (bottom) using the SOUCUP scheme. 
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Figure 5.8 - Number of iterations of GMRES to solve the pressure correction equation 
(top) and convergence history of the procedure (bottom) using the three-dimensional 
QUICK scheme. 
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Figure 5.9 - Number of iterations of GMRES to solve the pressure correction equation 
(top) and convergence history of the procedure (bottom) using the one-dintensional 
fifth-order scheure. 
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Figure 5.10 - Number of iterations of GMRES to solve the pressure correction equation 
(top) and convergence history of the procedure (bottom) using the three-dimensional 
QUICK scheme and the flux-limiter. 
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Figure 5.11 - Number of iterations of GMRES to solve the pressure correction equation 
(top) and convergence history of the procedure (bottom) using the first-order Upwind 
and a constant pressure for the boundary condition at the outlet. 
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Figure 5.12 - Convergence history of the procedure using a direct solver for the 
solution of the pressure correction equation, and a first-order Upwind. 
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Figure 5.13 - Number of seconds for a single step of the solution procedure (averaged 
on 300 steps) on a Cray J90. 
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Figure 5.14 - Percentage of CPU time used by the routine for the solution of the 
pressure correction equation and all the others routines, using GMRES and the first- 
order Upwind scheme (for 300 steps). 
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Figure 5.15 - Percentage of CPU time used by the routine for the solution of the 
pressure correction equation and all the others routines, using the direct solver and the 
first-order Upwind scheme (for 300 steps). 
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Figure 5.16 - First-order Upwind, laminar case: velocity in the sy metre plane. 
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Figure 5.17 - First-order Upwind, laminar case: pressure in the symmetry plane and 
pressure at the inlet plane. 
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Figure 5.18 -Laininar flow: secondary velocity at the exit of the bend using (I)first- 
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Upwind. 
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Figure 5.19 - Laminar case: streamwise velocity at 60° from the bend entry plane, 
comparison with experimental measurements. 
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Figure 5.20 - Laminar case: gapwise velocity at 60°front the bend entry plane, 
comparison with experimental measurements. 
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comparison with experimental measurements. 
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Figure 5.22 - Laminar case: gapwise velocity at 77.5° fron: the bend entry plane, 
comparison with experimental measurements. 
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Figure 5.23 - Laminar case: stream wise velocity at 0.25 hydraulic diameters 
downstream of the bend exit plane, comparison with experimental measurements. 
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Figure 5.24 - Laminar case: gapwi. e velocity at 0.25 hydraulic diameters downstream 
of the bend exit plane, comparison with experimental measurements. 
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Figure 5.25 - Turbulent flow: number of iterations of GMRES to solve the pressure 
correction equation (top) and convergence histo, y of the procedure (bottom) using the 
first-order Upwind scheme. 
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Figure 5.26 - Turbulent flow: number of' iterations of GMRES to solve the pressure 
correction equation (top) and convergence history of the procedure (bottom) using the 
SOUCUP scheme. 
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Figure 5.27 - Turbulent flow: number of iterations of GMRES to solve the pressure 
correction equation (top) and convergence history of the procedure (bottom) using the 
three-dimensional QUICK scheme and the flux-limiter. 
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Figure 5.28 - Turbulent flow: convergence history of the procedure using GMRES, the 
first-order Upwind and a constant pressure for the boundary condition at the outlet. 
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Figure 5.29 - Turbulent flow: convergence history of the procedure using a direct solver 
for the solution of the pressure correction equation, and u first-order Upwind. 
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Figure 5.30 - First-order Upwind, turbulent case: velocity in the symmetry plane. 
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Figure 5.31 - First-order Upwind, turbulent case: pressure in the symmetry plane and 
pressure at the inlet plane 
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Figure 5.32 - Turbulent flow: secondary velocity at the exit of the bend using (I) first- 
order Upwind, (11) SOUCUP, (III) QUICK with flux limiter and (IV) fifth-order Upwind 
witli flux limiter. 
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Figure 5.33 - Turhulent flow: streamwise velocity at 9=60° (top), 9=77.5° (bottom left) 
and X=0.251t (bottom right), comparison with experimental measurements. 
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Figure 5.34 - Laminar flow field in the 90° bend predicted by Tainamiclis and 
Asscmis(1993) with a 22x22x71 grid and using the hybrid scheme (left hand siele) and 
the QUICK scheme (right hand side): (a) flow in the symmetry plane and (b) secondary 
flow at the exit of the bend. 
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Figure 5.35 - Turbulent flow field in the 90° bend predicted by Tainamidis and 
Assanis(1993) using a standard k- e model and the QUICK scheme: (a) grid used 
(22x22x71 nodes) and flow in the synunetrv plane, (b) secondaryflow at O= 300 and 
at the twit of the bend. Tama, nidis and Assanis have shown that grid-independent 
solutions have been produced by the QUICK scheme with this grid size. 
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Figure 5.36 - Turbulent flow field in the 90° bend predicted by Tamnannidis and 
Assanis(1993), using an hybrid scheme, a QUICK scheme, and a fifth-order Upwind 
scheme (FOUR): comparison between calculated and measured distributions of 
streannvise velocities at various ntidspan locations: (a) 30° station (left) and 60° 
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Figure 5.37- Turbulent flow. comparison between calculated and measured 
distributions of streantwise velocities at the 30° (top) and 60° (bottom) stations. 
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Figure 5.38 - Turbulent flow: comparison between calculated and measured 
distributions of strea, nwise velocities at the 77.7° station (top) and at 0.25 hydraulic 
diameters from the bend exit plane (bottom). 
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Chapter 6 
Turbulence modelling 
6.1 - Introduction. 
In this section the proposed modification to the standard k-e method, that is 
introduced to avoid the use of the eddy viscosity and to adopt arbitrary modelling of the 
Reynolds stresses, will be presented. 
In order to clarify the nature and the purpose of the modification introduced, the 
derivation of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equation and of the standard k-E 
method will be also presented. 
At the end of this section a simple quadratic formulation of the Reynolds stresses, 
that will be used to test the capability of the new code to adopt arbitrary modelling of 
the Reynolds stresses, is introduced. 
6.2 - Derivation of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations. 
The Navier-Stokes equations for a viscous fluid will be first determined. 
Assuming that the fluid is Newtonian, the total internal stresses can be written as: 
Q= -pl+I (6.2.1) 
where I is the unit tensor, p is the isotropic pressure and g is the viscous shear stress 
tensor, equal to: 
z; J=fuD,. + A(" Vj (6.2.2) 
where Dý is twice the mean strain rate tensor defined by: 
D; j _+ 
at' 
(6.2.3) 
obi ai 
and u and ). are the first and second viscosity coefficient. With the exception of very 
high temperature and pressure range, the second viscosity coefficient can be considered 
as dependent on lu, following the Stokes relation: 
21u+3A. =0 (6.2.4) 
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Therefore the viscous shear stress tensor (6.2.2) can be written as: 
ý vii - fl +_1 (Q V5ij (6.2.5) 
öki öxj 3\ 
The term multiplying the viscosity in the right hand side of equation (6.2.5) is in 
effect twice the traceless, symmetric part of the gradient of the velocity (second order 
tensor): 
1J 
+cl, - 
I(o. 
i )6 =(v©L/ )0, (6.2.6) 
As can be easily seen, the antisymmetric part of the gradient of the velocity 
corresponds to a rigid rotation, while its trace (the divergence) corresponds to a volume 
variation; the component (6.2.6) of the gradient of velocity, therefore, gives a pure shear 
stress. 
A differential form for the equation of motion can be easily obtained from the 
momentum conservation equation: 
d (PE)+V-( EOV+pI- z)-F 
where F are the external volume forces. 
(6.2.7) 
Introducing the form (6.2.5) into equation (6.2.7), the conservative form of the 
Navier-Stokes equations is obtained, which for a steady flow reduces to: 
a (Plt; «; )= -+ 
a + J a«; - ý6+1 3 au,,, +F ;-23 9x; ox, oj Ox1 Ox; a_r,,, 
(6.2.8) 
In order to obtain the laws of motion for the mean turbulent quantities, a time 
averaging process is introduced: for any scalar quantity 0 the following separation is 
adopted: 
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ý_ 0+, ` (6.2.9) 
where 0 is the mean value in the time At, large enough compared with the same time 
scale of the turbulence (Reynolds mean): 
I Ah 
0tfo((, t+ 
9ki9 (6.2.10) 
-6112 
and 
-o (6.2.11) 
For compressible flows the averaging process leads to products of fluctuations 
between density and other variables. In order to avoid their explicit occurrence a 
density-weighted average can be introduced: 
=P (6.2.12) 
o 
;_ 
o_O +0" (6.2.13) 
phi" =0 (6.2.14) 
Applying the averaging process to the momentum equation (6.2.7) the averaged 
Navier-Stokes, respectively for incompressible and compressible flows, are obtained: 
Y Vii- - pl -V -ý`ýý= (6.2.15a) 
ýp2)+ o 'OE/ 1-IV _ IR)= E (6.2.15b) 
where z' is the averaged viscous shear stress tensor (6.2.4) and r8 is the Reynolds 
stresses tensor, defined by: 
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IR = -PL ©V' (6.2.16a) 
zýR = -Pllýllý (6.2.17a) 
for incompressible flows, and: 
rK= -PV" 0V" (6.2.16b) 
rý' = -pu1'li ' (6.2.17b) 
for compressible flows, that can be interpreted as an additional shear stress due to the 
fluctuating part of the turbulent velocity. 
From now all the variables will be intended as time-averaged and the 
corresponding symbols will be omitted. Equation (6.2.8) can now be written as: 
. 6p a6u au; 2 a, l k ýpuu. ý=-+ lt -'-+---8.. 'ý' +r. +F. i=1,2,3 äx; ' ax; ax; 
ax; 
ax1 3 'ý äxM ý' ' 
(6.2.18) 
The relations between the Reynolds stresses (6.2.17) and the mean flow quantities 
are unknown. Being the Reynolds stresses tensor symmetric, r, R =r, there are 6 new 
scalar quantities to be evaluated. Therefore the application of the Reynolds-averaged 
equations to the computation of turbulent flows requires the introduction of some 
modelling of these unknown relations, based on theoretical considerations coupled to 
inevitable empirical information. 
According to Markovin (1961), the effects of density fluctuations on the 
turbulence structure will remain small for Mach numbers below 5 for boundary layers 
and wakes. This implies that the turbulence models, based on density-averaged 
quantities will remain valid with the empirical data taken from incompressible flow 
experiments, within these limits on Mach number. 
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6.3 - The eddy viscosity. 
Boussinesq (1877) suggested that the Reynolds stresses tensor could be expressed 
in a similar way than the viscous shear stress tensor (6.2.5) introducing an eddy 
viscosity p, based on the assumption of an analogy between turbulent and molecular 
mixing: 
T iX - ýr 
1+22-V )CSiý pki5 
al ai 33 
(6.3.1) 
where k is the kinetic energy (per unit mass) of the turbulent fluctuations, or turbulence 
energy: 
(-2 
+V 12 + (6.3.2) 
and the last term in the (6.2.1) has to be introduced to ensure consistency for i =j, since: 
V1l +Tz +VR P '2 +V 
- +W 2ý-2f3%C (6.3.3) 
Notice that for compressible flows, the turbulence energy should be defined as: 
P 
(6.3.4) 
for consistency with the definition (6.2.17b) of the Reynolds stresses; for the reported 
hypothesis on the influence of the compressibility on the turbulence structure, only the 
definition (6.3.2) will be used. 
For the analogy with the molecular viscosity, which dimension is: 
mean free path average molecular 
,u oc 
[density] xi 
Lx 
(6.3.5) 
(length) velocity 
the eddy viscosity is taken as (Prandtl, 1925): 
length scale of average velocity of 
p, oc density]X 
[turbulence, 
Ix the turbulent flow 
] 
(6.3.6) 
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It is important to notice that while the molecular viscosity ,u is a physical property 
of the fluid, the eddy viscosity u, depends on the particular flow. 
Choosing the turbulence energy (6.3.2) as the basis for the velocity scale of the 
turbulent flow (Prandtl, 1945), the eddy viscosity is given by: 
pt = constant x plV-k (6.3.7) 
Introducing the expression (6.3.1) of the Reynolds stresses into the turbulent- 
averaged Navier-Stokes leads to a system that has the same form of the laminar one 
with the molecular viscosity p replaced by an effective viscosity (u + , u, 
), equation 
(6.2.18) can now be written as: 
ä ýp ä du äu 2,5 äu 
äxi ' ä. r; äxß dxi äx; 3 äx,, (6.3.8) 
-2 
a (pk)+F; i=1,2,3 
3 äx; 
Note that the term in pk, coming from the last term of equation (6.3.1), is usually 
included in the pressure term (as an extra pressure due to turbulence). 
Using the analogy between turbulent and molecular mixing, the flux of the generic 
scalar quantity 0, in the turbulent transport of the specie 0, can be written for similarity 
with Fick's law: 
10--r0YO (6.3.9) 
where F0 is a turbulent exchange coefficient for the specie 0. The effective turbulent 
Prandtl number for the transport of 0 can be introduced as: 
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Pt (6.3.10) 
6.4 - The turbulence energy equation. 
An exact equation for the turbulence energy can be derived from the Navier- 
Stokes equations, multiplying by a fluctuating property and time averaging the product. 
Using this procedure, and assuming incompressible flow (as the structure of turbulence 
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is not influenced by compressibility effects), the following transport equation is 
obtained: 
p 
01 
puh P2 pu; u; uý - 
7uJ, 
+ r, 
dii 
- PC (6.4.1) 
JIJJ 
The terms on the left-hand side of equation (6.4.1) are, respectively, the unsteady 
term and the convection. The term uac/öxj represents the diffusion of turbulence 
energy caused by the fluid's natural molecular transport processes (molecular diffusion). 
The term of JiJuj- can be considered as turbulent transport, that is the rate at which 
turbulence energy is transported through the fluid by turbulent fluctuations; the term 
p'uj. is another form of turbulent transport resulting from correlations of pressure and 
velocity fluctuations (pressure diffusion). The turbulent transport term is represented 
with the law (6.3.9), introducing the effective turbulent Prandtl number ok. as in 
(6.3.10); the pressure diffusion term is generally grouped with the turbulent transport: 
pulu, uý + P'uý 
61 (6.4.2) 
kj 
The term: z7 &/5x1 is the production term, representing the rate at which kinetic 
energy is transferred from the mean flow to the turbulence. 
The last term is the dissipation term, that is the rate at which turbulence kinetic 
energy is converted into thermal internal energy, where e is the dissipation of 
turbulence energy per unit mass defined by: 
ali zi{i 
=. 
p (6.4.3) 
P t6XIII 
for purely dimensional arguments it is: 
k3/2 
E= constant x1 (6.4.4) 
For a steady flow, the turbulence energy equation obtains, therefore, the following 
form: 
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Gýc ä 'Ut R 
a4r 
puh-=- ýt+- - +rýý--ps cc äxß ;:. äxß ci (6.4.5) 
[convection] = [diffusion] + [production] -[dissipation] 
At high Reynolds numbers it is common practice to neglect the molecular 
diffusion with respect to the turbulent one; at the same time the term pk in the definition 
(6.4.1) of the Reynolds stresses is neglected in the production term; the most common 
way of writing equation (6.4.5) is therefore: 
pu .-= --L +, U, 
L+ 
-i- '- ps (6.4.6) Jl al 6k d. l ai oxl Ol 
6.5 - The k-6 method. 
An exact transport equation for 6 could be derived from the Navier-Stokes 
equations, following the same procedure adopted for the derivation of equation (6.4.1). 
The equation obtained is far more complicated than the turbulence energy equation and 
involves several new unknown double and triple correlations of fluctuating velocity, 
pressure and velocity gradients. 
A simplified procedure is therefore used: the transport equation for E is written in 
the same form of the (6.4.5), with: 
production of sý = Cif [production of k k 
[dissipation of,, ]= c2-[dissipation of k] 
k 
where the term elk is introduced to obtain the correct dimensions and the two constants 
C, and C2 have to be evaluated from the comparison with the experimental data 
available. 
For a stationary flow, the equation assumes, therefore, the following form: 
OE a 
'! 
5-c ER al'; E 
puh _ 
(, 
U+. ; 
PC 
+C, _C, 
(s 
ai axe axe k 
r; J azj kP (6.5.1) 
[convection]= [diffusion]+ [production] - [dissipation] 
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This equation is generally used in the simplified form: 
pu -a 
aE + cº ý 1-it +h" '--21' -, 
2 
1 (6.5.2) 
01 azj 6aj k ai CýX1 ak 
From equations (6.3.7) and (6.4.4) an expression for the eddy viscosity in terms of 
k and P. can be obtained: 
k2 
fir = cib" (6.5.3) 
The k-e method (Jones and Launder, 1972; Launder and Spalding, 1972) is 
therefore based on: 
" the definition (6.3.1) for the Reynolds stresses 
nj; 
" the definition (6.5.3) for the eddy viscosity 11 ; 
" the momentum equations in the form (6.3.8); 
" the transport equation (6.4.5) or (6.4.6) for k; 
" the transport equation (6.5.1) or (6.5.2) for -c. 
The values of the constants recommended are: 
Cat Cl C2 6k 6E 
0.09 1.44 1.92 1.0 1.3 
The two transport equations (6.4.5) and (6.5.1) have to be associated with 
appropriate boundary conditions. For the turbulence energy equation the non-slip 
condition has to be prescribed: 
k=0 on solid walls. (6.5.3) 
It can easily proven that expanding S using Taylor series in terms of the distance 
from the wall and considering only the first term of such series, the following boundary 
condition for e could be adopted: 
ae -=0 on solid walls. 
ciz 
(6.5.4) 
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The validity of this assumption is supported from experimental measurements 
indicating that the level of the turbulence energy dissipation rate is constant in the 
immediate neighbourhood of a wall (Patel et al., 1985). 
However, the form of the k-e method that has been presented is valid only for 
fully turbulent flows. Close to solid walls there are inevitably regions where the local 
Reynolds number of turbulence is so small that viscous effects predominate over 
turbulent ones. The basic model has to be modified to take into account these effects 
(low-Reynolds number methods) and a considerable number of points in the vicinity of 
the walls is needed to describe the laminar regions and the transition. An easier (and 
very popular) alternative, although much more approximate, is to impose the boundary 
conditions using of a wall function, as described in Appendix B. 
6.6 - Equations in generalised coordinates. 
Implementing the coordinate transformation (2.2.8), the turbulent-averaged 
Navier-Stokes equations (6.2.18) are transformed in: 
1Ö Gý Ö1Ö 
Jrc 
Jär `punk/l 
+ Z, Jib + 
+Jt 
? 
gai" -+j 
rji 
+Fi=1,2,3 
Ckj 0ýs a, 3 (J aýs 
in 
px i 
where 
9ý1 9ý. 
s (6.6.2) 
ýrj rk 3 
Boussinesq's relation for the Reynolds stresses tensor (6.6.1) becomes: 
T. R - ý -C + -L --L 2 -- -ý r S.. ý 
2 
ks.. (6.6.3) ar 
1 
aýrat, 
j 
3 ar 
m 
3 
and the corresponding form of the Navier-Stokes (6.3.8) is: 
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1a ýpýrZýJ_ý +la J(, +,,, )grs + J aýr aýr ýi J aýr aýr 
+ýrý t _2ýi 
a, 2n, ) +J(p +F i=1,2,3 
oxj 
r 
ci 3 aý. 
s 
(m 3 Oýr ai 
(6.6.4) 
The k and e equation are respectively rewritten as: 
1ä (OUk )- 1ä 
, u+ 6ý 
grs 
ýk]+G-pc 
(6.6.5) 
Ör iÖýr 
ks 
1äu 
E>_ 
1ä1 
U+ý g.. ý 
aE 
+Ci 
6G-C, (6.6.6) 
J air r1är 6e ads kk 
where G is the production of turbulence energy: 
G= 
ar 
J (6.6.7) Oraj 
6.7 -A more general form of the k and c equations. 
A form of the k and e equations not depending on the Boussinesq approximation 
and on the eddy viscosity can be obtained writing the turbulent diffusive transport term 
as function of the components of the Reynolds stresses tensor. Following Hanjalic and 
Launder (1972), and the hypothesis presented in their work, the turbulent diffusive 
transport of Reynolds stresses can he written as: 
rkr 
UI Un, 
, 
OIln, lli 
allýllý 
u; uýuý _ -Cý. uu + 1lj1l1 + 1! i!! 
cal E dxl 1 
where Cs is a constant, that gives for the turbulent transport term in the turbulence 
energy equation: 
k oil 0: :, k 
1{iUrl{i = -Cv - 
Zllrl{r - 
-CS -2 
c Oki cýxr F p` P CA. r 
(6.7.2) 
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(6.7.3) 
where Cs is a constant to be determined, and neglecting once again the pressure 
diffusion term p'uj , the resulting equation for the turbulent energy 
is: 
kÖ GýC kH 
ÖT(R 
R6 JZ Gýl 
ýu. -. - p+CS- Z. 
j 
il -PTl +T; -pe (6.7.4) aj 63lß &j PC äxß öxl äxß 
and in generalised coordinates: 
1a1a 
rs 
J äýr 
(PUrk) 
J aýr 
Jýb' '+ 
(6.7.5) 
+Jqr 
k 
,R 
IfL 0' 
-pz, 
a 
+G-06 
PE äzß a, öýs ' 6c1 äff,. 
Hanjalic and Launder suggest for in-th component of the turbulent diffusive 
transport term in the e equation the following form: 
Ct pEu, uf 
-_ 
C' , (6.7.6) 
11 
where CE is a constant; therefore the resulting equation is: 
98 69 a-- C r? 
a 
+C. rRý -C _, - 
(PO (6.7.7) 
and, in generalised coordinates: 
Ö1Ö ce" k ä9r R aýs 0ý6 PU F)=-- 
[Jug,, 
-JC r+  Öýr r Öýr ýýs rE lýYý Ir dX! aýs 
(6.7.8) 
+C, l-G-C2E(PE) kk 
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The values recommended for the constants are: 
Cs Cc CeI Ce2 
0.08 0.13 1.45 2.0 
The k-e method presented is therefore based on: 
" the momentum equations in the original form (6.2.18) or (6.6.1); 
" the transport equation (6.7.4) or (6.7.5) for k; 
" the transport equation (6.7.7) or (6.7.8) for c. 
" an algebraic modelling for the Reynolds stresses zi (e. g. with the Boussinesq 
assumption (6.3.1) or (6.6.3), but any modelling can be used). 
The use of a turbulence model not based on the eddy viscosity for the modelling 
of the turbulent diffusive transport causes a deterioration in the stability of the 
numerical procedure. 
In the standard procedure, the value of the variable appearing in the convection 
and in the normal diffusion terms, both laminar and turbulent, is evaluated implicitly, 
e. g. for the k equation: 
n+ l 1Ö (ý kri+l 
IaJU+ 
IuL srr 
rr 
+j p+ 
ýbrrr 
f 
%Ö 
rt\ 
rJ %Ö 
r 
6k dýr 6k sxr 
ar 
(6.7.9) 
where the superscript n indicates that the values of the variable at the previous step of 
the procedure are used, while n+1 indicates that the value of the variable is obtained 
from the solution of the corresponding system of linear equations. 
In the modified formulation, instead, only the laminar part of the normal diffusion 
term contributes to the implicit evaluation, while the turbulent diffusive transport term 
is associated to the source: 
1a 
n-1-I 
1a 
jpx rrn-I + Jý gr. cn + i air 
ý'uýý- 
i air air ads 
+[j 
(6.7.10) 
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With the laminar diffusion being practically negligible with respect to the 
turbulent one (1u, >>, u), this procedure modifies drastically the balance between the 
implicit and the explicit part in the transport equation. A deterioration of the stability of 
the procedure is therefore expected, bringing the necessity of lowering the under- 
relaxation parameters in respect to the original procedure. 
The turbulent diffusive transport term is evaluated with the Gauss's theorem and 
added in the source term; e. g., referring once again to the k equation, defining: 
Tj=as j -pi. c J=1,2,3 (6.7.11) ar ads ' aý. s 
the integration to the control volume is given by: 
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A, PC 0-1i Ah PC 
ai 
where Op is the volume of the cell centred in P, A,, is the surface of the east face of the 
cell, etc. 
The surface integrals on the solid walls are not evaluated, as the diffusion due to 
the walls is taken into account separately, with the wall function method, as reported in 
Appendix B. 
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6.8 - Modelling of the Reynolds stresses. 
The k-- method presented in the previous section allows the use of an arbitrary 
modelling of the Reynolds stresses. 
The linear relationship between stresses and strain in the Boussinesq's modelling 
(6.3.1), with the assumption of isotropic turbulence (i. e. C1, is assumed to be a scalar), 
produces acceptable results for thin shear flows, but fails to determine any form of 
turbulence anisotropy. In reality, anisotropy is significant for three-dimensional flows 
even in plane thin shear layers, while streamline curvature introduces additional 
complication, due to the remarkably strong interaction between curvature strain and the 
normal stresses (Bradshaw, 1973). 
Methods based on the linear modelling (6.3.1) generally produce inaccurate 
prediction for the normal Reynolds stresses, and are incapable to predict properly flows 
where the normal Reynolds stresses play an important role, such as in recirculation and 
secondary flows. For example, adopting the modelling (6.3.1) is impossible to predict 
the presence of secondary flows in fully developed turbulent flow in a rectangular duct, 
a physical effect that has been observed experimentally (Melling and Whitelaw, 1976). 
Speziale (1982) has proven that in order for secondary flows to occur in a rectangular 
duct, the axial mean velocity must give rise to a difference in the transverse normal 
stresses: rR rR. (z being the axial direction), while in this case the modelling (6.3.1) 
produces r 
A simple way to overcome the limitations of the Boussinesq assumption, both in 
the prediction of anisotropy and in the sensitivity of the stress components to secondary 
strains associated with curvature, is to maintain the basic assumption of the dependence 
of the Reynolds stresses on the strain rate tensor, but adopting a non-linear, c. g. 
quadratic or cubic, relationship. Several quadratic stress-strain relationships have been 
proposed in recent years, by Baker and Orzechowski (1983), Speziale (1987), Nosizima 
& Yoshizawa (1987), Rubinstein & Barton (1990), Myong & Kasagi (1990), Shih et at. 
(1993). Craft et al. (1996) have presented a cubic stress-strain relationship, claiming that 
no quadratic form is capable to correctly account for the effects of streamline curvature 
on the turbulent stresses. It is interesting to notice that most of these formulations are 
extremely similar, while presenting very different values for the modelling coefficients 
(as shown by Craft et al. ), depending on the flows that have been chosen to evaluate the 
recommended constants. In effects, all the models appear to be calibrated by reference 
to a certain number of simple flows, mostly two-dimensional, so that none of the models 
can guarantee an accurate resolution of anisotropy for arbitrary, complex three- 
dimensional flows, as has been shown in several assessment of turbulence models (for 
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example, Lien & Leschziner, 1994). This apparent lack of universality, together with the 
complexity of the formulations proposed so far, especially if written in generalised 
coordinates, complicate the choice of a modelling of the Reynolds stresses for practical 
three-dimensional computations. 
In this work, in order to test the capability of a non-linear stress-strain relationship 
to predict accurately three-dimensional flows with streamline curvature, a correction, 
quadratic in the strain rate, will be added to the linear relation (6.3.1). The formulation 
adopted for the Reynolds stresses has to satisfy the consistency condition (6.3.3) that 
can be satisfied by taking: 
zR =-3 pk81 + r° (6.8.1) 
where rij is a traceless tensor. In addition, the model has to be frame-indifferent, that is 
having the same form whether or not the frame of reference is inertial; this can be 
achieved allowing r; to depend only on the frame-indifferent parts of the tensor V®V 
and its derivatives (Speziale, 1983). 
Defining D, 1 as twice the main strain rate tensor (frame indifferent part of 
v©v): 
1 &r oxi ii 0ýs O1i 
(6.8.2) 
the simplest quadratic formulation, that satisfies both conditions and the symmetry 
requisites, can be written as follows: 
2kk1 
r_-3 pk 8;; + C,, pkD;; + Cp 
k (D; 
ý, 
D, 
ý,; -3 
Dý, D,. 
ý, 
S, 
1) (6.8.3) 
which, as can be easily seen, corresponds to Speziale's model without the additional 
term containing the frame-indifferent part of the convective derivative of o0V (term 
containing the Oldroyd derivative). 
It can be easily seen that for the turbulent flow in rectangular duct the simplified 
formulation (6.8.3) still introduces the anisotropy between the normal stresses that is 
necessary to produce secondary flows: substituting V= wk into (6.8.3), k being the 
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direction of the z axis and w the corresponding velocity, the following difference 
between the transverse normal stresses is obtained: 
k322 RR Zyy -T 
eI 
=Cp I -\O/ (6.8.4) 
this is equivalent to the result obtained by the complete Speziale's formulation. At the 
same time, the proposed modelling fails to predict correctly the normal stresses in a 
fully developed two-dimensional channel flow; in this case, supposing that the flow 
direction coincides with the x axis, the modelling (6.8.3) predicts rX = r"., which is in 
contradiction with the experimental observations (Laufer, 1952). 
The proposed simplified modelling (6.8.3), although obviously lacking in 
universality, provides a very simple way to test the effects of the introduction of terms 
quadratic in the strain rate in the formulation of the Reynolds stresses for the prediction 
of three-dimensional complex flows. The constant C, on which the contribution of the 
non-linear part depends, will be obtained through comparison with the experimental 
data available for a three-dimensional geometry with strong streamline curvature. 
The algorithm of the proposed formulation can be schematically written as 
follows, where the additional computations introduced are underlined: 
repeat 
Solve for the Cartesian velocities: 
- evaluate the coefficients of the transport eq. using ist ord. Upwind. 
- evaluate the Reynolds stresses. 
for u, v, vv 
- add to the source the pressure gradient term. 
- add to the source the turbulent diffusion term. 
- add to the source the deferred correction for the high-order scheme. 
- solve the three-dimensional system with GMRES. 
next 
- update the contravariant velocities U, V, W. 
Solve for the pressure correction: 
- correct the contravariant velocities using the Rhie and Chow scheme. 
- evaluate the coefficients and the source (mass unbalance). 
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- solve the three-dimensional system using the direct solver. 
- update the pressure and correct U, V, W. Update u, v, w. 
Solve for the turbulence quantities: 
- evaluate the coefficients of the transport eq. using Ist ord. Upwind. 
- evaluate the Reynolds stresses. 
- evaluate the production of turbulence energy. 
for k, s 
- add to the source the generation and dissipation terms. 
- add to the source the turbulent diffusion term. 
- add to the source the deferred correction for the high-order scheme. 
- solve the three-dimensional system with GMRES. 
next 
until convergence. 
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Chapter 7 
Validation of the turbulence modelling: 
turbulent flow in the 90° bend 
7.1 - Introduction. 
The different formulations for the turbulence modelling described in the previous 
chapter have been tested for the turbulent water flow analysis inside the 90° bend 
described in the fourth chapter. This test case appears to be particularly appropriate to 
study the capability of the proposed formulation in the prediction of anisotropic 
turbulent flow fields: the experimental data for the turbulent fields show higher shear 
stress towards the outer radius and large anisotropy at the exit of the bend, with high 
gapwise normal Reynolds stresses near the pressure surface (outer wall) and high 
streamwise normal Reynolds stresses near the suction surface (inner wall, or wall 
towards the centre of curvature). 
For simplicity, in the rest of this study the standard k-e formulation will be 
referred to as the eddy viscosity formulation, while the model based on the Hajanlic and 
Launder formulation for the turbulence diffusion will be referred to as the modified 
formulation. 
The value of the under-relaxation coefficients used is 0.2 for the eddy viscosity 
formulation and 0.1 for the modified formulation; in both cases the same value of under- 
relaxation has been used for all the transport equations and for the pressure correction. 
For the modified formulation the underrelaxation coefficients for k and E have 
been lowered to 0.08 when using the QUICK and the fifth-order Upwind. The third and 
fifth order schemes have been used in conjunction with the flux limiter. 
The modified formulation shows convergence properties similar to those of the 
eddy viscosity formulation, as can be seen comparing figures 7.1 and 7.2 with the 
corresponding figures for the eddy viscosity formulation (figures 5.25 and 5.26). 
In all the other figures the streamwise velocity is indicated with U and gapwise 
velocity is indicated with V; both velocities have been normalised by the bulk velocity 
Uff, = 1.002 in/ s (corresponding to Re=40,000), and the gapwise velocity has been 
multiplied by a factor of 100. The results are given as function of the distance from the 
plane of symmetry normalised by the duct half-span, z*, and of the distance from the 
outer wall normalised by the duct gap, r*. 
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Figure 7.1 - Modified formulation: number of iterations of GMRES to solve the pressure 
correction equation (top) and convergence history of the procedure (bottom) using the 
first-order Upwind scheute. 
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Figure 7.2 - Modified fornuslation: number of iterations of GMRES to solve the pressure 
correction equation (top) and convergence history of the procedure (bottom) using the 
SOUCUP scheme. 
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7.2 - Comparison between the eddy viscosity formulation and the modified 
formulation: effect of the modelling of the turbulent transport term. 
A modelling of the Reynolds stresses has to be associated with the modified 
formulation; in order to have a meaningful comparison of the results with the eddy 
viscosity formulation, the Boussinesq assumption for the Reynolds stresses, on which 
the eddy viscosity formulation is based, has been adopted. 
In the figures 7.3 and 7.4 a comparison of the turbulence energy profiles obtained 
with the two formulations is represented; as can be easily seen, the modified formulation 
produces a more accurate prediction of the measurements. In particular, the main 
difference between the two formulation seems to be the impact of the higher-order 
convection schemes on the accuracy of the solution. This is probably due to the fact that 
the eddy viscosity formulation tends to over-predict the physical diffusion in the k and 
eequations, and therefore the reduction in numerical viscosity due to the use of higher- 
order schemes appears to be less effective, producing a smaller increase in accuracy in 
respect to the increase observed when using the modified formulation. 
An increase in the efficacy of the higher-order schemes is then observed in the 
prediction of the streamwise velocity in regions of strong curvature of the velocity 
profiles, as can be seen in the figures 7.5,7.6 and 7.7. Also in this case, the explanation 
can be that the values of k and e, that in the momentum equations determine the 
additional diffusion due to the turbulence, tend to generate an over-prediction of the 
physical diffusion when evaluated with the eddy viscosity formulation. 
A very effective way to show the global increase in efficacy of higher-order 
schemes in the prediction of the streamwise and gapwise velocity, when using the 
modified formulation, is through isovalue lines. All the isovalue lines presented refer to 
the cross section at 0.25 hydraulic diameters downstream the bend exit plane of which 
only half is represented, due to the spanwise symmetry of the problem. 
In figure 7.8 the isovalue lines of the measured streamwise and gapwise velocities 
at 0.25 hydraulic diameters downstream the bend exit plane, as reported in Taylor et al. 
(1981), are presented. 
In figure 7.9 the isovalue lines of the calculated streamwise velocity using the 
eddy viscosity formulation and the several convection schemes are reported. The 
increase in accuracy due to the use of higher-order schemes can be observed in the 
position of the line U/Ub=0.6, that progressively moves from the walls towards the 
inside of the domain, and in the increase in the inclination of the lines U/Uh, =0.7 to 
U/Ub=1.0 towards the pattern present in the experimental data. Noticeably, the use of 
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the fifth-order scheme does not seem to increase the accuracy of the solution when 
compared with the third-order scheme. 
In figure 7.10 the corresponding isovalue lines calculated with the modified 
formulation are reported. As can be observed, while the Upwind calculation produces 
very similar results to the one obtained with the standard formulation, the effect of the 
increase in accuracy due to the use of higher-order schemes is much more noticeable, 
especially with the third and fifth-order schemes. 
In figure 7.11 the isovalue lines of the calculated gapwise velocity using the eddy 
viscosity formulation are reported. In this case an even smaller difference between the 
results obtained with the several convection schemes can be observed; the line V/Ub=O 
appears to be well predicted, while there is a certain tendency of the lines V/Uh=-15 and 
V/Uh=-10 towards the pattern observed in the measured data. This tendency appears in 
any case to be quite small. 
In figure 7.12 the corresponding isovalue lines calculated with the modified 
formulation are illustrated. In this case the effect of the use of higher-order convection 
schemes is even more marked than the one observed with the streamwise velocity: the 
line V/Uh=O appears, once again, to be well predicted while the lines V/UI, =-15 and 
V/Ub=-10, starting from a pattern similar to the one obtained with the standard 
formulation, are strongly modified by the higher-order schemes, tending rapidly towards 
the shape present in the measured data. 
From these results it can be deduced that the modified k-E formulation is more 
sensitive to the increase in accuracy due to the use of higher-order convection schemes, 
thus showing that the modelling of the turbulent diffusive transport term in the standard 
k-e equations could be the cause of the excessive diffusivity of the method. 
In any case a closer agreement between the prediction and the measured results 
has been obtained. 
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Figure 7.3 - Turbulence energy profiles at 2.5 hydraulic diameters downstream of*the 
bend exit plane, comparison with experimental measurements; top: comparison between 
the two formulations, using the QUICK scheine; bottom: comparison of the several 
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Figure 7.9 - Isovalue lines of U/Ut, calculated with the eddy viscosity formulation, 
using: (I) first-order Upwind, (II) the SOUCUP scherte, (III) the QUICK scheme and 
(IV) the fifth-order Upwind. 
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Figure 7.10 - Isovalue lines of the values of U/Uj, calculated with the modified 
formulation using: (I) first-order Upwind, (II) the SOUCUP scheine, (III) the QUICK 
scheme and (1V) the fifth-order Upwind. 
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Figure 7.11 - Isovalue lines of V/Ub calculated with the eddy viscosity formulation 
using: (1) first-order Upwind, (II) the SOUCUP scheme, (III) the QUICK scheme and 
(IV) the fifth-order Upwind. 
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Figure 7.12 - Isovalue lines of V/Ub calculated with the modified formnulation using: 
(I)first-order Upwind, (II) the SOUCUP scheme, (III) the QUICK scheme and (IV) the 
fifth-order Upwind. 
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7.3 - Results with the non-linear modelling of the Reynolds stresses. 
Before attempting to determine the value of the constant C that multiplies the non- 
linear term in the expression (6.8.3) of the Reynolds stresses, it is important to notice 
that the different modelling of the Reynolds stresses will affect principally the diffusion 
term in the governing equations. The effect on the diffusion of the non-linear term, that 
has been introduced as a correction to the linear formulation of the Reynolds stresses 
and presumably contributing in a lesser part to the turbulent diffusion term, could be 
hidden by the additional numerical diffusion introduced by a low-order convection 
scheme as the first-order Upwind. For this reason the non-linear modelling of the 
Reynolds stresses will be initially tested in conjunction with the three-dimensional 
QUICK (third-order) scheme. 
In figure 7.13 the isovalue lines of U/Uf, in the reference section (cross section at 
0.25 hydraulic diameters downstream the bend exit plane) calculated with the non-linear 
modelling of the Reynolds stresses, for several values of the constant C, are presented. 
For C=0.002 an increase of the velocity towards the pattern present in the measured data 
is observed (line U/Ub=1.15); increasing the constant to C=0.004 both the lines 
U/Ub=1.15 and U/Ub=1.1 reach a position very close to the corresponding lines in the 
measured data (figure 7.8). A further increase of the constant to C=0.006 does not 
produce additional effects. The value C=0.004 is therefore adopted; notice that this 
value is very close to the one proposed by Baker and Orzechowki for their model 
(although in their work it is not clear which convection model has been used, that, as has 
been pointed out and will be shown later, affects the contribution of the non-linear part). 
In figure 7.14 the isotachs of the values of V/Uh, in the reference section 
calculated with the non-linear modelling of the Reynolds stresses, for several values of 
the constant C, are presented. In this case the effects of the non-linear term can be 
clearly observed in the shape of the line V/U1, =-10 that, for C=0.004, reaches a position 
very similar to the corresponding line in the measured data. Also in this case, an 
increase in the value of the constant does not produce additional effects. 
If a first-order Upwind is used for the treatment of the convection, a small increase 
in the value of the streamwise velocity is observed for the much higher value C=0.01 
while no effect can be observed on the gapwise velocity (figure 7.15). 
The non-linear model causes the movement of the position of the minimum value 
of the pressure towards the plane of symmetry, while the value itself increases in 
absolute value. This effect corresponds to the movement of the centre of each of the 
secondary vortices towards the symmetry plane and an increase in the intensity of the 
secondary flows (figure 7.16). 
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The comparison with the measured data available shows an improvement in the 
prediction of the pressure field, as can be seen in figures 7.17 and 7.18, where both the 
streamwise and gapwise distributions of the non-dimensional pressure coefficient Cp 
defined as: 
CP =P1- 
Pref 
2 
PVc 
where p,. e f is the pressure at the 
bend entry on the wall on the suction side of the bend 
(wall towards the centre of curvature) in the plane of symmetry, are represented for the 
pressure side of the bend. 
Finally, in figures 7.19 and 7.20 the comparison with the experimental 
measurements of the predicted streamwise velocity profiles obtained with the eddy 
viscosity formulation and the modified formulation with both the linear and non-linear 
modelling, is presented, while in figures 7.21 and 7.22 the predicted distributions of 
streamwise velocities are presented in the form adopted by Tamamidis and Assanis (as 
in figure 5.36 in the fifth chapter). 
Although the results presented for the 90° bend show that the simple quadratic 
correction introduced in the modelling of the Reynolds stresses allows a very close 
prediction of the streamwise velocity profiles, therefore contributing positively to the 
resolution of both the anisotropy in the turbulence introduced by the bend and the effects 
of streamline curvature on the stresses, the proposed modelling (6.8.3) is certainly not 
an universal formulation for the Reynolds stresses, while the modelling constant C 
cannot be defined by this single test alone. 
It is interesting to notice that increasing the value of the constant C, even doubling 
it, no difference can be observed in the results, while much higher values of C cause the 
complete divergence of the procedure. At the same time, a comparison with some of the 
other non-linear models proposed in the literature seems to suggest a much higher value 
of the modelling constant than the one used in the previous section. 
As the introduction of additional terms in the modelling of the Reynolds stresses 
appears to cause a further deterioration in the stability of the procedure, it could be 
argued that, for three-dimensional applications, the choice of the formulation for the 
Reynolds stresses should be made also on the basis of considerations of stability and 
`practicality'. Convergence with Reynolds stresses formulations designed to represent a 
large number of more or less complex flows could prove to be impossible, while the 
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introduction of simple ad hoc corrections, as in this study, could lead to a sharp 
improvement in the prediction without an excessive computational cost. 
Furthermore, as has been partially seen in this study, numerical diffusion plays an 
important role in the choice of the modelling constant; some of the values obtained in 
the previous works through computer optimisation could therefore depend on the 
convection scheme adopted, while the values proposed for stress-strain relationships 
calibrated through eddy viscosity formulations could be severely affected by an over- 
prediction of the physical diffusion caused by the simplified modelling of the turbulent 
diffusion term, as in (6.4.2). It is clear that much more work has yet to be done in this 
field. 
In the form presented for the modified k-e method any modelling of the 
Reynolds stresses can be directly adopted, in a completely general formulation, while 
keeping the simple formulation of the standard k-s method. 
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Figure 7.13 - Isovalue lines of U/Ub calculated with the non-linear modelling of the 
Reynolds stresses for several values of the constant C, using the QUICK schurre. 
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Figure 7.. 14 - Isovalue lines of V/Uh calculated with the non-linear modelling of the 
Reynolds stresses for several values of the constant C, using the QUICK scheme. 
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Figure 7.15 - Isovulue lines of U/Ut, (top two) and V/Uh, (bottom two) calculated with 
the non-linear modelling of the Reynolds stresses for several values of the constant C, 
using the first-order Upwind scheme. 
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Figure 7.18 - Streaniwise distribution of the pressure coefficient Cp on the wall on the 
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Figure 7.22 - Turbulent flow: comparison between calculated and measured 
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Chapter 8 
The rotating diffuser 
8.1 - Geometry and boundary conditions. 
A single, rotating radial-outflow channel of simple geometry, as the one used by 
Moore (1973) for his experimental measurements, can be extremely useful in describing 
the effects of rotation and secondary flows in rotating flow passages. In particular, at 
high flow rates the measurements indicate the formation of a large wake region on the 
suction (trailing) side of the passage. 
A qualitative description of the wake formation can be given as follows (Dean, 
1968): it appears that in the-diffusing flow the boundary layer thickens and the flow 
separates on the trailing side of the rotating passage (suction side); the flow separation is 
followed by the formation of a wake which appears to be fed by secondary flows. 
The test section used by Moore, shown in figure 8.1, had a constant height of 
0.07621n (3") and the side walls were radii with an included angle of 15°. The length of 
the test section was 0.6096ni with a square inlet at a radius of 0.3048111. The test section 
was located at the end of an inlet 90° bend, which turned the flow from an axial to a 
radial direction; the inlet bend was designed to deliver a potential flow, with thin 
boundary layer, at the inlet of the test section: 
U=U+2Sly (8.1.1) 
where the coordinate system is defined in figure 8.1,0 is the rotational speed (206rpm 
in the tests) and U is the mean velocity on the section. In figure 8.1 a comparison at 
channel mid-height of the measured velocity profiles and equation (8.1.1), is also 
represented for several flow rates. 
The flow used was air, with p=1.2013875 Kg / in3 and 'r = 0.0000 1853 Ns / m3. 
Only the 'large' flow rate will be considered in this study, corresponding to an inlet 
mean velocity of U= 34.56m / s. The flow is incompressible. 
As only a schematic view of the bend is given, only the test section (diffuser) can 
be adequately modelled; 32x28x60 grid points, respectively in the width, height and 
length directions, have been used (figure 8.2). No information is given in Moore's work 
on the velocity distribution at the inlet at large flow rate, other than the comparison with 
equation (8.1.1) in the mid-height plane. As was shown in the previous chapters, a 90° 
bend induces both a deformation in the streamwise velocity profiles and extensive 
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secondary flows, but, as no data is available on these effects, only equation (8.1.1) can 
be used: at the inlet the potential flow is assigned to the streamwise velocity, while the 
other two components of the velocity are assumed to be zero. Although introducing a 
large discrepancy with the test case, no other choice of boundary conditions at the inlet, 
due to the lack of data, is possible. 
Furthermore, a pressure distribution has to be assigned at the outlet of the diffuser: 
if a Neumann condition is assumed for the pressure at the outlet, so that the pressure 
equation is closed by all Neumann conditions, an unphysical pressure distribution is 
obtained, with a decrease of the pressure from inlet to outlet, as can be seen in figure 
8.3. As no value of pressure can be imposed at the inlet, where the velocity field had 
already been assigned, it is necessary to assign the pressure distribution at the outlet. 
The only information available for the pressure are the measurements of a 'static 
pressure recovery coefficient' on the side walls of the channel at mid-height, in which 
the static pressure, the centrifugal pressure and the pressure of the potential flow appear. 
Using this data, supposing that the total pressure is constant across the section of the 
diffuser and using the additional arbitrary constant for the pressure (being the flow 
incompressible), an approximate relation for the pressure difference between the 
pressure side and the suction side of the walls at the outlet at mid-height can be 
obtained: 
Pn. s - P. r. s = 
45 N/ in (8.1.2) 
where the subscripts ps and ss refer, respectively, to the pressure and suction sides of the 
diffuser. 
The most obvious way of imposing the pressure difference (8.1.2) at the outlet is 
through a linear variation: 
y-Y 
PO, ) = Pj, c - 
(Pi, 
s - P. tiN (8.1.3) 
(with the y axis directed from pressure side to suction side). The effective pressure 
distribution at the outlet of the diffuser is obviously very different from the linear 
variation (8.1.3); in particular, in the area where the wake is present, a region of 
approximately constant pressure is expected. In the absence of additional information, 
the relation (8.1.3) has been adopted to assign the boundary conditions for the pressure 
at the outlet. 
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Due to the approximations adopted both for the inlet and outlet boundary 
conditions, the results presented in this chapter have to be considered not as an attempt 
to predict the experimental data obtained by Moore but as a study on the effects of the 
different convection schemes and turbulence formulation on the prediction of the flow 
in a rotating passage, having Moore's measurements as a reference in analysing the 
results. 
8.2 - On the stability of the k and s equations. 
One of the major problems in predicting turbulent flows in rotating passages is 
that the transport equations for k and e can be affected by problems of stability, with the 
appearance of (unphysical) negative values, that cause the divergence of the whole 
procedure. The regions of the domain most likely to be affected by the appearance of 
negative values of the turbulence parameters are the one close to the solid walls, where a 
wall function is used to assign the boundary conditions. Generally, while a converged 
solution can easily be obtained for the k and E equations when using a first-order 
Upwind as convection scheme, when higher-order convection schemes are used for 
these equations negative values of k or 6 often appear near the walls. 
In order to avoid this problem, while using at the same time higher-order schemes 
for the k and s equations, a'buffer' region is defined in the close vicinity of the walls; in 
this region first-order Upwind is always used, while in the rest of the domain higher- 
order schemes are adopted. This approach has proven to be very successful and can be 
easily implemented simply not adding the deferred correction, that contains the 
variation due to higher-order schemes, in the buffer region. In this study the buffer 
region near each wall is composed by just two cells. 
A similar problem of stability for the k and e equations is obtained when using 
the modified turbulence formulation, not based on the eddy viscosity. Also in this case, 
the appearance of negative values of the turbulence parameters is mostly concentrated in 
the cells close to the solid walls, even when using a first-order Upwind for the 
convection. In order to adopt a strategy similar to the previous one, the modified 
formulation is written as a correction to the eddy viscosity formulation; in the case of 
constant density, the modified formulation is written, in transformed coordinates: 
1ä 
ý{ _ 
ci 0ý, + 
1a+ rrý? << +F+ 
dý ax; J 
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where the last term in all the equations is the correction to the eddy viscosity 
formulation, R, B are the Reynolds stresses calculated with the Boussinesq's modelling 
(6.5.3), and a blend parameter Tb has been introduced, to eventually reduce the effect of 
the correction in the k and e equations, obtaining the original modified formulation for 
Tb=1.0 and the eddy viscosity formulation for Tb=0.0. For this test case Tb has been left 
to 1.0. 
The correction to the eddy formulation is not added in the buffer regions; this 
procedure actually eliminates the appearance of negative values for the turbulence 
parameters in the cells close to the walls when using the modified formulation, although 
the relaxation parameters have to be lowered from the value adopted for the eddy 
viscosity formulation, to avoid a global divergence of the procedure. 
Numerical tests have also shown that a small increase in the value of the 
modelling constant C, in equation (8.2.3) can provide an improvement in the stability 
of the procedure. For this test case, it has been found that an increase of 5% in respect to 
the value used in the previous chapter; that is adopting C, =2.1, has sharply improved 
the stability of the procedure, while it was not possible to achieve convergence when the 
original value C, =2.0 was used. In order to test the effect of this alteration of one of the 
modelling constants of the modified turbulence formulation on the accuracy of the 
solution, the predicted flow fields obtained for the turbulent flow in the 90° bend using 
the two different values of the constant C,, that is 2.0 and 2.1, have been compared, 
where the QUICK scheme and the direct solver have been used. The differences 
between the two predicted flow fields have been found to be quite small, as can be seen 
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in the following table, where the predicted streamwise velocity at 0.25 hydraulic 
diameters downstream of the bend exit plane for r*=0.3 has been presented: 
Z* C2=2.0 C2=2.1 
0.1 1.12736 1.12648 
0.2 1.12404 1.12450 
0.3 1.12721 1.12802 
0.4 1.11636 1.11637 
0.5 1.11413 1.11411 
0.6 1.11643 1.11754 
0.7 1.09929 1.09843 
0.8 1.08646 1.08557 
0.9 1.05350 1.05425 
All the other velocity profiles show a similar behaviour; the adoption of the value 
C. =2.1 appears, therefore, not to affect significantly the accuracy of the solution for this 
particular case. At the same time it is important to notice that this arbitrary change of 
one of the modelling constant is not defensible on physical modelling grounds and 
should not be used in general. The value of C, determines the decay of turbulence in 
shear free conditions (grid turbulence), and the experimental evidence indicated that a 
value between 1.8 and 2.0 is possible. The value adopted here, C, =2.1, goes outside this 
range but, as said previously, convergence has not been achieved with lower values. 
8.3 - Analysis of the numerical results. 
All the results presented have been obtained using a direct solver for the pressure 
correction equation; the under-relaxation parameters used are 0.2 for all the variables 
when using the eddy viscosity formulation and 0.1 for u, v, w, p' and 0.05 for k and s 
when using the modified formulation. Only the linear (Boussinesq) modelling of the 
Reynolds stresses has been adopted for the results presented in this chapter. 
In the figures 8.4 to 8.14 the results obtained with the eddy viscosity formulation 
and the modified formulation, using both a first-order Upwind and the QUICK scheme, 
are presented. Three transversal reference planes have been chosen, at 0.8111,0.851? i and 
0.9m from the axis of rotation, the latter (plane III) being close to the exit of the 
diffuser; the position of the planes is illustrated in figure 8.1. In the figures the isovalue 
lines of pressure and it velocity in the mid-height plane, the isovalue lines of the it 
velocity and the secondary velocity in reference plane [II, and the comparison of the it 
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velocity profiles in the three reference planes at channel mid-height, are presented. 
These velocity profiles, in particular, provide an interesting comparison with the 
measured velocity profile showing the appearance of the wake, taking into account the 
large approximations introduced with the choice of the boundary conditions. 
As can be easily seen in the figures, a region of backflow is obtained on the 
suction side of the diffuser, towards the end of the duct; the comparison of the predicted 
velocity profiles and secondary flows in this region can provide useful information on 
the effects of the different convection schemes and turbulence formulation. 
In particular, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
1) The QUICK scheme appears to have a limited effect when used in conjunction 
with the eddy viscosity formulation: there appears to be a small difference between the 
results obtained with the two convection schemes, particularly in the region of 
backflow. The u velocity in the reference plane III shows a tendency towards a more 
steep profile towards the pressure side, as shown in the measured profiles, when using a 
QUICK scheme, although the variation due to the higher-order scheme remains quite 
small. 
2) A drastic change in the solution is instead obtained when using the QUICK 
scheme with the modified formulation. The region of backflow appears to be the most 
affected by the use of the scheme, as can be easily seen comparing the results with the 
one obtained using the first-order Upwind. In particular, there is a sharp variation of the 
slope of the velocity profile in reference plane III, towards an extremely steep variation 
towards the suction side. These results are in agreement with the general tendency 
observed in the previous chapter, that show how the higher-order schemes appear to be 
more effective when used with the modified formulation of the k and E equations. 
3) The secondary flows in reference plane III predicted with the modified 
formulations appear to be quite different from the ones evaluated with the eddy 
viscosity formulation, even when using a first-order Upwind. In particular, the modified 
formulation predicts, with a first-order Upwind, a couple of well-defined counter- 
rotating vortices in the area of backflow that do not appear, or are not so well defined, in 
the solution obtained with the eddy viscosity formulation, both with first-order Upwind 
and QUICK. It is very interesting to notice that, when using a QUICK scheme, the 
modified formulation predicts that some of the flows close to top and bottom walls 
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'turns' towards the suction side and the two vortices, in a sense 'feeding' this area with 
additional flow. 
Finally, it has to be pointed out that precise conclusions on the performance of the 
modified turbulence model cannot really be made on the sole basis of the results 
presented here, since it would be unsafe to draw conclusions from predictions obtained 
using a single mesh and just switching the order of accuracy of the convection scheme 
Until grid refinement calculations are done, it cannot be absolutely clear that the 
differences that have been observed are really related to the turbulence model. Such 
calculations were not achievable with the computational power available for this study. 
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Figure 8.1 - Schematic view of the test section and comparison of measured velocity 
profiles and the potential velocity distribution for L-large, M-medium, S-small flow 
rates, at channel mid-height (taken from Moore, 1973). The position of the planes 
chosen for reference in this study is also represented. 
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Figure 8.2 - View of the grid. 
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Figure 8.3 - Isovalue lines of the pressure at channel mid-height, using the eddy 
viscosity formulation, first-order Upwind with dp / do =0 at the outlet. 
ý", 
Figure 8.4 - Velocity, field at channel mid-height, using the eddy viscosity formulation 
and first-order Upwind. 
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Figure 8.5 - Isovalue lines of the pressure at channel mid-height using the eddy 
viscosity formulation and first-order Upwind (top) and QUICK (bottom). 
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Figure 8.6 - Isovalue lines of the it velocity at channel mid-height using the eddy 
viscosity formulation and first-order Upwind (top) and QUICK (bottom). 
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Figure 8.7 - Isovalue lines of the it velocity in reference plane III using the eddy 
viscosity formulation and first-order Upwind (top) and QUICK (bottom). 
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Figure 8.8 - Secondary velocity field in reference plane III using the eddy viscosity 
formulation and first-order Upwind (top) and QUICK (bottom). 
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Figure 8.9 - Isovalue lines of the pressure at channel mid-height using the modified 
formulation and first-order Upwind (top) and QUICK (bottom). 
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Figure 8.10 - Isovalue lines of the u-velocity at channel neid-height using the modified 
formulation and first-order Upwind (top) and QUICK (bottom). 
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Figure 8.11 - Isovalue lines of the it-velocity in reference plane III using the modified 
formulation and first-order Upwind (top) and QUICK (bottom). 
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Figure 8.12 - Secondary velocity field in reference plane III using the modified 
formulation and first-order Upwind (top) and QUICK (botton, ) 
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Figure 8.13 -U velocity profiles in the reference planes at channel mid-height, from the 
center of the duct to the suction side, using the several convection schemes and 
turbulence forntlations. 
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Chapter 9 
Some results on centrifugal machines 
9.1 - Introduction. 
Before presenting some results obtained on a centrifugal compressor and a 
centrifugal pump it is necessary to introduce some additional discussion. 
The numerical tests on the rotating diffuser presented in the previous chapter have 
shown that with the formulation adopted in this work it is necessary to assign a pressure 
distribution at the outlet of a rotating passage, to avoid unphysical pressure 
distributions, and, as a consequence of the effect of such a boundary condition for the 
pressure on the solution with GMRES (as seen in the fifth chapter of this thesis), the 
direct solver has to be used for the solution of the pressure correction equation. The use 
of the direct solver, while greatly enhancing the robustness of the code and its capability 
of adopting higher-order convection schemes and the proposed turbulence modelling, 
imposes a quite strict limit on the number of grid points that can be adopted with the 
algorithm. In the present case, where only around 40 MegaWords of memory are 
effectively available, the maximum number of grid points that can be used is 45,000= 
65,000, greatly dependent on the choice of the number of points on the transversal 
sections: an increase in the number of points in the blade-to blade and hub-to-shroud 
directions causes an increase in the width of the band of the matrix, with a consequent 
sharp increase in the amount of memory required by the direct solver and the necessity 
of reducing the total number of grid points. 
While the use of high-order schemes should reduce the grid dependence and, 
consequently, the number of grid points required for an accurate description of the flow 
phenomena, in the case of such a complex flow as the one occurring in a centrifugal 
compressor or pump it could be rightly argued that it is impossible to obtain a detailed 
analysis of such a flow with this level of resolution. The results presented, have 
therefore to be considered as a qualitative description of the flow, providing in any case 
some useful information both on the use of high-order schemes and on the modified 
turbulence formulation. 
The results presented in the previous chapter have also shown how the use of the 
modified turbulence modelling has a very striking effect on the secondary flows on a 
rotating passage. Much more limited differences between the predictions obtained with 
the two turbulence formulations will instead be seen in the results presented in this 
chapter: also in this case, it has to be remembered that while in the previous chapter the 
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grid adopted was possibly capable of an accurate description of the flow phenomena 
occurring in that simple geometry, for the cases presented in this chapter additional 
numerical dispersion is certainly being introduced by the coarseness of the grid, in 
respect to the size of the phenomena that have to be predicted. The results that will be 
presented give in any case a good indication of the capability of the code and an initial 
validation for the prediction of the flow centrifugal machines, while additional 
validation is certainly required. 
In this chapter the linear (Boussinesq) modelling of the Reynolds stresses will be 
adopted, as the study of an appropriate modelling of the Reynolds stresses for 
turbomachinery flows is beyond the scope of this study, but it has to be underlined that 
the proposed formulation has as a major advantage the capability of adopting arbitrary 
modelling of the Reynolds stresses. The value C, =2.1 has been adopted, as in the 
previous section. 
Finally, in all the cases a constant pressure distribution will be assigned at the 
outlet, not having better information, imposing an arbitrary constant value and then 
scaling the pressure field in order to obtain the required value at the inlet. 
9.2 - The Eckardt impeller. 
The first case that will be presented is the prediction of the flow in a high speed 
backswept impeller (figure 9.1) for which Eckardt (1980) described detailed 
measurements. Only one flow passage between two adjacent blades has been 
considered, with the assumption of periodic conditions upstream and downstream of the 
impeller blades; the passage has been discretised with a 30x3Ox50 grid. In the numerical 
tests the compressor is assumed to operate at rotational speed of 14,000 rprn at its 
choking conditions at a mass flow of 6.75 kg/s. 
The experimental results show the presence of strong secondary flows due to 
curvature in both the radial and tangential directions which in combination with the 
boundary layer viscous regions cause the development of the wake flow pattern which 
appears in the radial part of the impeller. In figure 9.2 a sketch of the basic secondary 
flow patterns in the radial part of the impeller provided by Eckardt (1976) is presented. 
A passage vortex occupies the main area of the passage moving anticlockwise towards 
the hub-pressure side corner, along the pressure side towards the shroud and along the 
shroud feeding the wake corner region with low-momentum fluid. Close to the suction 
side of the blade passage there exists a clockwise vortex which moves along the suction 
side towards the casing. A smaller vortex is generated in the shroud/suction side corner 
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due to tip leakage flow over the blade tip due to the pressure difference between the 
blade surfaces. 
In the figures 9.3 to 9.9 the calculated flow patterns in some transversal sections 
before and after the trailing edge are represented, where the vectors represent the 
projection of the velocity on a plane rectangular section orthogonal to the streamwise 
direction and having the same area and the same aspect ratio of the effective section. 
The index k indicates the streamwise position of the plane, the trailing edge of the blade 
being located between the planes k=38 and k=39. From these figures is possible to 
notice the effect of both the convection scheme and of the modelling of the turbulent 
diffusion term on the prediction of the secondary flows; it is interesting, for example, to 
compare the differences in the prediction of the vortices and the area of low momentum 
that appears soon before the trailing edge, and how these features subsequently develop 
after the trailing edge in the main flow. Once again it is important to precise that a much 
larger variation in the prediction will be obtained if a different modelling of the 
Reynolds stresses is adopted with the modified formulation. 
In figure 9.10 the calculated and measured relative total pressure (as defined by 
Eckardt, 1980) distributions at rotor discharge are represented; the prediction appears to 
be quite poor and the use of both higher-order schemes and the modified turbulence 
formulation does not seem to provide any improvements. In figure 9.11 some of the 
results obtained by A. Tourlidakis (1992) are also presented; these results have been 
obtained with a finite volume procedure that is based on a plane-by-plane approach and 
uses a line solver for the solution of the systems of equations, as has been described in 
section 3.1. The predicted relative total pressure distribution obtained in this study when 
using the Upwind scheme (figure 9.10, top) is practically identical to the one obtained 
by A. Tourlidakis (figure 9.11, bottom). 
Finally, in figure 9.12 the calculated streamwise static pressure distribution at 
midspan of the two side boundaries (the ones containing the lower and upper surface of 
the blade), obtained using the QUICK scheme and the two turbulence formulation, is 
represented; very little differences can be noted in the predictions. 
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Figure 9.1 - Solid model of the Eckardt (1980) backswept impeller 
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Figure 9.2 - Sketch of the basic secondary flow patterns in the radial part of the 
impeller (taken from Eckardt, 1976). 
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Figure 9.4 - As figure 9.3, for k=36. 
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Figure 9.5 - As for figure 9.3, with k=38 (trailing edge). 
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Figure 9.8 - As for figure 9.3, with k=41. 
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Figure 9.9 - As for figure 9.3, with k=42. 
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Figure 9.10 - Relative total pressure distribution at rotor discharge. 
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Figure 9.11 - Predicted results at the rotor exit obtained by A. Tourlidakis (1992) using 
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Figure 9.12 - Calculated streamwise pressure distribution, obtained using the 
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scheme and the two turbulence formulations (solid line = eddy viscosity formulation). 
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9.3 - The SHF radial pump. 
The SHF impeller was designed from the Societe Hydrotechnique de France in 
order to study inlet and outlet recirculations in centrifugal pumps at partial flow rates 
(Combes and Rieutord, 1992); it is a low specific speed centrifugal impeller, with 
nominal flow rate of Qn=0.1118 m3 /s at 1,200 rpm. Experimental investigations show 
the at a flow rate of 0.6 Qn a large recirculation zone is observed at the shroud ahead of 
the blades; also the diffuser flow has been shown to be unstable, especially at low flow 
rate, with zones where the mean radial velocity becomes negative at the shroud for 0.6 
Qn; at low flow rate the radial velocity becomes negative in the impeller in the hub 
region. 
In figures 9.13 to 9.16 some flow patterns, obtained on a 29x29x63 grid, are 
represented, giving a qualitative picture of the flow an nominal and partial flow rate (0.6 
Qn) and of the differences between the predictions obtained with the two turbulence 
formulations. 
In figures 9.17 to 9.20 the calculated flow patterns at nominal flow rate in some 
transversal sections before and after the trailing edge are represented; as seen for the 
previous cases, it is interesting to observe the effect of the higher-order scheme on the 
prediction of the flow patterns, and to notice how the use of the modified turbulence 
formulation seems to enhance such effect. 
In figure 9.21 the projection of the velocity on a streamwise surface at the center 
of the computational domain for partial flow rate and using the QUICK scheme and 
both the turbulence formulations, is presented. It is interesting to notice the difference in 
the predictions of the recirculation using the two different turbulence formulations, with 
the results obtained with the modified formulation showing the backflow of the 
recirculation extending to the impeller past the trailing edge (notice that the velocity 
represented is not the radial component of the velocity, but a representative of the 
streamwise velocity). 
In figures 9.22 to 9.27 comparisons of the calculated static pressure with 
experimental measurements are represented. It is clear from these figures that using the 
higher-order scheme a closer prediction is obtained, but the two turbulence formulations 
produce almost identical results. Finally, in figures 9.28 to 9.3 1 the comparisons of the 
experimental measurements with the predictions obtained by Muggli (1995) and Hirsch 
(1996) are represented, where the details on the methods adopted are reported in the 
figure captions. These results show a closer agreement with the measured data than the 
predictions obtained in this study; this is most probably due to the use of a better spatial 
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resolution in these works, confirming the inadequacy in terms of the number of grid 
points of the grid adopted in this study. 
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Figure 9.13 - Calculated flow pattern at nominal flow rate using the QUICK scheure 
and the modified turbulence formulation 
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Figure 9.14 - Calculated flow pattern at partial flow rate (60%) using the 
QUICK 
scheme and the modified turbulence formulation. 
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Figure 9.15 - Calculated flow pattern at nominal flow rate at 
k=11 (being k=15 the 
leading edge) using the first-order- Upwind and the eddy-viscosity formulation (top) 
and the QUICK scheme (bottom) with the eddy-viscosity formulation (left) and the 
modified formulation (right). 
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Figure 9.16 - Calculated flow pattern at partial flow rate at k=8 (being k=15 the 
leading edge) using the QUICK scheme and the eddy viscosity forintulaIion (top) and the 
modified fonnulation (bottom). 
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Figure 9.17 - Projection on a transversal plane for- k=49 (trailing edge) of the 
predicted flow patterns, using: first-Upwind and the eddy-viscosity fornuelation (top), 
the QUICK scheme and the eddy viscosity formulation (center), the QUICK scheme and 
the modified formulation (bottom), nominal flow rate. 
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Figure 9.18 - As for figure 9.17, for k=50. 
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Figure 9.19 - As for figure 9.17, for k=51. 
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Figure 9.20 - As for figure 9.17, for k=52. 
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Figure 9.21 - Calculated streamwise velocity at the center of the computational domain, 
at partial flow rate, using the QUICK scheme and the eddy-viscosity formulations (top) 
and the modified formulation (bottom). 
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Figure 9.22 - Static pressure at the shroud, comparison between experimental values 
and values calculated using the eddy viscosity formulation, nominal flow rate. 
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Figure 9.23 - Static pressure at the hub, comparison between experimental values and 
values calculated using the eddy viscosity formulation, nominal flow rate. 
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Figure 9.24 - Static pressure at the blade, comparison between experimental values and 
values calculated using the eddy viscosity formulation, nominal flow rate. 
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Figure 9.25 - Static pressure at the shroud, comparison between experimental values 
and values calculated using the modified formulation, nominal flow rate. 
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Figure 9.26 - Static pressure at the hub, comparison between experimental values and 
values calculated using the modified formulation, nominal flow rate. 
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Figure 9.27 - Static pressure at the blade, comparison between experimental values and 
values calculated using the inodifted formulation, nominal flow rate. 
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Figure 9.28 - Static pressure at the hub, comparison between the experimental values 
(in the figure as: `Meas. ENSAM') and the predictions obtained by F. Muggli (1995), at 
nominal flow rate, using the TASCfow commercial code and a 29x29x125 grid. The 
standard k-e turbulence method was used, while both skewed upwind and the 
advection correction method where used for the treatment of the convection. 
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Figure 9.29 - Static pressure at the shroud, comparison between the experimental 
values (in the figure as: 'Meas. ENSAM') and the predictions obtained by F. Muggli 
(1995), nominal flow rate. 
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Figure 9.30 - Static pressure at the blade, comparison between the experimental values 
(in the figure as: `Meas. ENSAM') and the predictions obtained by F. Muggli (1995), 
nominal flow rate. 
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Figure 9.31 - Comparison of the experimental data for the static pressure coefficient 
along blade surfaces at inidspan with the predictions obtained by Hirsch (1996), at 
nominal flow rate, using the EURANUS/TURBO code and a 65x33x65 grid. The 
algebraic turbulence model of Baldwin-Lomax has been used, while a second-order 
centered scheme with second and fourth order artificial dissipation terms was adopted 
for the treatment of the convection. 
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Chapter 10 
Conclusions and suggestions for future work 
In this thesis a new Navier-Stokes solver for three-dimensional geometries, based on 
a k- s method with a definition of the turbulent transport diffusion term not based on the 
eddy-viscosity and capable of adopting arbitrary modelling of the Reynolds stresses, has 
been presented. 
The results of the numerical tests presented show that even the most simple quadratic 
correction added in the formulation of the Reynolds stresses can produce a drastic 
improvement in the prediction of flows affected by curvature, and that the proposed 
algorithm allows a simple and straightforward introduction of any modifications in the 
Reynolds stresses. 
Furthermore, it is evident in all the numerical tests that the modification introduced in 
the modelling of the turbulent diffusion terms also provides a more accurate value of the 
physical diffusion and, as a consequence, improves the increase in accuracy obtained with 
the use of higher-order convection schemes. 
On the other hand, the proposed modification also causes a deterioration in the 
stability of the procedure, and therefore the necessity of lowering the under-relaxation 
coefficients, with an increase in the computational cost of the code. 
It has been shown that with the proposed algorithm it is important to use a direct 
solver for the solution of the pressure correction equation, especially in the prediction of 
turbulent flows in rotating passages, where the pressure at the outlet has to be assigned and 
an iterative solver seems to be unable to produce an acceptable solution. 
The adoption of a direct solver is particularly important when using higher-order 
convection schemes, as has been shown in detail in this thesis, and at the same time it is 
indispensable to use higher-order schemes when using the proposed modification in the 
modelling of the turbulent diffusion, but the consequence of this choice of linear solver is 
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that the algorithm requires a large amount of memory, therefore posing a very strict limit on 
the number of grid points that can be used. 
This limit is certainly the biggest disadvantage of the algorithm, especially for 
turbomachinery applications, where much more refined grids than the ones adopted for the 
examples presented in this thesis are required for an accurate description of the flow 
phenomena. Furthermore, in the case of turbomachinery applications, the adoption of a 
single H-type block for the computational grid, as in this thesis, appears to create serious 
problems of both accuracy and stability around the edges of the blades. 
For these reasons, it could be argued that the computational procedure that has been 
presented in this thesis does not appear to be of practical use for applications of engineering 
interest, and future work should therefore to be directed mainly towards an iterative solver 
that could overcome the limits of GMRES without requiring large amount of memory, and 
towards a better description of the edges of the blades, for example through a multi-block 
approach, as commonly adopted for this kind of applications. 
In reality, as the new formulation for the turbulence modelling can be written as a 
simple correction to the standard eddy viscosity formulation (as in formulae (8.2.1) to 
(8.2.3)), a more logical continuation of this study would be to introduce the formulae for 
the turbulent transport as an additional source term in one of the many commercial codes 
for turbomachinery applications that are on the market, provided that the code can adopt 
high-order convection schemes that, as has been shown, are indispensable for the use of this 
particular formulation. In effect many of the existing codes in use in engineering 
applications have the capability to generate an excellent description of complex geometries 
through the use of different types of computational grids, often adopt very efficient linear 
solvers and generally provide the user with the possibility to include external routines in the 
code. 
If the problems of stability and computational cost of the procedure are resolved, the 
formulation of the turbulent transport diffusion that has been presented in this thesis can 
certainly become an extremely effective method to introduce non-linear modelling of the 
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Reynolds stresses in a Navier-Stokes solver, and, at the same time, to provide a more 
accuarte description of the physical diffusion. 
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Appendix A 
Trilinear interpolation 
The data obtained from the code have to be linearly interpolated, in order to obtain 
the values of the variables in the points of the domain where the flow measures have 
been taken. The procedure adopted is as follows: 
1) given the coordinates (x, y, z), in the absolute frame of reference, of the point 
where the measure has been taken, the mesh node (i, j, m) having the minimum distance 
from the given point is found; 
2) Using the nodes that precede and follow the node of minimum distance in the 
three directions, simple tetrahedra are constructed around the node, as shown in figure 
A. 1. 
(ý, J 1, IT 
(i-1, j, nl) 
di, j, m- I 
0+l, j, m) 
(i, j+l, m) 
Figure A. I- Disposition of the tetrahedrons around the node of minimum distance. 
3) In each one of the eight tetrahedra a local system of variables(, 7,4) is 
introduced, as in figure A. 2 and every variable (including the Cartesian coordinates) is 
described in the tetrahedron with the linear function: 
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«(ý, 17,4") =a +bt/+c,; +d (A. 1) 
where the four constants can be easily evaluated writing the function (A. 1) in the four 
nodes, where the values of the variables are known; the function (A. 1) can therefore be 
written as: 
q= \ 
(03 
-0I)17+(Y'4 -0I)5 +0I 
11 
I 
Figure A. 2 - Local system of coordinates. 
(A. 2) 
The values of the local variables (ý, r7,4) corresponding to the given point (. r, v, z) 
are evaluated solving the system obtained writing equation (A. 2) for the Cartesian 
coordinates: 
(x, -x1)4+(x3-xi)i +(x4 -x1)C'= x- xi 
(y, -y1)ß+(Y3-y1 )i +(Yy -Yi); = Y- y, (A. 3) 
(Z, 
-z, )ý+(z3-z1)77+(z4-zX =: -z] 
If the point is in the tetrahedron, that is if the corresponding local variables 
(, q, 4) satisfy the conditions: 
5 q,; o 
ý<(1-ý- 77) 
(A. 4) 
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the value of each variable in the point is obtained from the values in the four nodes 
using formula (A. 2). 
4) If the point is not in the eight tetrahedra having in common the node of 
minimum distance, the condition (A. 4) is progressively relaxed in order to include the 
area surrounding the tetrahedra, until the condition is verified: the condition that the 
coordinates of the given point have to satisfy in order to be associated with one of the 
tetrahedra (and therefore using formula (A. 2) to evaluate the value of a variable in the 
point) is now: 
I , i,, >_-E 
(1-ý- i)+s 
E=0.01,0.02,... 
(A. 5) 
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Appendix B 
Use of the wall function for complex three-dimensional geometries 
The following relations have been obtained for a two-dimensional flat plate 
subject to a velocity field parallel to its surface, in the absence of pressure gradients; 
the symbols used are described in figure B. 1: defining the non-dimensional variable: 
+ PCB 
4yK 
i5i: (B. 1 
the shear stress in the point P, due to the velocity gradient between the point itself and 
the wall, is given by: 
zw = A,, (Up - U%iall) (B. 2) 
where u%yajl is the velocity of the wall and: 
AW= a if y+<11.5 (B. 3) 9, t 
corresponding to the case of the point P being in the laminar region, and: 
KCi' 
ý` Iy > 11.5 (B. 4) 
In(Ey- 
corresponding to the case of the point P being in the turbulent region, where K is the 
Von Karman's constant (equal to 0.41) and E is a closure coefficient, function of the 
wall roughness, approximately equal to 9.0 for a smooth wall. 
In the wall function method the expressions (B. 2)-(B. 4) are considered as an 
universal function that gives the stress on the point P due to the wall in function of the 
normal distance cS and the component of the velocity parallel to the wall. 
All the links between the point P and the point on the wall S are broken, setting to 
zero the corresponding coefficient in the transport equation; the only effect of the wall 
in the solution is the diffusion due to the stress (B. 2) that is added in the source term. 
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P 
UP 
ýý" ... 
Figure B. 1 
For a complex three-dimensional geometry, where generalised coordinates are 
introduced, differential formulae are used to define the geometric quantities required, 
supposing 8, « 1; at the same time, the generalised coordinates system (ý, rl, o is 
supposed to be orthogonal around the point on the wall. With these hypothesis, 
supposing for example that the q coordinate is chosen in the direction normal to the 
wall in the point S, the following expressions can be obtained, where all the metric 
coefficients are evaluated in the point on the wall: 
. the normal distance 5has components (O, d)7,0) in the transformed space 
(ý, q, 4), where: 
dry= /7( P) - 7(S) (B. 5) 
" using the differential formulae, the following expressions are obtained for the 
components of 6, in the physical space: 
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. defining n as the normal direction to the wall in the point S (vector with 
Unitarian module), and with r and s the two tangential directions constituting an 
orthogonal system with the direction Lt, their components in the physical space can be 
obtained supposing that r and s have been chosen in the direction of other two 
generalised coordinates and ý: 
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In three-dimensions the velocity in the point P parallel to the wall is a vector and 
expression (B. 2) has to be rewritten as: 
zw = A,, 
[Up(P) 
-V wall] 
(8.11) 
where the component of the velocity parallel to the wall in the point P is obtained 
subtracting to the velocity in the point P the component in the direction of the local 
normal it : 
Up(P)=V(P)-[V(P)"11]n (B. 12) 
and its components in the physical space are: 
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In the i-th momentum equation the diffusion term is integrated in the 
transformed space (ý, i7,4), using the Gauss' theorem: 
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where Op is the volume of the cell centred in P, Ar is the face of the cell with normal 
± r, and the integrals on the right-hand side of equation (B. 14) are taken with a positive 
sign if the outgoing normal to the face Ar is directed as fir, with a negative sign in the 
opposite case. 
Supposing, for example, that the south face of the control volume is on a solid 
wall and the q coordinate is directed from south to north, considering only the normal 
terms (r=s), being the cross derivatives negligible near a wall, the stress on the wall is 
written as: 
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and the south integral as: 
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where the pedix S indicates the value on the south face. 
If the solid walls corresponds to a north face, adopting the same definition of 17 
and defining d i7 as (to obtain a positive quantity): 
di = i7(N)-, 7(P) 
where N is the point on the wall, expression (B. 15) has to be written as: 
LI ] 
and the north integral as: 
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In the k equation, the diffusion due to the wall is set to zero; the value of k on the 
solid walls cannot be prescribed, as the coefficients in the transport equation 
corresponding to the wall points are also set to zero; a Neumann condition in generally 
adopted to update the points on the walls: 
ý=o (B. 19) 
This conditions are referred to as slip conditions for the turbulence, as the no-slip 
value k=0 is not imposed on the walls. 
The production term in the control volumes near the solid walls is written as 
follows, considering all the velocity variations negligible respect to the one in the 
direction normal to the wall: 
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The dissipation term in these cells is written as a function of r,,, assuming that the 
point is in a fully turbulent region, where u, » p, so that: 
rv=Pt 
Up 
(B. 21) 
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and, using the definition of the eddy viscosity: 
C2 C4"ý* 2I Uyl 
= (B. 22) 
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The source term in the control volumes close to the walls is then written as: 
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In the c equation the value in the points close to the solid walls is prescribed as 
follows: 
k 3/ZC3/4 
Ep = 
Ki% 
(B. 24) 
The value is assigned setting the coefficients and the source term of the transport 
equation, in the control volumes close to the walls, as follows: 
ap = 1.0 
aL =aw =aN =as =aF =a11 =0.0 
S=ep 
(B. 25) 
The value of the Reynolds stresses in function of the stress on the wall zW will 
be now obtained. What follows refers only to the points close to the solid walls. 
From the definition of shear stress, r; ý is the stress in direction i on the volume 
face with normal in direction j (or vice-versa, being symmetric); the stresses tensor I 
can be written in the system (n, r, s) previously introduced, being n the direction 
normal to the wall, noticing that r«, is the stress on the face of normal n and therefore: 
t, n = 
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r.., =0 
The components of the stresses tensor in the physical space are then obtained 
multiplying the tensor by the corresponding directions: 
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r=x-l-y (B. 27) 
or, writing explicitly all the components: 
Zxv = I1x Znnfx + 2nx Znrr, + ZJZxZnsSX 
r. = fyZnnfy +2flyrnrry +2ny"., SY 
Tu= Ylz Znnnz + 2nzrnrrz + 2n znssz 
(B. 28) 
T 
xy =T yx = nx 
Znnny + n. r 
Znrry + nxz'nssy + rxrnrny + Sx Znsfly 
vxz = Zzx = lix Tnn nz + nx rnrrz + iixznssz + rx Znrnz + Sx Znsfiz 
Tyz =T zy = ny-T nnnz 
+ 1'y rnrrz + fyin. Sz + rytnrnz + Syl*mnz 
Supposing the laminar stresses negligible, the expressions (B. 28) are then used for 
the Reynolds stresses r. 
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